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Summary
The Kaw Valley State Bank and Trui
is a recipient of a. grant in the second cycle PON of the Demonstra-
tion Program to be applied to its north dotached facility. This
facility utilizes 72 General Electric evacuated tube, liquid col-
lectors, creating 1068 square foot of otfective collector area,
which will heat an 1100 gallon thermal onorgy storage tank. Energy
will be drawn from the tank as required to pi-ovide space heating
by direct transfer to the supply air o  the 1)uflding onvironmont.
If cooling is required, the hot. water from ([to storagro tank will
be used to fire four (4) staged, three (3) lean ARKLA al)sorption
chillers, which in turn cools 'the supply aiv. The auxilir, ry energy
source is a conventional natural gas Ulvod boiler. 'rho solar system
at a cost of approximately $94,000 is	 to provide 74 percent
of the annual cooling load, X17 porcont ol' tho heating load, us well
as 95 percent of the domestic kcal, wa(ov.
This project is the result of a dedicated joint O' Pearl cal`
team consisting of: The Kew Valley Stato flank and Trii-;t Company,
Mr. Glenn Swogger, President., is the owner of' tho facility; Robert
S. Slemmons and Associatcs, Avchitects Alld RVoJeet Managers;
Burgess Engineering, Inc., Solav SystxmH 1-4iginoei, ing, ; General
Electric, Procurement and 8(flar Col lvelcat' Design; Ed Young Company,
Solar System Contractor.
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Projoct Description
Solar floating, Cooling and Domestic Hot Mater System
K:aw Valley State Bank and Trust Company
Topoka, Kansas
Abs traet
Application heating, cooling and domestic hot water
Collector Type - evacuated tube, hydronic collectors
Collector Manut'acture - Oenorai Electric Corporation
Col lector  Area - 1068 square Feet - 72 panels
Gttorago Capacity - 1100 gallon
Cooling Capacity - 12 ton (total) absorption chiller
Building Owner - Glenn Swogger, President, Kaw Valley State
Bank and Trust Company
Archtteacts Robert S. Slemmons and Associates
+;ngineor - Burgess. Engin(--vrI.ng Incorporated
Introduction
The Kaw Valley State Bank and 'Trust Company site is a commerclai
building in 'Topeka, Kansas. They
 bull-ding has approximately , 5,600
square feet of conditioned space. Solar energy is used for space
heating, spaoeF cooling, and prohe?Eating domestic hat water (DHW).
Tito solar energy system has an array of evacuated tube-type col-
lector, with an area of 3,068 square feet, The array faces 5 degrees
Mast of south at an tangle of 43 dogrees to the horizontal. A 50/50
solution of othyleno glycol and water is the transfer medium that
delivers solar energy to a tube- in-shell heat exchanger that in
turn delivers solar-heated watcor to a 1100-gallon pressurized hot
water storage tank. This heat- vxe~hanger-to-storage loop is plumbed
in parallel 'to ai second tube-Iii-shell
   h at exchanger that provides
prohe^tat:e^d DIM to a gas-fired hot water heater. When solar energy
Is insufficient to satisfy they
 ,space heating and /or cooling demand,
a natural gas-fired boiler provides auxiliary energy to the fan
coil, loops and/or th e
 absorption chillers. Since the DHW load is
very low, the DIM :system is not instrumented. The solar energy and
heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems are fully auto-
mated, requiring only a; manual seasonal. changeover.
De>s gn Philosophy
The underlying philosophy of this project was the concept to
truly achieve maximum energy conservation. Energy conscious design
was employed throughout all phases of this integrated project:
ASIIRAE Standard 90-75 was used as it, guideline in the selection of
materials and systems of, construction in the design of the structure.
In general, all components exceed the standard. Design of the struc-
ture features such concepts as maximum massing for thermal storage
and improved insulation systems.. Special consideration has been
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given to the orientation and detailed assembly of glazed opening.
Windows have been held to a minimum and utilizes solar -bronze
reflective insulating glass. Entrance and windows have been pro-
vided with seasonal control of solar gain. Even landscaped plant-
ing has been planned as an integral part of the seasonal control:
on the west facade. Fifty percent of the usable floor space is
constructed subgra.de to reduce heat loss or gain. Two directions
of approach have been employed to insures maximum energy conserva-
tion of the mechanical system. The first being the design of a
system utilizing energy efficient components integrated into a
high efficiency heating, cooling., hot water system. The second
approach is one of guidelines for efficient and proper operation
of said system. A complex network of controls zvolved from the
heed for maximum automation to insure proper system operation.
The control system was designed to respond to the requirements of
the mechanical system, the needs of the building; environment and
the ambient climatic conditions. An example of this feature is
that the hot water operating; temperature of the system during the
heating cycle is governed by the ambient air temperature to mini-
mize the enthalpy requirements. This will minimize the heat loss
as well as extend the operative range of the building. The operat-
ing temperature of the circulating hot welter during the cooling
cycle is designed to maintain 105 F to insure maximum efficiency
of the absorption chillers. The chillers are staged to insure mini-
mum energy drawn from the storage tank. A two zone, variable volume
forced air distribution system is utilized to provide individual
room temperature control so as to eliminate energy waste through
over heating or cooling. Thus the room automatically maintains the
desired building temperatures of 70 OF in the winter and 75 F in the
summer. Fresh air ventilation is designed to be controlled by an
economizer which governs the volume; of fresh air with respect to the
outdoor ambient air temperature. The economizer will also free
cooling during near passive situations. Electronic air filters will
assist in odor control thus decreasing the nood for outdoor fresh air.
Upon the preceding criteria, design evolved into establishing
the proper operation of the system. As previously stated, the
system is totally automated. The system was designed for a twelve
hour operation of the cooling equipment, with an eight hour opera-
tion of ventilation. There would be a ten-degree setback from
10:00 p.m., to 6;00 a.m., of the heat equipment; this would save
an anticipated 12 percent of 'the c>nergy requirement. In the heating
season, humidification will be discontinued after working hours and
on weekends. All time controls are supplied with manual overrides
to allow weekend shutdown of one or both zones. A rigid schedule
of maintenance, such as filter cleansing, control checking, operat-
ing temperature monitoring, etc., shall be manditory.
The 1068 square feet of collectors was selected as a trade
off between percent of load solar subsidized and available build-
ing area. Evacuated tube type collectors allow for a maximum
system operating temperature of 250 F,thus extending energy stor
age capacity of the storage tank which is critical for the chiller
equipment. The 1100 gallon storage tank also reflects this desire
to maximize the higher operating range. It was decided to maximize
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the subsidizing of the cooling load due to the considerable
higher cost of electric cooling as opposed to gas heating. How -
ever, the auxiliary gas boiler offers the facility the potential
to convert to a great variety of backup energy sources (i.e.,
electricity, oil, coal, wood, or combustible waste) when the need
arises in the future. This offers a great deal of security to
the bank in addition to the energy savings.
O p eration of the System - The system, as shown schematically
in Figure 1 , h as T`ve__ -m-o es of operation;
1. Mode 1 - Collector Loop Operation - This mode activates
when there ^s a m 1
 n mum insolationintensity of 35 Btu per square
foot per hour. When this occurs, the collector pump turns on.
This mode terminates when insolati.on intensity drops below 35 Btu
per square root per hour. A bypass valve prevents flow through
the col.lec8or-to-storage heat exchanger until the loop temperature
exceeds 75 F. It a pump or a power failure occurs during operation,
collector system operation may be prohibited for up to 24 hours un-
til the array has cooled down.
2. Mode 2 - Heat Rejection Operation - This mode activates
whenever the collector outlet temperature 8xceeds the recommended
ethylene glycol maximum temperature of 280 F. A three-way valve
in the collector loop redirects collector flow through the heat
rejector which rejects collected energy until the collector outlet
temperature drops to a safe predetermined valve.
3. Mode 3 - Collector Loop to S^toraage, - Mode 3 activates when
Mode 1 operat on results in the collector--
	 outleS temperature exceed-
ing the storage tank temperature by at least 18 F, turning on pump
1'. Mode 3 terminates whenever Mode 1 is terminated or when the
measured temperature differential falls below a set minimum tempera-
ture ( nomially 3 F).
4-. Mode 4 - Solar Energy DHW Pre heating - This mode activates
only when Mode 3 has been entered and DHW consumption permits pre-
heating of the cold water supply. This occurs when the cold water
passes through a liquid- to-liquid heat exchanger in parallel with
the collector -to-storage loop.
5. Mode 5 - Storage to Heating, Ventilating, and Air
Conditioning (HVAC) Loads - This mode activates when
the normally closed valve V15 is opened, and valve V2 is reposi-
tioned by the control system to permit flow through the hot water
storage tank, using the stored solar energy for HVAC loads. Valve
V15 is opened whenever a HVAC load requires hot water flow and
storage tank temperatures Exceed HVAC return flow (heating or
R
cooling) temperature by 20 F.
4
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Problema/Solutions
The contractor found the design of the evacuated tube col-
lectors very sound in solar thermal. theory. However, the con-
tractor was confronted by several problems in the mechanics of
the collector system.
There are several inherent problems associated with avail-
able General Electric Corporations evacuated tube collectors.
The most obvious of which is the fnagile nature of the tubes.
At the high stagnation temperature which might be encountered,
thermal shock of the tubes becomes a serious threat. To pre-
vent damage, it becomes necessary to provide a means to dump
excess heat in times when the storage tank has reached its
upper limit. This implies a considerable cost of exchangers
and controls. It also expands energy to operate the over temp-
erature dump system without offering any added solar benefit
to the building. It was also considered desirable to cover
tubes with Texan for protection from hail and vandalism, which
will jeoparidize a portion of the solar gain.
Another major concern is the inability to completely
drain the collectors. Problems could possibly arise when
some collectors are empty while others are full and the sys=
tem is allowed to stagnate, such could be the case in a
maintenance or service situation. What might occur is that
the empty tubes would approach 700 0F, while the filled tubes
would go boiling off and problems of thermal shock would result
as 220 F water vapor met 700 F tubes.
Another problem encountered was the integration didn't
sense the collector temperature but only the available energy.
In this failure, the collectors were turned on when covered
with ice and snow and the subfreezing glycol solution pumped
through a heat exchanger interfacing with water. The HEX
froze and ruptured, subsequently allowing the glycol solution
in the collectors to be diluted with enough water to freeze
and rupture the collector tubes. The system was modified and
the modification consisted of installing a 2 inch diverting
valve that is temperature controlled as to normally pass flow
from "A"' to "B" allowing the collector fluid to be circulated
though the heat exchanger. When the temperature drops to
65 F, the valve will return to the "A 1° to "C" position. A
Final safety feature is controller S-2, which will cut off
the collector pump if it sees a temperature of 40 F or less.
The system will then remain off until manually reset. This
comination of safety features should prevent any chance of
freeze up from occurring.
The secondary heating/cooling system creates no "Jor
problems since it Is basic to many conventional systems de-
veloped, engineered, and proven over many years.
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The architect, through time and deliberation, integrated
the solar system into the design in such a manner as to create
a very marketable building of extremely pleasing aesthetics.
This is lending greatly to the rapidly growing public enthusi-
asm in the project.
.
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iSolar Acceptance Test
An Acceptance Test was conducted on July 30, 1980, with 	 j
Mr. William A. Hagen, P.E., Government Project'banager , Bob
i
Slemmons, Architect; Lyle Dreher, Maintenance Contractor; Glenn
a
Swogger, President Kaw Valley State Bank and Trust Company; and
Mr. Ron Toelle, Government Project Engineer,.
The following five pages are extracts from site files re-
lating to the Acceptance Test and suggested system improvements as	 I
3
a result of the Acceptance Test.
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SLEMMONS ASSOCIATES
ARCHITECTS, 	 P.A.
SUITE 1515, ! TOWNSITE PLAZA
To/Mts, KS MM!	 9130 R• U"
ROIK RT S, SLEMMONS, A.I.A., PRESIDENT
ASSWATW:
r
	
	
DAVID A. MOURN, A.I.A.
GREGORY 0. SIMS, A.I.A.
September 26, 1980
Mr. Bill Hagen
Government Project Manager
NASAGeorge C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
Code FA33
Re: EG-77-A-01-4080
Dear Sir:
Under separate cover I ,^" sending two sets of Maintenance and Operating
Manuals for the Solar Energy System for Kaw Valley State Bank - North,
Topeka. These include as-built drawings with all modifications to date.
Enclosed is a letter to you from Mr. Swogger, President of the Bank,
relative to the understanding the system is operational and functioning
as intended.
We are proceeding with requests for proposals from the Contractor to con-
struct additional modifications recommended by Ron Toelle with concurrence
of W. E. Burgess, P.E., our consulting engineer. These changes should im-
prove the function and reliability of the chillers as well as the S.D.A.S..
No changes have been made since your visit (relative to high fossil-fuel
consumption) pending some determination of cost for the modifications.
You'll be advised when added work is authorized.
Sincer y,
Robert S. Slemmons, AIA
Encl.
cc: Mr. Glenn Swogger
Dahlstrom 6 Ferrell
RSS/pk
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Mr. William/A. Hagen, P.B.
Solar Heating b Cooling Program, FA 34
Marsh.&!I Space Flight Center, AL 35812
Dear Bill:
Your visit of July 30, 1980 allowed our Architect, Bob Slemsons, our
mainteranc ;e contractor, Lyle Dreher and others associated with this
solar pioject to meet with you and Mr. Toelle. My discussion with you
at noon confirmed that you found all things in order.
Based upon the tests which have been conducted and the counsel of my
Architect, Bob Slemmons, I declare the Solar System operational.
We will be supplying you with "as built" drawings, plus operation and
maintenance manuals as part of our final report. We recognize that this
solar demonstration was a pioneering activity. The cost benefits may
not be immediate but energy conservation is necessary action which all
of us must take.
Sincerely,
GS/jl
1 rGlenn Swogger
President
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I WIRT S. SUMMONS, A.I.A., MESIDENT
ASSWATEW
DAVID A. MOUSER, A.I,A
OIIEOOIIY D. SIMS, ALA.
September 26, 1980
Dahlstrom b Ferrell Construction Company, Inc..
P. 0, Box 4561
Topeka, Kansas 66604
Re Kew 'valley State Bank - North Solar
Gentlemen:
Please submit your proposal to provide additional work recommended by the
Governiirent Project Engineer, Mr. Ron Toelle, with concurrence of our engi-
neering consultant, Mr. W. E. Burgess, P.E. and described as follows:
I. Provide new openin q_s with louvers, grilles, filters, etc. conform-
ing to DraNing SR-1, attached, to ventilate the ATM Room and Mechanical
Equipment Room 200. InStd1l a hinged type of soffit louver where indi-
cated, with filter rack and permanent washable removable filters.
2. Install air vent on cooling tower piping in close proximity to
strainer as described in notes from Ron Toelle's visit (attached).
3. Install aquestat to inhibit boiler operation when solar heated.
water is mailable, in accordance with notes from Ron Toelle's visit
(attached.
Yours truly,
Robert S. Slemmons, AIA
Encl
cc: "young's Inc.
Mr, Glenn Swogger
Mr. Bill Hagen
RSS/pk
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Ron Toelle's notes on v_sitation to KAW VAJ^,EY STATE sAMK - NORTH
Suggested System Improvements as discussed July 30 1
 1980.
1. Venting at a high point. An air vent should be added to the cooling tower
piping in close proximity to the strainer. An existing pressure gauge port
for PS located next to the cleanout strainer would serve very well. Upon
cleaning the strainer, air could be immediately vented, thus averting a
potential air lock in the chillers.
2. An adjustable aquastat with a strap on biAlb should be used in a control
modification which would inhibit the boiler when solar rater is available
to the chillers at X (say 190 F). The exact set point can be adjusted for
minimum fuel consumption while maintaining comfort.
3. Modulating the input water temperature to the chiller for load balancing
should be validated again by ARKLA. Excessive fuel useage would be expected
if this is done with the boiler. Reducing the firing temperature to the
ARKLA greatly reduces the COP of the unit.
4. Assure that the boiler is never used to heat the solar storage tank. This
reduces the efficiency of the solar collectors while creating excessive fuel
bills.
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IAPPENDIX A
Manufacturers Literature
ARKLA Absorption Chiller
-,
A-1
•W; WI*
•

DESIGN DELIVERED CAPACITY, Btu/h ....... 36,0001
DESIGN DELIVERED CAPACITY, Tons I.M.E. _ .... 3.01
ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
Design H(X Water Input, Btu/h .............. 50,000
Design Hot Water Inlet Temperature, °F ......... 195
Design Hot Water Outlet Temperature, OF..... 185.9
Permissible Range of Inlet Temp......... 170 to 205
Design Hot Water flow, gpm...... 11.0
Pressure Drop, Feet of Water,. at 11 gpm ........ . 9.8
Permissible Range of Flow, gpm ............ 5 to 22
Pressure Drop, Feet or Water, at 22 gpm........ 29.9
Maximum Working Pressure, prig .............. 100
Unit Water Volume, Gallons, Approx ............. 3.0
Electrical Voltage, 60 Hz.1 Phase ........... . .	 1152
Maximum Wattage Draw.................. , .. 250
CHILLED WATER DATA
Design Inlet Temperature, OF ........	 .......... 55
Design Outlet Temperature, O = ................. 45
Design Flow, gpm ...	 ..	 .................... 7.2
Pressure Drop, Feet of Water, at 7.2 gpm........ 4.6
Premissible Range of Flow, gpm............ 4 to 13
Pressure Drop, Feet of Water, at 13 gpm ..... , ..	 12.5
Maximum Working Pressure, prig . ............. 100
Unit Water Volume, Gallons, Approx............. 1.5
SERVICE CONNECTIONS
Hot Water inlet and Outlet .................. 1" FPT
Chilled Water inlet and Outlet ............... 1"FPT
Condensing Water Inlet and Outlet........... 1" FPT
PHYSICAL DATA, APPROXIMATES
Operating Weight, Pounds .................... 6754
Shipping Weight, Pounds ........... . ...	 .. .	 61305
Crated Size, -inches ......... r ...... 36W, 34D. 75H
CONDENSING WATER DATA
Design Heat Refection, Btu/h ... . ........... 86,000
Design Inlet Temperature, OF . .	 ... . ............ 85
Design Outlet Temperature, OF ................ 09.3
Permissible Range of inlet Temp........... 75 to 90
DesignFlow, gpm ......	 ..... ............... 12.0
Pressure Drop, Feet of Water, at 12 gpm......... 9.6
Permissible Range of Flow, gpm ....	 ........ 9 to 25
Pressure Drop, Feet of Water, at 25 gpm........ 33.9
Maximum Working Pressure, prig .............. 100
Unit Water Volume, Gallons, Approx ............. 3.0
FOR COOLING TOWER SELECTION i
Maximum Heat Refection, Btu/h ........... 106,000
Range, °F .............................. 14 to 17
Minimum Permissible Sump Temperature, OF.... 753
i
-
CHILLED WATER
INLET t' NFPT	 CONDENSER WATER INLET 1 « NFPT
CHILLED WATER	 GEN. INLET 1' NFPT 	 CONDENSE-R WATER OUTLET 1"NFPT
OUTLET 1"NFPT
.GEN. OUTLET 1"NFPT ^ 2eY+« 	 ^ 29W
11^y/J4«
r 25W
i 5"
R^— 67,^lu« 16"ohs«
I ELECT. I
111
31'^Se' 3"
1 CONT.	 1149«
4BOX i 31%'
+
14%'
Iu
+, ^ e
WIRING HOLES
LEFT SIDE	 FRONT
WF-36
A-4
RIGHT SIDE
SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL WF 36
NOTES, 1. Capacity at design conditions. For capacities at other conditions, see Page 4..
.1	 2. Units equipped for operation on 230V-50Hz-1 Ph available on special order..
3. Thermostatic switch to control tower fan MUST be used. Set to "cut out" of 75°F.
4. Includes circulating water weights.
5. Units as shipped contain Lithium Bromiae charge,
-,, *
DIMENSIONAL VIEWS
MODEL WF 36
I," Waltof Flow	 1 10 GPM
Condttnlung Water Flow	 120GPM
Chdkt41 Watw Flow	 7 2 GPM
Chtllfti! Watw Leavinq Tl ernliw ltuf e	 4 S" F
— O^N9>t1ED REJECTED
NIET	 OUTLET tN WATER `	 CAPA CITY NEAT
we	 TEMP 6TU/H TEMP ATU/H	 TONS 8Tt1M
161 0 16,400 eD' F 0,700 G al 26.100
70' F 167 4 14,500 050 F 8.400 0 Sj 20,000
a 90. s
170 7 23,800 SrF / 7,300 1.44 41,100
° F 171,1 21,600 86' F 13,100 1.00 34, 700
If 900 F . a
174.3 31,200 60° F 24 40x1 203 66.800
F 174.5 26,000 86" F 19,400 1.62 48.200
116.7 23.800 90° F 14,200 1 18 36,000
1 M 0 35,400 W6 F 31.100 2.69 89.600
' F 1 M.5 S6.900 85° F _ 26,8M 1.13 61 600
179 4 00,1100 90' F 19,300 161 46.900
15 1 7 45.800 60° r 36 800 307 31.800
1110° F 1622 42,900 85° F 31,300 261 74.200
1832 37,600 90° F ,800 198 61,300
1U., ._ GLM my JD &n aim.
195° F " 1859 5,0000 ,(tio 1 36 (X , 301 88.000
°"'	 - 10k1.i ,$i"D 90tF "AM 130 71,E
1803 58800 SOP F 414M 348 100.600
x00' F 14108 56.000 Will F 40,200 338 68,200
1	 7 &1 Im	 1 c	 1 OAt..&fill% 2r .^ s N.
193 4 63.800 60° F 42.00D 3 50 106,803
1"SAL 60,500 f 41.000 3 W 102AM2 71 all
'Una tlpstfab(>r) unstahtt e ut I t	 , . ''L Tight,	 m enlit corillrtuttla Ior t:1ltt1 ..l11.k'dv
MODEL WF 36
Pr*-%sure nrtvs vs Watef Flows
1	 l', utlO 5111r1g
FLOW, GPM
DROP FEET OF WATER
CHILLED WATER NOT WATER CONDENSING WATER
4 1.7 Min.
5 25 28Min
6 34 37
7 44 4.7
72 48
8 55 59
9 68 7.1 58Min
10 8.1 84 70
11 94 9.8 8.3
12 109 11.3 96	 .
13 12.5 Max. 126 110
14 144 12 5
15 161 142
le 17.0 158
29 9 Max 274
25 33 9 Max
Wh(ar Progress Is Bud, On Ouallty
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4 CONDENSING
WATER INTO UNIT
UNIONS
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ARKLA INDUSTROU INC. 	 F. 0. ft 534
	 EMIM150116. Indians 47704
CONDENSING WATER PIPING - AT UNIT
Both Inlet and outlet condensing water connections are located on the right
side near the rear. The Inlet connection is the bottom pipe end Is a 1" FPT'
fitting. The outlet connection is the top pipe and Is a i' PPT fitting.
Any vertical piping to these connections should be far enough away from the
panel to permit easy removal of this panel if necessary.
Certain fittings should be Installed in the condensing water piping as shown
;a	 In Figure below,for the reasons mentioned below.
a. A 1/411 pet cock should be Installed In the Inlet and outlet
connection next to the unit. These are needed to take pressures
when adjusting the water flow.
b. A union and an isolating valve (Gate valve) should be installed
'in each line so the piping can be disconnected from the unit without
making It necessary to drain the water from the rest of the system.
c. A flow regulating valve (plug cock) should be located in the water
line leaving the unit and down stream of the isolating valve for
the purpose of balancing and regulating condensing water flow.
d. "Blow down" valves should be installed at end of dirt legs to make
It convenient for draining off sediment or draining the unit, if
necessary.
One of the six thermometer well fittings shipped (in a carton behind the front
panel) with each unit is to be installed in each the Inlet and outlet condensing
water lines. For the most accurate temperature readings, these should be located
as close to the unit as possible. They must be installed in horizontal lines with
the well part of the fittings in the vertical up position.
THERMOMETER WELLS	 ISOLATING VALVES
'ESSURE TAPS
	 FLOW REGULATING VALVE
CONDENSING
In	 WATER OUT OF UNIT
DATE: Nov., 191
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HOT WATER PIPING
The WF-36 requires a hot water supply of Ii G.P.M. at 170OF to 1950F. The
unit produces 36,000 BTU's of cooling at 195OF hot water and 85QF condensing
water.	
WF-36
a
	
	 Only clean, hot water, free from oil and other foreign materials should be
 used., If any other hot liquid or mixture is going to be used, check with
Arkla Industries Inc. P.O. Box 534, Evansville, Indiana 47704, for particulars.
All hot water piping, including return piping should be Installed in accord-
once with good hot water piping practice (See 111-20-1).
See Figure on 111-52-4(9), for the proper hot water piping connections to the
unit.
M	 r
Any vertical piping to these connections should be far enough away from the
panel to permit easy remofal of this panel if necessary.
Certain fittings should be installed in the hot water piping as shown In
Figure on 111-52-4(8) for the reasons mentioned below.
a. A 1/4" pet cock should be installed in the inlet and outlet
connection next to the unit. These are needed to take pressures
when adjusting the water flow.
l b. A union and an Isolating valve (Gate valve) should be installed in
each line so the piping can be disconnected from the unit without
making it necessary to drain the water from 'the rest of the system.
c. A flow regulating valve (plug cock) should be locaied in the water
line leaving the unit and down stream of the isolating valve for
the purpose of balancing and regulating hot water flow.
d. "Blow down" valves should be Installed at end of dirt legs to make
It convenient for draining off sediment or draining the unit, If
necessary.
One of the six thermometer well fittings shipped (in a carton behind the front
panel) with each unit is to be Installed in each the inlet and outlet hot
water lines. For the most accurate temperature readings, these should be
located as close to the unit as possible. They must be installed in horizontal
lines with the well part of the fittin g s in the veriical up position.
x
	
	
The hot water supply and return lines should be insulated at least up to the
point of connection on the unit to reduce heat loss and To avoid injury to
personnel.
Low water flow will reduce effective coaling and waste energy. it is recommended'
that a flow switch be a part of the control system to cut off the unit at a
minimum flow rate of 5 G.P.M.
.
A-7
ICY
WATER INTO MIT
HOT
WATER OUT OF UNIT
1
FLOW REGULATING VALVE
UNIONS
ARKLA INDUSTRIES INC. ►A. SOX IM EVAIMIM. INDIANA 61104REV: Apr., 1977
It is recommended that some type of minimum and maximum Input control system be
installed. This must be field fabricated and Installed. Minlmum input Is 170OF
hot water. Maximum Input is 205OF hot water. Water temperatures below 170OF
produce no offectIYe cooling and wastes energy. At water ta"ratures above
205OF the unit again wastes energy.
well I 	 ISOLATING VALVES
PRESSURE TAPS'
1
UNIT
i
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ELECTRICAL CUNNLCT iOf," - ► () 1041 r
Arkla Solalre unit Is wired for operutlun ^n 115 ^,-I • ;, 1 phase, 60
-:,• current.
1r,o unit control box contains a 115/24 volt, 50 ;A todnsformer to supply IoM
1	 -seltage current to the control system.
!hn main switches, disconnect switches, fuse holders and fuses aro not
furni!,hod by Arkla.	 The fused disconnect should t,u ire-.called within sight
of and not more than 50 feet from the unit.
The recommended i 1 ne voltage wiring to the unit coin tai found on 111 -60 - 2.
If type OF underground cable is used, the unit shim ld tPe groundud by running
1
	
	 wiring from an approved electrical ground to a et.nv(-ni-int point on the
unit's frame. Grounding wire should be attachod to 1hie frame in a manner
approved by national and/or local Electrical C,)des.
	 It conduit is used, it
will serve as en adequate ground, providing thdi the conduit is connected to
the building's electrical grounding systo;m.
wF
-36
C
ARKLA INUUSIMES INC.
	
P. U. Nos 534	 EvAri%villt% Indi a nn 47104
!IMTE: ►*.)v., I976
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ELECTRICAI WIRING, - IOW VOITAGE TO CONTROL ;;YS1EM	
y^
The Arhla Solaire unit is wi red such as to P rovitle 24 VAC to exturnal reldys
to control the various pumps dnd air hdndler(s) in trio heating and air 	 wF-3o
conditioning system. The relays sulucted should not exceed .4 amp. draw
maximum. Wiring from the unit to the reldys should her a minimum of 18 gauge.
l	 i
WF-36 CONTROL BOX
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1 1	 !! z 4 VAC	 24 vac
TO	 I Y e 4 AMPS MAX. r 4 AMPIS MAX.
	
THERMOSTAT 24 VAC ►	 TO A.C.	 ITO CH'LLED
4 AMPS MAX.i I MEAT	 ^ ^ WATER
	
SOURCE
	
PUMPTO HEATING (
	
^ I
CONTROLS
	CONTROLSCONTROLS . 1f
r	 ,
2 4 VAC
4 AMPS MAX
TO BLOWER
RELAY
24 VAC
4 AMPS MAX.
TO COOLING
TOWER
CONTROLSA-11
i
4 WIRE ' IS
THERMOSTAT CABLE
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ELECTRICAL W1141NG - UNIT TO T ► iERtfOSTAT
The wiring from the unit to the ,hurim)stat carries 24 volt c -ront. The
wires shou;d be a minimum of 18 gduge. Color Wded cables carrying the
	 WF-?16
necessary number Of wires should be used.
.I'
APPENDIX B
Manufacturers Literature
Honeywell Inc., Controls
B-1
ENGINEERING DATA FOR
Job Nam •
	
^Kaw Valle btate Bank R Trunt
Architect	 Robert S. Sle"Imotin
Engineer	 L ninecrina
Cant r act or----!PUnQ2AL IPC•
SUBMITTED BY NONEVWELL INC.
8401 E. 50 Highway
Keneap City .,.Missouri 64133
For information ioilwdin0 this job confect:
LlaY iiek
Refer to tub number:
931-77060
Honeywell
The Allto^nl.1tioll Company
11 3%) W s•. 4 It	 B-2
Honeywell
	 Refrigeration Dryer
for Compressed Air
MODEL NUMBER NKN8010B N NKN801Qq
General
The IIKNI401014 and IIKNxUI(X'
Ctmiltlessc• d An DiivI..ue tim'd lucun•
iUun an sul+pls s)slenls fill lalruntallc
cttllttuls Tile IIKN801011 anti
IIKNA01W ctxtl the ctalllul .nr ind
cundensr .ltd relnuve till, %%JIVI Vahan
and uthet cctn(,m11nants Ruin the can
hill all system.
Ille :tatdt• nx• d till .mil water t.11tttl
ale vrltal.11ed 110111 the all slivaill .mil
elrocd Ihlungh a d13111 Theths:haircd
,nt Is filleted. then lcguhlled it) a [ties
sure ulllable Itrt ctnititd devices. The
llKNxololi with the ITIWA Is tie
signed lilt %Iw 111 a %Ingle 1110\Stilt'
sy stem while the IIKN80l(X' uses the
14 ,1 1102H anti is designed lilt use ill a
INU Ittessule sy slrin teyuiring 1%%u
uldeltrntlrnt, legulated ail I'lessute
x• Ilulg .
Features
• liv lies valve fit rase servicing.
• h1wel•tm status light
• Ihgh tenllviattnr alatm light
• Aultan3El: dimn
• Integral aditlstahle ltressule rrgu
latut.
littlh IIKN80101i and IIKNKUIIII'
In: hidc a hvpassvalve lilt e3sv servicing.
• Suhnuc it'll 1i113i fillet in clear
Iliadic housing, Nllh leplacentenl
rlrmrnt.
• Intel and ttullel ltlessure gauges
for I t lesstlle Iegulatul.
sepalatch adlustahle sillily lnrs
Mile Ie110 Valve.
• Sunl+le single an:htit tlluunung.
Auld signal Ilghls which advim . ill ulvc•1
Ally,  Stallls.
The 11lt;!480I011 .ind IIKN801W
Relllgetautwi Type Air contain
a lit, Ililetically sealed. ntlncycling unit.
TlXN have a hilt gas bypass conllttl fur
Illalill.11lllllg c0I111111IkW% i l lwlallurl and
.tillslanl tlew•Ilulllt cctittntl. The heat
exch.utgel is cupprr "tuhc ul•tuhr..
culled and littttetl ill nlmlaung limill.
Specifications
AIR CAPACITY
3 scfm with 100 F 138 C) saturated m
Inlet (limited by filter capacity)
OUTLET DEWPOINT
•13 F ( 12 C) at 18 psi 1124 kPa) main
pressure [based oil to 90 psi (483 to
621 kh) compressor rangel
Rev 7.77
IRW.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
35 to 110 F (2 to 43 C).
MAXIMUM WORKING PRESSURE
150 psi (1035 08).
REFRIGERATION COMPRESSOR
1/6 hp.
li-a
VOtTAGi HALING
115v, till fir, :1114le phase
SHIPPING WEIGHT
65 Ibs (29 kg)
MoUN I ING
".ell mounted or fluor mounted
twin N,.^.t», 77-9858
l w..m.,, ui Un
21- (543)
—tS (381)— -------^
	
^	
-- 16
8 (410)—	 —
O	 0
5(133)
TO
SYSTIE OL 44!.
SYSTEM_"•-^
REGULATOR u
CONOENSOR
L we'
I	 _
	
14 6
	
F
(357)
URE
ING
ILER
S —
AIR DISCHARGE
9 (10; OD TUBE F1rTING
8 NPr AIR
CONNECTION
(ON HKNBOIOC ONLY)
correw srnlr
POWER ON (GREEN)
HIGH TEMP (RED)
AIR  INLET
(10) OD TUBE FITTING
FIG. 1. APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS IN INCHES (MILLIMETERS)
Typical Operation
passes through a pressure regulator.
	
Air is cooled in heat exchanger.	 ejects them through an automatic 	 and
	
Separator traps moisture, oil and	 drain. Submicron filter combines oil	 regulated to control device requ ire-
Discharged air is dried, cleaned an
	
larger contamination particles and 	 and micron size particles. The air then menu.
I
SEPARATOR / DRAIN
FIG. 2. AIR FLOW SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR HKN8010 REFRIGERATION TYPE AIR DRYER
:'NAL NA(iF, 1i
HONEYWELL- Minneapolis, Minnesota 55408 e 5carborouyn, OntarwaSubsidiaries and Affiliates Around the Worid!Printed in U.S.A.
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L480B and L480U
TEMPTRATURE CONTROLLERS
H MAINTENANCE
MOMIrMIU AND REPAIR
INTRODUCTION	 —
These Instructions .•r ge`ne`ral maintvtlanre,
disc • sembly and ri-pair for flit, L48011 and 1.480(3
Temperatur y Controllers. A romplele purls list and
exploded view drawings are included to facilitate re-
pair. The ports .uxt anremblios are MenlYfled com-
pletely	 part number and d4-scriptmn. F- or wrtitrunf
Information, see the note following Fitt. 3.
NOTV: Prices ma y be oblamcd from our local branch
office. Pru'es acid availability are suhpet,t to
"hangto wilhoul 11.41ce
No special Moils art , re(lutrud to maintain thus
devlct.
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION ANi) C LEANING
The cover of the temperature contn'114-1 • most In , 11t
place at all times to protect udernalcomiNments Irom
dust, dirt and physical damage. Alter initial ► nslall.i-
tion, the only timintenanre nect-y s.It y is oc camitioal
Inspection and cieaninl;
CAUTION: Ile` sure to dis -,omm , ct the lv)wcn source
before rcniovitW. the controller covt`r it)
work on the internal I onili ontonts.
1. Itemuve the cover of the controller and Inspect
for any Internal or external dan• oi—
2 Remove accumulated di	 !..O•t ly using .I
soft brush or air hos.`
3. If internal mvprrtion r cve.11s.Inv dantagod p.u'ts,
remove the controller and disassemble.
CAUTION: Use special rare when usugt solvents
Avoki prolonged inhalatitm and/or conla:i
with Ott o skin. (Curless handling can re -
sult in purnianrnt damage IO the respira-
tory system and skin lissue.
4 Clean disassembled parts in the solvent listed
in Table 1. Order i'toplact-mcnt parts from the ex-
phoded view drawings and parts list in tons torsi.
5. Reassemble flit- controller. COa.ult,; all pivot
points and screw threads with the lubricant listed in
Table 1.
Table` 1.
MATERIAL I
	
APPLICATION
Inhibited 1. 1, 1-TrI-	 Obtain locally—use to soften
chloroethane such as	 grease and dirt which cannot
Chlorothene or Vy-	 be easily removed.
thene
LubrICAnI--MILI I t i -	 Obtauilrom llom%.well branch
Purpose Grease	 office—lubricate bcrew
(Honeywell part num-	 threads to prevent rust and
ber 802771-4ot. tube	 corrosion.
6-65
D. E. L.
L4808	 1480G
OPI- HA ! !t 0 . \I t 'll l'('K
A!I, t' , ,it n o 	 m.11ntumin'e, ri`t tl l'tl 	 !+^ Ito	 u1
:turtwtl • t s rauoc.. Place an acrur.ite Ihermomeler
next to I nd` sensiul; element, or lir.svide olher n--14-
!,at t
	
...nn to me.isure flit* temp g rature of ih4- -m-
Irol.Isl wotltuni.	 When a slabio	 'e ntpef:its:t ., 1
reach.d, check the controller opw`ra l .ai as follows
lAno s ll098 mull L480f ► 1101i Controllers.
I L , o.ormoo - i s are designed lot Iree a-up pro-
IA`e I c—i .e.LI .u • 4- s aobt'aled to the hrral, of II W ,witch
contacts M the loo cst temperature fenstd Iy any one
foot pnort mnol the 2t ► loot lempx-ralure sensing elvinvilt
Turn the m4uslment knob t,. the lowest setting.
S low I ) turn flit- adlustmeni knob toward the high scale
setIIly; This will simulate a tempe rature fall at the
sensuq; element. The I(-W switch contacts will break
.el (lic 1101c I'd thermometer teniPeraturt . and the
cik)l ► Ing wpuipment will slop. The scal y readnigshould
corr4-spmd lathe measured temperature, unless air-
flow stratification causes some portion of the element
to respaal l.• a Inwcr teniper:tture (See Fig. 1).
Vw iiher 1480D Controllers.
1 urn the :eljiiaiiit,nl klwth to the lowest setting.
Slowly turn Ilse adjustment kii.ob toward flit , high scale
sellisy;. 'Phis will sio ulale a tempt , ralurr tall (call
for heal) at the sensing element. The R-li contacts
will make a ntl the heating equipment will start. Note
flit, scals , Neil:nl;at this pip it. It should correspond
to flit , lh.: ..,.tarter rvadi ng at the sensing element.
I1emet flit , controller to a normal sctp* i,:t and allow
the m-sunk to settle` out. 	 1114-11 turn I'" :uilustment
knob to flit ,
 highest setting. Slowl y „ ; . r adjust-
metil knob toward the lowest setting. This v ill siniu-
lateateniperaturerise (c.illfor coolinl;11,11 the sensing:
elumenl. The It-R contacts will break Note the
scale setting at this punt. it should corresp ml to
the lherul ,meter' s readmt; plus the set differential
of flit , conlrolicr (See En t; 1).
r^-N-t"74-3609
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NOTE The 1.48013 to 6 nwnual unit rim(miler and
mule) tie' reoet rash time the equipment atop•.
Fix. I — Typical Operation.
PARTS LIST
	
32494 SCRP'V, '	 ,or
	229370 COVER ASSFMBLY — firm !t6 :1	 1002M, A,(For 1.6601: mistrial\
002 go COVI'R INS!'RT —	\^(For 1.660111
	
'90 X60 (OVEN INItF HI
L Mob
YA'H"'-01.40%1 516"—(II Id pl
11110o3A MON(XiRAM—(F,)r 1.4600)
^`lFor 1.1601.1
/	 G
^ll	 \
^I
32690 COVER
—(),or  149111) 32N7e IN9l'I.AT 10R (2)
AS61 1117 sW ITCH— tror
1 10011 mldels)
kN6IICl SMIT('R — lror
1 4144130(; nudists)
32891Y IIRACKFT.
M1,un1 1^
t	 24447 HIADF— ( Fur all
h^	 1,48011 nl,mlele
ra, p l ot 1110914 &n1 1111061
71006 HIVFT—lFor all
1.46011 models racrpt
32421	 PLUG 111019 and 141106)
32905
	 HUH, total
40087 321KIO	 SPAC'FR (2)NAMFPLA
055 RIV'E'T ,21 , ,• ::26146	 CASE
1 , x•7097 RIVrT (2)
32693 WASHER. rrlclmin 1 •,	 \
32911 WASHER
1 1)21404(' BLAME ASST MHLY—(For L160G, nmdelsonlyl S ►^
32884 111.ADE • ^^
'099 HIV :T (2) I
3'000 Itt.ADF
`.
11T .Y911t lot ADE ASS!'Ml11 Y	 3 .	 31633	 {'laTk11 1 MAINE	 •• s
IC3307 NUT. Ad)uaun6
100643 HALL
^^-32010 1't ATE,1 214 1461) PI.AUF ASS! MBLY — (For L41140111004 Simi P i t IoM mnble otelr) Cover2997 HLADE 21008	 I41VFT (2)T28 4 MADE
Uti6 HIV FT (2)
310463 HLADE tN089311A SCREW
19329918 HI.AAE AMMlit Y — 05 40%1.%2' —
)2991 MADE rd Imo
1, 1 3107 VUT, Adluettn< '808935 SG'RM
IWO413 ItALL —e5-10at1"—rd M (3)
tIKONA IILA AF ASNEMBLY — lror 611 other 1 . 614011 ntodrlal 2
:129112 HLADE
70:,7 FUV ET 521	 3291 W A.a R! H 100093 RA SC'H17W	 5 4thI 1.2 —rd Id321166 HLADE
NU686 SCHFM'	 3297 CAM ACCFSSORIES31990 SPRING:
31100 HLADE 150655 ENVFL AM A.tiSF-MBLY—
60100 N ASHFR (For L160111130 and 011481
11 329918 M.ADF ASSt'M11l.Y 151165	 FNVEWPE
329111 BLADE 21676	 TUBE, Clip l2)
10.1707 NUT, Adluatlir 4734	 SCREW, 91ret Metal, 010%31"{Ut16413 HALL —rd M (21
'MAMar,lp&rta lacrosse, washers. electricalcnnlpnnenta, tic 	 10homW be „blained lucaii) %hen ia,aatble.	 Com-
,%-nrnl %&lure are a	 ject to ch"t ssilAvt tmlttcr 	 Always use mart replacement pare when making repairs.
ltecauar the comperlent past* of this sasemMr are staked,r re♦u11• a filet Ial asermbl) proven, It It recom•
.rated that a complete replacement assembly be tat dered
Fix. 2—L48011 and 1-4W Temperature Contr(IUer6.
e- e
rParts List for Fig 2
KEY I PART NO.
1 3288911
1 32889C
1 32889E
1 32889F-
I 3288UG
1 32889L
1 32889.1
1 32889K
1 32889M
2 32 199AC KA
2 32199DCKA
2 32199ACPB
2 321991X' P11
2 32199ACMF
2 1 32199D MF
2 32199F'CMF
2 32199NCSD
2 32199SCSD
2 32199ACBE
2 3219ODCBF
2 32199FCBE
2 32199ACSD
2 32199DCSD
2 32199rK'SD
2 32199DCSD
DESCRIPTION MOD FL S
1.1808 L180(
1007DIA L.— (50" F to -10" FI
1015
DIAL-1 10"F to .20"F) 1023
1031
DIAL-1 30"F'to •70"F) 1114
1192
1130
1148
DIAL—(•65"F to .95"F) 1171
1189
1197
DIAL•-(0"F'to •50"F) 1049
1056
1061
1205
DIAL—(•30' ' F to .60"F) 1098 1002
D1A L— (-15"C' to 0"C) 1072
1080
DIAL—(0"C to .20"C) 1155
1163
DIAL—(0"C to .15"C) 110; 1010
tt ELFMFNT ASSEMBLY-1-50' to -1(W"F) 5' lone, Remote Bulb .T•Iw, 1017
tt ELEMENT ASSF : MBI.Y—(-50" to-10"F120' lotu,. Fteniote Bulb 1) , [M• 1015
tt EI.EMRNT ASS F'MItI Y—(-20" to •20"F) 5' Ioniz • livill le Bulb 7VIw 1023
tt ELFMFNT ASSEMIII.Y—(- 20" it) .20"F)20' It tu;, lit - mote Bulb P'IX, 1031
tt ELFMFNT ASSEMBLY—(0" to •50"F •) 5'	 lotus. Remote Bulb 7yiw^ 1049
—(- 17" to • 10"C) 5' long, Remote Bulb T ype 1072
tt ELFIVIENT ASSEMBLY—(0" to .50"F) 20' lung, Remote Bulb Ty w • 1056
— (-171 to • IO/C) 20' tutu;. Remote Bulb Type 1080
tt ELEMENT ASSEMBLY- 10" to .50"F) 30' long, Remote Bulb Ty pe 1064
tt ELEMENT ASSF:MIILY—(-30" to •70"F) 5' long, Remote Bulb TYIm- 1130
tt ELEMENT ASSFMBI.I'—(-:10` to.70"F)20' tutu;, Remote Bulb Ty ix, 1148
tt EL!:MFNT ASSEMBLY—(•65" to •95 t 'F) 5' lotus • lienwte Bulb Type 1171
tt ELEMENT ASSEMBLY—(•65" to.95"F) 20' lotus, Remote Bulb Type 1189
tt ELEMENT ASSEMBLY—(• 65" to •95"F) 5' lotus. Remote Bulb Type 1197
tt ELEMENT ASSEMBLY—(•30" to •70"F) 5' long. Remote Bulb Tylw 1114
—(0" to .20"C)
	
5`	 lotus, Remote Bulb Type 1155
tt ELEMENT ASSEMBLY— (0" to .20"C) 20' long„ Remote Bulb Ty ix 1163
tt ELEMENT A`N. FMIILY—(• 30" to •70"F)20' 1 ot4;, Remote Bulb Type 1122
tt ELEMENT ASSEMBLY—(.30" to .600 F) 20' L9" OD Capillar y Type 1098 1002
—(0" to	 .1500 20'	 0" OD Capillary Tylw' 1106 1010
r	 74- 3609
B-7
1133939A I-XV[R AM) StADL ASS! McLY
12929	 IIVCR
11940	 RLAD9.
21604
	 NIVLT (2)
72Y271) CUVl:N
12941 aPRlt4l:
119003A MONM AM
2 936 I o$T
Ithecause the comp,,nent lams d this assembly require special
sssen • bl y processes, it is recommend" that a complrtc replace
mral assembly be ordered
Fig. 3-32937C Cover Assembly.
IM703 K11EW -08. Sell talqurtrt 121—(ror L160ti nwdrial
lror Lswulow and 111106)
II3"5 GW)MM[T — (rnr L4601; nudels)
,!	 Mir L480141090 and 1111061
12916 %r NrW. Shield (2)
32907 s"IFLD
tJ
4204 NUT, He%
760240k; SCREW -
34557 Li V1,111	 #4.40%716"
—rd AI
34557A I.rVER Aril! MDI.Y
A Included In 407nKH Envelope Assembly oniv
16tandard parts (screws, rashers, electrical compinenes, etc.)
slr.uld be obtained locally when possible Compinent values
are subject to chlugir without null^e Alwav• use enact replace-
ment parts when nukIng rrpaire.
Fig.4-4074FF And 4074BKH Emelopc Assembly.
NOTE: Please order by Part No. and Description. Also, give the complete Order Specification
number of the Temperature Controller. The number is stamped inside the cover. In
some cases it may be necessary to return the entire device to our factory for complete
repair and reconditioning. Order frown Honeyvve-T, Golden Valley Plant, 1885 Diwglas
Drive North, MinnealxAis, Minnesota 55422 (In Canada: Honeywell Controls Limited,
Vanderhoof Avenue, Leaslde, Toronto 17, Ontario). Prices may be obtained from our
local branch.
Afrchanical devices must be serviced periodically if they are experted to An gie contiMaed salls-
factory performance, and( ontrols are not an exception. Hou, accurate and hou troubletree your
control system u-111 be in the years to come depends largely am the mamtenarice giv*m it. For
best results, all devices in your system should be serviced at one tune.
Time and trouble can be saved by arranging uith Honeywell for a maintenance Weement It
Will Aiwrantee expert, economical care, acid ut%ure maximum life awl efficiency from your
system.
HONEYWELL r Minneapolis, Minnesota 55405 • Toronto 17, Ontario
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Honeywell
AQUASTAT CONTROLLERS ARE IMMER-
SION TYPE DEVICES FOR LIMITING OR
REGULATING THE TEMPERATURE OF
LIQUIDS IN BOILERS, STORAGE TANKS,
AND OTHER APPLICATIONS WHERE TEM
PERATURE CONTROL OF LIQUIDS IS
REQUIRED. AS THE TEMPERA'T'URE OF
THE CONTROLLED MEDIUM RISESTOTHE
SET POINT, EXPANSION OF' THE FLUID
IN THE SENSING ELEMENT OPERATES
THE INTERNAL SWITCH OR SWITCHES.
O The L4006, 7, and 8 provide spst switching
for high or low limit control of a burner
p The L4006G model has two spst switches
that make and break in sequence to provide
boiler sequencing
q The L6006 and 8 provide spdt switching
for low limit and circulator control.
C1 Models which break contact on a tempera-
ture rise to the set point are calibrated for high
limit use. They are also suitable for low limit
control if a separate high limit control is used
O Ambient compensated models are available
to prevent control-point shift caused by
temperature fluctuation at the case
O Visible control point scale and external
adjustment screw permit easy setting.
q Models are available for either horizontal
or vertical insertion of the sensing element.
The sensing elerrent may be directly immersed
or placed in an immersion well.
O Remote bulb models are available if the
controller mist be mounted at a location away
from the sensing element.
0 Remote bulb models may aiso be used to
sense air temperature in ducts and in outside
air sensing applicatioru
O Totally enclosed Micro Switch snap-actinn
switches are used in all models
S.K.
7.75
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$PSI MODELS.
MIDSCALE SW ITCHING
MODE11 APPLICATION RANGE ( F) DIFFERENTIAL INSF14TIONA ON TEMP. AVAILABLE OPTIONS
( F ) HISE
Tradeline models which in-
clude well and tube of heat
conductive compound. Plas-
tic shield for covering well
in utter heater applications.
high or low 40 to 180 2 or 5 1 cited or 3/4 in. NI'T brass spud.lA008A Limit 100 to 240 5 to 30 Adj. horizontal breaks Centigrade scale markings.Factory Net stops at 160 F,
185 F,	 190 F, 200 F, or
220 F.	 Dial marked WARM,
NORMAL, HOT. Insulrtcon
depths of 1-1/2, 3, or 5
40 to 180 5 fixed or 3 Inch insulation dept— h.^/T
L4006H I circulator or
100 to 240
5 to 30 ad). horizontal makes Inch NPT braes spud
1.40060 high or low 100 to 240 12 or 5 fixed horizontal breaks 10 in. element.	 FactoryW sto y At 205
L4006Eb high limit 110 to 250 manual horitontal breaks 3/4 in. NPT braes spud. 	 3
reset Or v yrlical in,	 insulation de►ilh,
5 fixed horizontal breaks1.4006(; sequencing 100 to 240 interstage or vertical two3-10 F Adj, I switc ties
14007A high or low 100 to 240 2 cr Ofixed, vertic al breaks Centigrade scale markings.3 	 Adj.
IA007D circulator 100 to 240 5 fixed or vertical makes
5 ft.6 in. ,	 8 ft.6 in.	 or 10 ft.
40 to 180 2 or remote capillary.	 Factory
1,4008Aa high or low or 5 fixed remote breaks set scale stop at 120 orlimit 100 to 240 5 to 30^Adj, bulb 200 F.	 External adjustingknot).	 Centigrade scale
100 to 240 5 fixed or remote makes
s
8 ft.6 in.	 Capillary.LA008Ba circulator
-
5 to 30 ad1. bulb
-- 7 ft.6 in . ,	 20 ft.c• apillary or
ambient 0 to 70 remote
fast resix,nse element.
1.4008( Compensated or 2 or 5 fixed bulb breaks
External Adj. knob. 150 va
rating; at	 120,	 240v ac.high limit 40 to 180 High limit stamped On case
(.	 loc k.
L4006 modsle continued on pegs 3
aCopper well orfitting is supplied with all models except remote bulb type. When ordering, specify boiler tapping
size (1 '2 or V4 inch) acid insulation depth.
t)Manxial reset (trip - free) — Switchbreaksc • ircuit and locks out when controlled medium reaches riet lxoint. Con-
trolled temperature must drop 20 degrees below set point before contacts Can be manually reset.
1S
	 X "Im IDEIRIUE V X1.21 RN ORbVl A70H
WHIM ORDEROOM REFER TO THE TFIADELIMt CATALOG OR MICE 11I/EET FOR COMPLETE ORDERING SPECIFICATIEIN
IIUMSER • OR
lBCIFY	 ORDER FROM -
L MOML NUMUM.	 1. YOUR USUAL SOURCE, OR
L 01PI111ATING RANGE, 	 2. HONEYWELL
3 DIFFERENTIAL.. ADJUSTABLE, NONA DA)STABLE,	 1M6 DOUG LAS DRIVE. NORTH
OR MANUAL REKT.	 MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA 56422
4.C.APILLARY LENGTH. 	 ION CANADA - HONEYWELL CONTROLS LIMITED
L WO.ER TAP/MIG AND INSULATION DEPTH. 	 740 ELLESMERE ROAD
IL ACCINIO111 0L 	 WARSOROUGH, ONTARIO ►
B-10
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SP0 MODELS CONTINUK):
r MIDSC'AL.F. SVITCHTNG
MODEL APPLICATION RANGE ( F) DIFFERENTIAL INSFItTiON a ON TEMP. AVAILABLE OPTIONS
F
Trade line n, a av^e.
Centigrade scale markings.
Hot tinned 8 ft.capillary.
Electrical rating	 2.3 amp
at 120-24(N ac, full load.
ambient 0 to 70 remote Fast response,	 10 ft.ar-LA008 DA compensated or 2 or 5 fixed bulb makeh mored capillary with 3 ft.
circulator 40 to 180 bulb.	 External adjustment
kn,b. Factory set scale
slops at 120, 220, or 750 F.
Plastic shield for coveri:all
well in water healer
aplAic Ations.
L4008Eab high limit
40 to 80
or
manual remote breaks Factory art scale stop atreset bulb 250 F.	 8 ft.6 In.	 capillary.
110 to 7
All models less case AM
14008) a high ► mlt 100 to 2{0 S (lxed remotebulb breaks cover.	 18 in. capillary and1 /2 In. well ansy.	 Factory
set scale st o v At 220
L4008KA circulator 40 to 180 S fixed remote makes All models Irns cover.
S ►DT MODELS:
MODEL APPLICATION RANGE (F) MIDSCALE
DIFFERENTIAL M
INSERTIONa AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Tradellne mtxle • i which Includes
circulator 100 to 240 well adapter and tube of heat cm-
1_80(8Aa and low or 5 fixed or horizi,ntai due-tive compound.	 3/4 in. NPrlimit or 110 to 290 5 to 30 adJ. brass spud.	 3 in. insulationhigh limit depth.	 Horizontal or vertical
mount available on same models.
clrcu ator
L6006R and low 100 to 240 5 fixed or horizontal 3/4 In. braes bulb compressionlimit or 5 to 30 ad), fitting.
Trm!eline model with 5 ft.cap
L6008A a
circulator
and low limit 100 to 240 5 fixed or remote illary. Range of -30 to 70 F.
- 30 to 70 5 or 30 ad), bulb Centigrade acale markings. 	 With-
,Doling out cover.
Tradeline model.
	 150 va switch
remote ' sting.	 Centigrade scale
i.6008Ca dual fuel 0 to 70 2 or 5 fixed bulb, markings.	 7 ft.6 in. armoredchang eoverng 40 to 180 May be ra;allary.	 Exlerna::uljumtment
duct mounted, knob.	 Luck type cover. 20 ft.
•1 m nt	 Averag ing element,
L6008F:a ambient 40 to 180 5 fixed remote All mc,dels less enclosure.	 Front
compensated hulb mounted.
aCopper well or fitting Is supplied with all models except remote bulb type. When ordering, specify boiler tapping
size U/2 cr 3/4 inch) and insulation depth.
b Manra! reset ( trip-free) — Switch breaks circuit and locks out when controlled medium reaches set point. Con-
trolled temperature must drop 20 degrees below met point before contacts can be manually reset.
NOTE: The following specifications are standard. Variances, available as options, are noted in the preceding
table.
ELECTRICAL. RATING ( AMPS):	 Models with 5 F d ifferential—
Models with 2 F fixed differential—
	
120 %,
Ov ac	 240V ac•	 FULL LOAD	 8	 '
LL WAD	 2.8
	 1.3	 LOCKED ROTOR	 4
LACKED ROTOR	 15.6
	 7.8	 INDUCTIVE CURRENT	 . 25 at 1/4 to 12%- do
60-2104-1
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PRESSI'RE RATING:
Capillary bulb (direct Immersion)-200 pal.
Immersion well-255 pal.
SENSING BULB MATERIAL: Copper.
SENSING BULB FULL: Liquid. Toluene or 2111c,me.
CAPILLARY LENGTH (Including bulb): Remote bulb
mude!s-60 Inches.
SENSING BULB DIMENSIONS ( inches): 2 -7/8 lottg,
3/4 diameter.
INSERTION DEPTH: 3-3/8 Inches.
INSULATION: Brass. 1-1/2 or 3 Inches. SWckfy
when ordering.
PROVISION FOR WIRING: & • rew terminalm.
MOUNTING: Horizortal and vertical models mount
directly to an Immersion well Installed in a boiler
fitting. Remote bulb models have 3 moo nting holes
rear of came for screw mounting to a vertical
surface.
FINISH: Gray.
INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS: See Figs. 1 and 2.
IMMERSION WELL DIMENSIONS: See Fig. 3.
BOILER FITTING AND BULB DIMENSIONS See
Fig. 4.
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FIG. 1-I14STALLATION DIMENSIONS
ACClrSSORIF S
Weatherproof enclosure—W15.
Immersion wells—
Copper, 1/2 NPT, 1 -1/3 Inch Insulation—Part
No. 131371A.
Copper. 14 NPT, 3 Inch Insulation—Part No.
131371L.
Cor.per, 3/4 NPT, 1 - 1/2 Inch Insulation—Part
No. 12137111.
Copper, 3/4 NPT, 3 Inch Insulation—Part No.
1213711!.
Copper, 3'4 NPT, 1-1/2 inch Insulation, plastic
sleeve—Part No. 12131K.
Copper. 3/4 NPT, ! Inch Insulation, plastic
sleeve—Part No. '21371N.
Stainless steer&, 1/2 NPT, 1 -1/2 Inch Insulation
—Part No. 121371F.
Stainless steel, 3 1 4 NPT, 1-1 /2 Inch Insulation
—Part No. &21371F.
Bulb Compression Fitt U1gs (see Fiji. 61 —
Brass, I'2 NPT plug. 1 - 1/2 Inch Insulation-
P..rt No. 10448411.
Brass, 3^4 NIT plug. 1 - 1/2 Inch insulation—
Part No. 1044860.
Capillary Compression Fittings (see Fig. 7)—
Copper. 1/2 NPf plug. 1-1/2 inch insulation—
Part No. 1044840.
Copper, 3-'4 NPT plug. 1-1'2 Inch Insulation—
Part No. 10448411.
11	 1 OF SINSINC.
11	 11	 !l[a1I N111	 CAPILLARY
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FIG. 2 INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS FOR REMOTE BULB
MODELS. OTHER DIMENSIONS SAME AS FIG. 1.
1 t
n
.
1	 2 OR 3'a -1a NP1 1
IT
FIG. 3-IMMERSION WELL DIMENSIONS FOR ALL MODELS
E%CLPT L4006C, L4007D. AND LOWISS
1 1 OR 11 6- 14P 
F10. 4 BOILER FITTING AND BULB DIMENSIONS FORL400BC.
L40070. AND L60061B
I^ ur[sN.r[
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The manufacturer usually provides a lapping for
Insertion of the controller's sensing element. This
tapplrg Is located at a point where typical water tem-
perature can be measured. Depending on model, the
element Is Inserted In an Immersion well, through
a toiler fitting, or directly Immersed.
Installation should be made by aquallfled serviceman.
Follow the Instructions furnished by the system man-
ufacturer, if available. Otherwise, rotor toAppropriate
procedure limited below.
IMPORTANT
Controller may be used with or without Immersion
will. Well, If used, must fit sensing bulb snugly
for Rood thermal response. Inarri bulb until It
rents against bottom of well, then hold It (her-.
while tightening the tubing clamp.
MOUFITINO REMOTE BULB MODELS
The remote temperature-sensing bulb can either
be Installed In an Immersion well (FIg. 5) that ex-
tends Into the boiler or tank, or It can he directly
Immersed In the liquid. For Installations not using a
well, secure the remote bulb with a bulb compression
fitting (Fig. 6), or capillary compreasion fltlltt►;
(Fig. 7).
Well, bulb compression filling or capillar y com-
pression fitting must 'De ordered separately. Sizes
available' 1/2 in, , 3/4 In. NPT spud. Well, If used,
niust fit sealing bulb snugly for g ood ttwrrtnal re-
sponse. Insert bulb until It rents against Ixlttoml of
wel t , then hold It there while tightening the tubing
clamp. (See Fig. 5. )
The boiler manufacturer generally provider a
tapping for the Insertion of the Aquastat controller's
sensing element. This tappiny, should be located at a
pottt where typical water temperature ran tie mea-
sured. The bulb or protecting Immersion well must
never he located close to a hit or cold water Inlet or
A stram coil.
If the system Is filled, drain system to a point be-
low the troller tikpping, or wherever the Relining bulb
Ir to be Installed.
The bulb car. also tie installed In the suppl y line of
an Indirect water heater, in the direct water heater
Itself, or In the feed riser, atxiut 6 In, above she
holler. If the riser Is valved, the bulb can be In-
stalled between the toiler and the valve.
NOTE Avoid making sharp bends or kinks In the
capillary. bends should be no sharper than 1 Inch
radius.
After installing, carefully coil excess capillary at
the bottom of the controller case.
IMMERSION WEII MOUNTING
1. Screw the well Into the boiler, tank, or pipe
tapping.
2. Insert bulb in well, pushing tubing until bulb
bottoms In well.
J. Attach retainer clampto end of wel l spurt. Loosen
draw tut And spread laws of clamp with screwdriver
if necessary.
4. With rela ► ner clamp attached to well spud (be
sure laws of clamp hulik over ridge at end of spud, as
shown at points "A"1, adjust tubing to fit through re-
talner clamp groove, u shown at plrint "K "
5, Tighten draw nut so that retainlerclampisfirm -
ly attached to well spud ant tubing is held securely In
place.
CAUTION
Do not secure draw nut so tightly that retainer damp
could Collapse tubing.
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FIG 6 BULB COMPRESSION FITTING. USE WITH MODEL
L 4008A.B E ,J. OR L 6008A
1. Screw the fittitig into boiler or pipe tapping.
2. Slide sealing washer onto bulb.
3. Insert bulb into boiler fitting until bulbbottonis.
4. Slide split sleeve into fitting,.
5. Place clamps A and Bonasbemblysothatsleeve
Is drawn Into fitting when screws.tretightened. Note-
make sure that iiub on clamp A engages spacebetween
sleeve and clamp.
6. Tighten clanip screws evenly.
60-2104-1
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MOUNTING WITH CAPILLARY COM ►RISSION FITTING
suu
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FIG 7 CAPILLARY COFe1 R IN ION FITTING t1SII WITH
W)Ot l 14006C ID,K Oft 160011C F
1. & re-* fitting Into boiler or piloe lapping.
2. Place packing nut on tubing.
3. Slide bulb completely through fitting.
4. Place composition disc and 4 slotted brass
washers on tubing in the order shown in Fig. 7. Turn
brass washers so that slots are LAO degrees apart.
S. Slide seal assembly into fitting And tighten pAI kilt';
out,
4. Place capillary in bulb holder channel. ihnch
top eftts of holder tiWrtM-r At each segment ( Fig. 10).
FIG 10 SECURING CAPILLARY IN BUI B t40LD1R
5. Insert
 bull) he,ldrr into controlled area through
Mole prepared in step 1 above,
6. Fasten bulb holder to duct wall with screws
furnished.
DUCT MOUNTING
FIG 6 SOLO SUPPORT.
I. Drill a 3 /4 Inch hole in the duct wall large enough
Admit the sensing bulb Into the holder.
2. Using the holder as a template, mark and drill
h, Les for bulb holder mounting screws.
3. Break holder to desired length ( Fig. 9).
NOTE: Holder must be long enough to hold sens ► ryT
bulb in freely circulating air away from duct wa!1.
Neatly coil excess capillary At controller case or at
bulb holder.
P 1 a-K LMUV IKU t A Lt JJ VUIU JUPVUH I
MOUNTING DIRECT IMMERSION MODELS
FOR MODELS USING AN IMMERSION WELL
The well of the Ayuaelat controller must always be
exposed to circulation of the medium under control,
but must never be located close to a hot or cold Inlet
or steam coil. Where the lapping is on the sldeof thr
boiler, use an Ayua4tat controller withhorizontal well.
Where the tapping is on top art the boiler, use a model
Will) A vertical well.
INSTALLING THE IMMERSION WELL
On existing installations, shut off the power and re-
move the old control. If the old Immersion well appears
suitable, and Lf the adapter clamp on the AQuaetat
controller filti the old well spud, the well need not be
replaced.
1. If the system is filled, drain system to a point
below the toiler tapping.
2. Remove plug (or old well) from boiler tapping.
3. Install the No. 121371 Immersion Well included
with the controller. If toiler tapping i n greater than
1/2 inch A reduction fitting must be used to adapt the
boiler opening to the 1 /2 inch threads that are standard
with the well or fitting. Fittings with3 /4lnchthreads
Are also available.
4. Fill the system. Make sure that the well is
screwed in tightly enough to prevent leakage. Do NOT
tighten or apply force to case after controller is
secured to well.
B-14
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INSTALLATION OF SENSING RULR IN IMMERSION WELL
a. Loosen dc• rew (at top c ase, above scale-
settlrW), and remove cover. Loosen two screws that
secure adapter clamp. See Fig. 11.
b. Insert the sensing element Into the immersion
well.
c. Fasten the case of the Aquastat controller to
the well with the adapter clamp. Make certain that
the clamp is properly positioned over the d ooveof the
well spun. Also be sure the flangeat the opetdngofthe
well fits snugly into the opening of the case. Thesensing
element bulb must bottom in the well.
FIG. 11-INTERNAL' ,FW OF L6006A
MODELS DESIGNED FOR DIRECT IMMERSION
(WITHOUT WELD
Some models, which provide direct immersion of
the sensing element into the boiler, include a No.
104486 bulbcompressiLm fitting assembly instead of an
Immersion well. Install fitting In boiler tapping. Be
mire sealing washer is in place as shown in Fig. 12.
Make sure that spud of bulb compression fitting is
screwed in tightly enough to prevent :ealdng. Insert
immersion bulb (sensing element) th.; ough bulb com-
pression. fitting. Adjust the adapter clamp so that It
Ats over the groove at the opening of the bulb com-
pression fitting. Tighten adapter clamp screws so that
Aquastat controller is firmly attached to bulb com-
press.cEi fitting.
MOUNT I NG DUAL FUEL CHANGEOVER MODELS
These models have a five foot capillary. This cap-
illary establishes the maximum distance between the
case and the outdoor mounting,
ADA ► TER
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SPLIT	 0
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FIG 12 DIRECT IMMF RSION MODEL WITH BULB COMPRtS
SION FITTING PARTIALLY REMOVED.
The bulb should be installed on the outside o! the
building in the shield provided (see Fig. 13) where it
will be exposed to representative air temperature, but
not to direct sunlight. It should he mounted high erxtugh
so that accumulated snow, leaves, or other debris
cannot obstruct circulation of air around it, and where
children cannot rezch it. Avoid vents fror• the building.
Install the case at the indoor location selected, fas-
tening with screws through holes in back of the case.
Bring the bulb and tubing out through a 3 1 inch hole
in the outside wall. in uncoiling the tubing, carefully
avoid sharp bends or kinks. Excess tubing should be
left coiled near the case. Do not make shacpbends near
the ca.1e or bulb.
Slip the bulb through the supports In the shield. Pinch
the spilt supporting clip until It holds the bulb firmly
in position. If the seal-off tube protrudes front
the shield, it may be bent under as shov.n in Fig. 13.
Hold the shield over the mounting position and form
a small-radius bend in the tubing. Place the split plug
around the tubing and move the shield into mounting
location as a unit. Push the split plug into the hole
until it is wedged securely in place. Fastenthe shield
in place on the wall with the screws provided.
NOTE: If the tubing is properly shaped and the split
plug installed as directed, the shield will cover the
split plug, and the hole in the wall will h e hidden
from sight.
INSERT BULB AMU PINLH
SPLIT SUPPORTING
	
CLIP WITH PLIERS
	
SPLIT WOOD PLUG
Spa ° -DIA NOL I
SEAL-OFF
TUBE
►f— -
FIG. 13- MOUNTING BULB IN SHIELD OUTSIDE BUILDING
60-2104-1
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MOUNTING THE 100011A REMOTE 81LI1.11 COMING
THERMOSTAT
MOUNTINO WITH GUARD ORACKIT
Mount the bulb In the guard bracket as shown In
Fig. U, locate the bulb ant bracket combination In
freely cirCUlating air in the controlled .Ire.t. With
screws provided, fasten the bracket fit
`	 MOUNTING ON SUCTION LINE
1. In clluling units with more than one auction line,
svnsLrlg bulb should be placed on the common line.
2. %Take certain the bulb is at Ieasl 2 Ievt front
1xlinl .1t which the suction line leaves the cooler. Thin
will prevent the outsldetemperAtur y front belrigtrans
milted to the remote bulb through the copper tubingof
the suction Ilne.
3. PIACe the remote sensing hulb on the side of the
t	 1>,IruonLrl suction line betwf •en the (7011 Hid trap (full
r` 	 on the tr.lp).
f
	
	
4. Attach the sensny; bulb to the suction line with
clips or straps.
5. Coll the excess length of capillary tuhnig ne.0
the I.11tlOBA case.
FIt3 14 SECUNING REMOTE BULB IN CLIP
v. NO
wing must comply with local ctdca .ud ordl-
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Mosure, . it , . Figures IG throu g h 23 shoo typical
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HIGH LIMIT CONTROLLER
Mitiud AT burner If water lemper.tture exceed-4 high
Ilmlt Nrttlltlt. ElurnrrrlwtartNVChenirnllN•ratul•ednryls
to high lllult eettitw, Iess dtt ( erenll.tl.
NOTE: Oil manual reset models. the reset INIttUll on
the front of the CANe MUST he IIIINhI •d In tit the
burwr to operate .titer .t high lunit shutdown,
LOW LIMIT CONTROLLER
A1.unt.1111s Ili ulunu III boilel • trm IN- Iaturefordomestit
1101 W.Iler, 111111-% IIn huller .Il Irn11N ralul'r 4etlull r
nlllut. tafferrnll.tl.
CIRCULATOR CONTROLLER
1'relrn(s rtrrul.tlllln III w.ttrr that IN below the de-
sired heatnW, temperature. 11reakN rlrculatorctrcutt
un temlN'rature drop below setthw minus dlfferewt.11,
rcmakeN on rise to setting.
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	Check to make cert:Eln that the Ayuastat controller
	 proewr control of the system .eh de •embed under OP-
	
has bren leuetalled And Adjusted properly. Put the sys-
	 ERATION. FLrther adjustments then can be made to
	
tem into operation mid observe the actlonof the • devece	 meet more exact comfort requirements.
through xever.el cycles to make certain th.et It provides
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LP914A & LP915A
MI,tT.,,, AND  REPAIR PNEUMATIC TEMPERATURESENSOR
INTRODUCTION
'' s	 These instructions cover general maintenance, re-
`	 pair and parts replacement fot the LP914A and LP915A
I Pneumatic Temperature Sensor. Exploded view draw-
ings and parts lists are Included to facilitate reinir.
The parts are listed by girt number and description
Standard tools may be used to maintAin this device.
Fur ordertTig inlorntAl ►on, see the nite following, the
drawings
MAINTENANC E
INSPECTION AND CLEANING
Visually Inspect the 1.1'814 and 1-1 1 915 sensor for
any physical dAnlAge. Hennwe accumulated dust,
dirt or grease wIh a Mlft brush using inhibited 1, 1, 1-
lrichloroethane available locally as Chlorothene or
Vylhene.
CAUTION: Special card should be exercised in the use
of solvents. Avoid prolonged inhAlAtion
and/or contact with the hkln. Careless
handling of solvents can result In perma-
nent damage to the respiratory system
and skin tissue.
L I^  4000,
The L11 914 And LP915 sensors ► Are sealed after
factory calibrAtion. If the sent+etr should IAII to pN • r-
formlAb expected, the entire device should IN-returned
to Honeywell for repair or replacement
OPEI:ATIONAL. CHECK
Change filters and screens if necessary.
Because of the seed for highly t:pecialtted pre-
cislon CAI ibratlonequipment, further licriodic mainte-
nance, repair, or AdlustnuIII in the field, is not
recommended.
PARTS LIST
SlNSOR ALSr NsI T - OF 0lrECTIVE,
R!TURee aN1lme nE VICE TO NONITWEIL
'OR RerA-R OR R(PLACININT ._
suerFILTlR
wet» Ware
nee ell TtR^
l
A quick operational check may be performed by
raising the temperature at the sensing; element. The
output pressure should increase. L.uwe•r the tempera-
lure AM the output pressure should decrease.
CAUTION. TO PROTECT CRITICAL AOJUSTNENTS
ON TNe L ►914. 00 NOT REMOVE COV!R
Fig. 1•—LP914A Pneumatic Temperature Sensor.
Rev.-67
N. H. /D. E. L.
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Fig. 4 — LP914A (U'.111-mounted with Inert eectlan).
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Fig 3—LP911A (Well-mounted).
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Fig. 6 - 314439 Capillary Clip (For mounting I.P91'0 tuhoy; in duct).
ORDERING INFORMATION: (In united States. )
—Repair Parts or Assemblies.
Repair parts or arse niblies only should be ordered from Honeywell Inc. , 18145 Douglas Drive, Minneapolis,
Minnesuta 55422 please order by Part No. and Doscriptam Also, gi v e complete Order Specification Number
ul the sensor. The numtwr is stamped on the sensor body It may be necessary to return the entire device
to our factory for complete repair aiki recondtliomu)g
—Return of Complete Device.
V1'hen as comp ete^evlre 1s returned fur repairs, it stw)uid be mailed with .i repair order to Honeywell Inc
8330 North Austin Avenue, Murton Grove, llh w is 600'13.
—Inquiries on Orders.
Direct ai nqulrtes on orders to Honeywell Inc. , 1885 Douglas Drive, %linneapw)Ils, Mlnneso.a 55422
On Canada, direct all orders and inquiries to Honeywell Controls Limited, Vanderhoof Avenue, Leaside,
Toronto 17, Ontario. )
For prices or further infornl.ition, contact your nearest Hone y well Branch Office
Mechanical dirt-sces nivat be serricrd perseidscally if thev are expected to gTre continued satis-
lactory performance. imdclmt ► ols arc not an exceptitm. Nou accurate and hold trouDleJree your
carstrol s y stem usll All in the , veers to come depends large • t y im the maintenance ginrst it. For
hest ressdts, all devices sit your syste• m should he sertviced at one time.
rime arid trouble can he %atrdlit, arrarWiry; with Hone'1N'ell for a maintenance agreement which
u-ill guarertttre expert, economical care, aril insure maximum life and efficiency from yens
system.
HONEYWELL • Minneapolis, Minnesota 55406 • Toronto 17, Ontario
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Honeywell
LP916A, B, & C
PNEUMATIC REMOTE BULB
THERMOSTATS
► .-
GENERAL
The following instructions cover general service and
replacement procedures for the LW 16 Pneumatic Ke-
mote Bulb Thermostats. These unit-mounted pneuniatic
temperature controllers protx)rtionally control Induction
units, fan cod units, and unit ventilators. Wide throttling
Iange models arc available for duct mounting III
systems, providing proportional control of valve and
damper operators
Direct acting LWInA Thermostats, used with nor•
ma:ly open heating valves, will lower the branch line
pressure as the temperature at the sensing clement falls.
This cauw% the valve to modulate open, maintaining the
return air willomt temperature.
The l l" r I t,li Thermostats include an automatic
switchover mncchanism. A main line pressure of I? psi
(90 kl'a) provides a reverse action (cooling) while a main
Imo pressure of 18 pu (124 kl'a) provides direct action
thcating).
I he I P')1 W Thennostat is factory sit and adjusted
for reverse action only. When applied %Ith a nonnall)
open valve tut cooling control, the hranch line pressure
drugs v► Ith a rise III Ictunr air tennperaturc. This causes
the valve to modulate ulven, maultJIning the return All
setpuint temperature.
SPECIFICATIONS
MODELS:	 MAXIMVM SAFI= TEMPI:RATUKE:
LP416A - Direct acting, single temperature. 	 Duct mounted models - 140 F (88 C).
LW It)B - Direct acting at IS psi, reverse acting at 9	 Other models - 135 F (57 C).
Of 13 psi.
LPUIW - Reverse acting • single temperature.
AIR CONNECTIONS: Two 1/4 -inch tb mm) OD con-
MAXIMUM SAFE. AIR PRESSURE: 25 psi( 173 kPa). 	 nections on PCV pigtails (main is red, branch is black).
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MAINTENANCE
	Remove the covet and clean all sulfites, using a 	 system or skit Avoid prolonged mhalitnal
	
♦ leaning solvent if necessary. Chlorethene or v) Ihcne	 of vapors or coma. t with the skin
solvent (cuntam ing trichla twthane, nthilloed I.I.I I is
raonimended Ihts solvent can he obt.1nled it ,1nv
office sup{sly store	
Clean the clement and capillary tuhtnit also, making
	
CAUTION. Careless handling of vt,lvents in result in 	 ceflim neither t% damaged ut kinked la ► not bend the
	
pernt.tnent damage to the respirator)	 capillat) tubing to an ext ► entc angle
CALIBRATION AND ADJUSTMENTS
to .heck operation and caliblatntn, first inwit ., a to
30 psi (0 to 207 kl'a ► 9JklgC Unto 111 0 gauge plug on tine
front of the device, using gauge adaptor 115101A. Turn
the wtpoutt knob above and below anlhient tenniter.rture
at the bulb. If the branch line prcvvurc can be vaticd
front psi fit main line pressurc within the riled
tluottlutg rangv of the thermostat teither 3.5 or 7
degrees), the thermostat is operating properly. If this
operation occurs at ambient bulb temperature, it is
calibrated properly. If nut, recillbrite according to the
following procedure.
LP916A AND LP916C
I Apply 19 psi (124 kl'i I main lure pressure.
2. Measure the temperature at the hull) location.
3 kemuve the wtpouu knob.
4. Rotate the scipoint shaft to ,1.luew K pit (55 kl'i)
branch line pressure. Allow enough bile Liu pressure
to build up.
Replace the knob and position the pointer at the
appropriate division tur the temperature wnwd by
the remote bulb.
•	 LP9168
I. For direct action, follow steps I through 5 listed
above.
2. For reverse action, apply 13 psi ( 100 kPa) niun line
pressure, except when using the Ll" ► 1(,131058. For
this model, use 9 psi ((12 kl'.tl main Ime pressure.
3. Adjust the switchover lever stop(wc Fig. I)toachievc
8 psi branch line pressure. For the B1058 model,
branch line pressure should he (I
	
(J 1 kl'a).
ANUSTING NUT ?s »>9 u
Fig. I. Autmimlic Swit:hover Me:hanism of the
1111114114
SWITCNOVER POINT ADJUSTMI NT
1 1`4 I1,14 swilchover point adjustment steps I through
111.1) 110 onntted it not rcyurred.
I. It,1ck oll the swit.hovcr sitting adju s ting nut until
it is I111s11 with the stud.
2 Cilibratc according to steps I through 5 All the
Calihr,1tlun Irocedure. Rotating die wil►uurt shalt
clockwise increases hianch lute pressure.
3. Lower the 111,1111 line prevstire to 16.5 psi 1103 kl'a).
Tighten the swttchover spring adjusting nut until
the blanch line pressure begins to mcreaw.
J. Lower the main Imo pressure to 13 psi. Adjust the
sw it, lrover lever stop to h psi branch line pressure.
Raison; the lever slop mcreaws branch line pies-
sure.
1
75.5559
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REPAIR
	11 lilt- therrrntstal operation is sluggish or erratic.
	
5 Place the plate and tube assembly in pgmli n on
	
replatc lire tillers and the restriction plate accordutp to 	 the gasket, install the three screws, then tigl ► ten.
rile %tells listed below. A repair kit is available w(uth
	
toutauis the necessary parts. For pall rdentili ;atiun, 	NOTI.. .(x)5 inch restriction plate (14003059-001) has
relct to the parts list
	
	 a notched corner. .1107 inch restriction plate
(314920) doses nut. These plates are inter-
	
1. Remove the three No. 8•3: r.7/le+pan head screws	 changeable, out .007 inch plate is recommended
iron ► the plate and tube assenthly.
	
	
for replacement Recalibration is required it
the MWIcriun prate is replaced
2. Lift off the plate and tube assembly, iestricttott
gasket, restriction plate, holy gasket, and two
Inters.
s. Invert the two new filter ►
 Into the air passages
I'lace the new bod) gasket on the bt ►dy and align
the screw holes.
4 .Add the new restriction plate and restriction
gasket, aligning the screw holes.
If air pressure will not decrease in reverse acting
na ►dels, replacing file thermostat is recommended. If air
piessure will not build up to the branch lute of direct
acting mthlel%, disconnect the branch Irne at the nearest
connection to lire Ihermostat. I'lug the lute to isolate
ptissible lejk% to the valve or damper operator and try
agaui It the pressure still will not build up, rcp ►late the
thermostat.
PARTS LIST
ACCESSORIES
1. Mounting bracket (^ 13'iN.')
2. Mounting bracket (31511Kt)1
3. Mounting hracket (3 16073)
4 liulh hangers • two required t t 16297)
5. Gulnute head screw wrench (31044)
6. ( g auge adaptor ( 315161 A)
For part identilication, refer to Figures 2 ind 3.
75.5559
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^^ RASE
I•	 ©	 SCALE PLATE(SEE TABLE 2,1AGE 4)
CIO n O 
w O
6 - 32 K 5/16 IN
SLOT TED PAN HD SCREW(7)
•	 31s2 +4 -coVt R
^eHOSLOTE 
D ^^ 4PAN HO SLOTTE
• STAR LOCKWASHER SCREW(2
	 ,.
SPRING - 316340
LEVER - 14002919 . 001 - L P916A	 .,
14001943-001-L P916C
ELEMENT S LEVER ASSY
(SEE TABLE I,PAGE 5)	 ;
•	 -	 N6-32 a 3n6 IN RD HO
SLOTTED SCREW
1
•4-40 n 3/16
RD ND SLOTTED SCREW
SPRING 314819 V
FLAPPER-%463`+
NOZZLE- %6302
•FILTER(2)
•GASKET	 a
SCREW 13)
Are -32.7/16
PAN H SLOTTED
^e	 T
e
- ^ o
^,	 e
•PLATE (! TUBE ASS
!163038 (Sf f INS! T lit LUw )
*RESTRICTION PLATE
(SEE TABLE 3, PAGE 4)
6-32it1/4 IN PAN ND
SLOT TED SCR[ W(w/ WASNE R)
314812 - SPRING
314623-PLATE
6 -32 a 31 IN RD HD
/ SLOTTED(*/WASHFR)SCRf*(2)
SET POIN T SHAFT 316731	 --
J20110 PAINUT
* FURN I SHED IN REPAIR KIT
14005115-001 WHICH CONTAINS
319820( 00 ?" )RESTRICTOR PLATE.
^^^►
 316732 -KNOB" *JON A, L MODEL
EXCEPT AIOOI AND A1126)
__CON
D TUBE
NECTOR
PLATE ASSYPLA T E AN
ASSEMBLY	 ^"F YULE '-30486 0! 1 6 DE S PL310`(INCLUDES PL AT[	 \\
TUBING AND	 ^	 (J
CONNECTORS)	
^	 11 ^%®5/32"TUBE(BLACK)	
^
M
5/32"TUSE(RED)
SPR NG(2) 311699
NOTE STANDARDIZED HARDWARE
PARTS SULN AS SCREWS AND
WASHERS SHOULD BE OBTAINED
LOCALLY,
••KNOB CONTAINS
4 8-32 n 5/16"NEx
SOCKET SET SCREW
USE 5/64' K EY TO
TIGHTEN SCREW.
'S 59-39 D
Fig.:. Exploded View of the Li ll ) IOA ind LIK)IW.
75.5559
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NOTE PARTS NOT IDENTIFIED
ARE T4E SAME AS THOSE USED
ON LP9!6A88, SHOWN ON PAGE 4
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' 1
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'	 r4 49 X S/16
^ 1
	HEX HD SCREW
PAL NUT
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— 31491 I -SPRING
n	 3148,4 A -DISC
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•llw • SON t'^f .^
O ng 3 U3^ '^
(ON ALL MODELS EXCEPT 91009)
^	 005" 1400305!-001 RESTRICTION PLATE HAS
0	 o	 rNOTCHfO CORNER . 00T'RESTRICTION PLATEDOES NOT
a// V iew of the !.WI hB	 .T^S-15959-4ass .
75-5559
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s.^	 v
	1 	 ^FILIER3
*FURNISHEDINRFPAIRKIT	
--^	 314826-DIAPHRAGM
14003113-001 RICH CONTAINS
314820(00  7 RESTRICTION
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•—^ 	
NOTE ALL STANDARDIZED
J .. _.--!	 (^	 HARDWARE PARTS SUCH AS
SCREWS AND WASHERS SHOULD
BE OBTAINED LOCALLY
010..... •1 \N aw.i...n	 •.MrV .• M ^ 4.
• u0310 ,D r	 Ow w	IF ...w• ♦ n,0 •All"•ply •l4,40
KNOB - 316732
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Honeywell
MP909A-C PNEUMATIC
PISTON OPERATORS
GENERAL
The following information covers service and repair
of the MP909A-C Pneunutr. Piston Operators.
Suggested repair part% are shown b y Iloneywell Part
Number of the Repair l"arts list section. Standard
hardware items such as screws, washers, etc, should he
obtained locally. Should other parts he damaged or
worn-out, the entire motor should he replaced.
Internal damper motor mounting Kit No.
14000716.001 and reversing damper motor linkage Kit
No. 14000693 .003 are shown in detail in torn 45.5553.
Figures 5 and 6 show standard shalt end assemblies.
Figure 7 shows standard damper linkage accessories.
APPLICATION
TYPICAL APPLICATION
These motors provide proportional control of
standard dampers, air valves arid shutters in high velocity
mixing boxes
OPERATION
Fur standard drmper application. the MP909 is
controlled directly from branch line pressure from the
room thermostat, producing proportional control of the
damper.
DAMPENS
. 
--.	
N.0 /
hig. I -MP909A Typical Operation.
Rev. 8.76
J.A.
TROUBLE SHOOTING
I. Check the physical condition of air lines, motor
linkages, arid performance of operator.
CAUTION If the motor is manually operated, or if the
shaft is rotated, the diaphragm may collapse
or wrinkle, !.suiting in erratic operation.
2. Vary the branch line pressure to the operator and
observe its action. As the branch line pressure is
increased, the operator should %coke. Operation
should he smooth and even.
3. If life motor fa ils 	 strok e 	 operates
disassemble
 themotor andchecklife diaphragmi and
base assembly for damage or wear. Hollow the
following procedure
^,h.. 75-5506
w.
t .
1
aar
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L .*A
DIAPHRAGM ASSEMBLY REPLACEMENT
Refer to Figures 2 and 3.
The diaphragm niay he replaced wahtwt temoving
the fittings or the operator from the mounting bracket
NOTE If operrtor is removed from bracket to replace
diaphragm, LEAVE NUT (12) ON SHAFT.
I. To remove end cap assembly pre ss in on cap (4)
to free lug% tram luck slut and rotate counterclockwne
2. When replarmg the diaphragm (6) on cup (5), bead
on Inside of cimphrrgm MUST fro over lip on cup (5)
3. To install piston (7) in new diaphragm, blow into
end connection of cup, to fully extend the duphrrgm
4. 1%l :e thumb over end connection, to Irap air
inside extended diaphragm.
5. l'IJ:e piston (7) against end of diaphragm Its ) and
push Allow Just eno=ugh air to escape 1 • om beneath
thUn1h, to prevent diaphragm from collapsing Continue
to push, until diaphragm smoothly envelops the piston
6. Assemble the spring clip as shown in Fig 3.
Vigo 0i A /IM.	 1 tNAI 
II^^^
	
T	 / nl ► ,nuu[
AA	 ^/
I t ur
Ll l+
	
AP
1 tr/11114. 471.1E
)an	 ur..	 I,NA/itlr
	
r gut
Fig. 2 MPINN 0ow%ft-twn flieud
.. unt^r. lu. ► ^t^•
	 alw^^t^•
M►YUYA	 MYYUY/ ^ a
MHfa•
Fig. 3—Spring Chp Installation.
NOTE: Refer it) Repair Parts List for part numbers of
replacement parts.
DAMPER LINKAGE ACCESSORIES
SALL JOINT
(FOR 2211
(FOR BIIz2)
LINKAGE ASSEMBLY
312b67 H
/	 75-5506-1
^69^Oa • i	 15" PUSH ROD
516428-062
(CUT TO LENGTH
IN FIELD)
(Q^^
TA-5506-1
Fig 4 -Standard Damper Linkage Accesumes
75.5506
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BASE ASSEMBLIES
MP')O BB
3 117794A
315795A(FOR MP909B1122)
M0^^0 C
3	 A
MP909 PARTS LIST
61y.
(O e^ o	 —	 UI AGHRAGMS
MN 9 0 ) A
	
MF" 01)B
®	 31 100	 M211	 3-175M
315788(FOR MP909A1157)
	
314945(FOR MP9 09B 1122)
e
1ACIL,
MFIJJ9A
315793A
315792A(FOR MP909A1157)
75-5506-•
Fig. 5 M1909A, B. C Housing Assy.
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SHAFT END ASSEMBLIES
Dt 1 ALL "A
	
DETAIL "/"
	
DI I AIL °C"
♦ '
NUT Iy^,^
Nut. Hem 13/1 16 UNC n 9/16 on I
1 or 2 at Ntecdted
XM219 Nut Hen 121or A1bl21
DETAIV'V
SQMC[ R
NU T
Cl I VIS ^^^` t I
P H
315M sisom
Nut. Hen 121 118 16 UNC a 9'16
.n 1
31 b439 OA! Clwtn
11I JT 
Poorwr wntwr4l
Nut. Adjuil"vent
.111044 It- 80tt6. 813631
140009 / 3 001 (lo p 1414-M
11111041
Nut Hen Ibl 1 , 411128  JAM
QETAIL "L
NUT —^ J
CL f vl$
wuwN 9llu
NUT
CI II
1 1 VIS
Nut H. n i 111 16 UNC a 9 16 in
31b4J4 (161 Cleve
Of I AIL "f'
CI.E VIS ON STUD
r^
1	
1Nil
Nut H. n 11 4 28 JAMI	 3 14447 062 Stud Ih,, H 11221
J14700A Cleve itony rtit of	 I4111101;002 Clew Ilur HIS601
314109 CIPvn i 3048',1 Putl	 Nut. ltr. t 1 H 16 UNL • 9/1ti in
76 6606 1
Fig It NIP901J Mwit hid A%, nlhhe%s
DIIAII t;
1101 —1 T
STUp^C-^--^ 1
Nut He. 11 1  16 UNC k 9116 u, I
31441 767 tired (1/4 n 20 n,
LILIAIL A
"At I JOINT
DETAIL "N"
NuT
STUD—\ T !^
f^ 4
NUI —
Nut ltrt 1.18 I6 IINC t 9,16 in.)
314441 7117 Stud
Nil 1 l4r• 11 4 .1 11  . 1 16 in 1
OE 1 A14'1,
NAIL JOINT ASSY
O 
out
 F
NUT
Of TAIL "J"
HAI L JOIN  ON ClEV14
NUT
Nil Joint 13151N1 606 Standard)
131 6)148/ ti0b for A1106,
A1,4141
Clovis 14001013 002 (ltu A15201
Nut, He% 1318 16 UNC ii 9i 16 1n.)
Ill
12) lur H11;50. 81 t". C1294,
C I .AI;
Nut, Hen 0/418 JAM) 11) h,r
A/;11% A1314
DE TAII "M"
NNACKET
HAII JOINT
N 1
NU
3/4990409 9e11 Jura Roll J ... nt Airy
31bb4bA Ilor 81 1 14 	 6 4 in
rod)
31bb"C Jim 91106 1%28 in
r,KP
Nut Hen 136 16 UNC t 9/16 in
3 15 78 1 4;Ob Roll Joint
14000923 001 Bracket
Nut Hex 13/1 16 UNC a 9/16 in
TO-01506-1
Fig 7 MI"N Shall Fnd A%semhlles
Hr1NEVWELL aM1nn"Poue, Mlnnatot, 5540111 9Surborough, 0ntar,0415ubt.dlane4 and Af1uu4% Around the WorldfPru,ted in U.S.A.
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Honeywell Comfort CohtroJ Systems,
MP 953A-D
PNEL;, ,1ATIC VALVE ACTUATOR
GENERAL
the MI' A100s .1 pnrun1a11: Yalu• a,Itutols upetate
the A DUI I and Viol i ^jkv asscnll+l'e..nl.1 ks Itl' .Idaptel%.
,,M11kit oldel %Ic.un .Ind %%AIVl %.11%vN
he III thice sues and title ,- steal
11.1%cl Ielll;ills. his .1 la,sil1w pusltlolling 1014% %%lilt all
adjustable splltll; I.Illle sl.ltt l+,+llil il l Z t„ to psi (.'I fit
r" l
 I+ pa ).
The MVI) M. als,+ Isuh .1 t +%liar posltl,aunl; relay
and adjustable spl il l; 1 anhe stilt polnt . is 7.1 /N In. (I S I
111111) Ill dwilletel and Ilas stein trawl lengths of 1/2 Ill
1 I I min  and .i J in 11` I null)
The \II" t ` 4 N% till Ili+ 110%I1N+11111k Iola% Is.1%allable III
Ihlee 11, Mail tustatile splin t; lanlcs. like Svcs and thlcr
ste11l 11.1%e1 lenl;tlls
1'lle D III,+del isull n,, p,,slt It' Ile 1 Is 3% all it, le Nltll Iwo
n,aladlimahle silting Lange%. 1s ' 1 .i tit. (lsl nun) Ill
dl.unetel, and has I/: In. (13 nim) and . i J In. (1`! uu11)
stein lla%el Iellgihs.
Fol tllithel Idelltltl:.111,H1, let el 1, , lahle
SPECIFICATIONS
MOO I ^,
\II" ► . ; A Due, t Acting. ss Ith I',+slu,,ncl
	 \11"!Sil' kic A-Achnit. ulth,+ut I'osltronel
AIPI)SM hesclsc•A:tnlL,. %sill' I',s1111,,nct 	 MI" ! 5 1) • Rv%eisrA:un l;. %tilhotil Vomtl,,ucl
Re% 8.78
	 75-5500
h.s.	 l Jn.m ^ r , V i t4 ♦
11 -31	 MLt IA14 11,C
75.5$00
1
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Honeywell
 
FXI
MP953A-D PNEUEdATIC VALVE
CoffWtion
	
ACTUATOR
Aaown 7
Ern to No. ^	
r r	 '
. J 71
LhireNre Type service Data
Nr mom k4ormth r+ M"tw+
Bill Hoipkemi,'c	 PpM HVN 661-5634	 L,eCgtjpn Arlington Heights
Page 1, "General" section, fifth paragrap1j:
The MP953D device diameter is 7-1 / 8"; not 7-1/3"
Page 10, Figure 8:
The part numbers for the high temperature diaphragm and sleeve are
reversed. The correct part numbers are:
-: aphragm, 250 0 E	 14002040-001
Sleeve, 2500F	 14002039-001
Paqe 13, Figure 10:
The part numbers for the high temperature diaphragm and sleeve are
reversed. The correct part nuribers are:
Diaphragm, 2500F	 14002040-001
Sleeve, ::500 F	 14002039-001
ERRATA DATA P,. 1 a
MIF. Index We II.C.7
D#%	 2 /15/e0	 Fie wA Form Number 75-550 c^r.1_ ai7a
Commerew h.
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APPLICATION	 ---
These pneumatically powere I acluat0r y
 operite
VSUI I. V5013, of tmutil ol.ler ..vl o{ lint: valve assem-
blies "hich proputtamally cu111101 .learn or hot tit cold
I1.jtiON u1 IIVAC systems.
OPERATION
%11 1453A d 0 (With Crud 111 Tntl' 1
The force haliu1001 the valve unit laver pivot and ball
check arrangements establishes r true prOpurtional lots-
(ionslip between die diipliraglll cup position and the
111101 air pressure which is mdependent of die shalt lucid.
I he operating (control air) pressure is i izv Is ,directly pro-
MAINTENANCE
portional to the ieedback sprang rate and the cup travel.
(I lecici m, ,
 o!u l d,aI iIiiahill Area increiies tilt ole rating
wngi: 1 I1-t ,Irri.hwv lulces are available at Al positions
of the dialiltwitul taap, equal to the mam supply air pre%
sure furs activig till the operator dr.iphragm cup less the
operatin it spiwg lipid it the cotiespondmg cup position.
MP953C X 1) 0 % a11iulil brad U•Troll
the .t;tuat.a has a rollmg diaphragm operated piston-
like t up ru build thrust as the at tuator inlet rressure
ul^reises Ilie S11rlliji Iuaded clip letutIU al. iii. actuator
Inlet pressure drtl:as li.
! Petiotficallv make a visual check (ot leaks. loov fit-
tings, etc. ('lean the actuator with A comineicial ckimillj
solvent Or degreaser. Keep solvent a".iv from the dia.
phligill as it causes deterioration.
('AU'TION
Careless handling of solvents can trsult ul perms,
rent danlalst to the respimory s^ stem Or to the
skin. Avoid prolonged Inhalation Or contact with
the skin.
nPERATIONAI CHECK
VAiN the branch line pressure through the opeiatiuual
iange of the actuator In both directions. 'The valve shouid
,Il,en and close smoothly.
ADJUSTMENTS
NOTL. Adjustments ate ne.cmwr) Only for the
Trol relay used with the MP9 5 3A and 8 acts.
tors (see Fig. 1).
2. ( 1 nscrcw tare start potilt adjuslnlent knish and
reliwve t over.
A. 1 .01 lhrre list (21 kl'.a) range, hack all screws Off
to I) Ic tioo st, Ili
b. For Itvc list (34 kPa) range, hack only the black
screws to stop and tighten the Outer Idated
sire" %.
c. For ten psi I l i,) kPa) image, tighten all the screws.
START Wow	 %.-MN
AD.IUST	 i0" o ING
	
N AM.{ A(ut» r Mf ^. ^ •.c Nt pis
NAMi{ AO.IUSTMf NT SCRf WS
Sa ALIO
ILADMIUM PI ATr01 I ^ 1
«—LOVlR
START POINT-.
	
START POINT
f 	 /INDICATORhSCAi,t
H &pVLA
M!uS! Alff N'	 i
SNnWN N 14
	 s!~' •^
MitiT A.t I„1N'i	 I
RI
Fig. 1. Adjablo tit Points of (;radutrul Relay.
TOSFTSIFAPI POINI
1. Ti ltilten Ili, . over by turning it untd it holtonls on
the is Las
TO SET OPERATING RANGE
Select the proper range and adjust as follows:
1. ( l sing wrench ii'art No. 301572A ► .loosen die coww
locking sere”
2. Ita.k till o-ne !urn nlaiiinnun) until the start point of
the Curren stall 1.11lize lilies till "Ith the start puutt
Inilik'atur lied ..If.. malkling
3. Tighter/ (lit, . iver locking screw until it engages the
lel.i^ 1-ody. IAI nut oveltighten.
'Trademark	 75•SS00
B— 34
AM( ISTMFNT CHECK
I. Install gi ltes tit cite main and pilot alt lines.
2. Verify main air pressure It 11111st he at least 1 i psi (00
kPA) If top of seyuen.mg tattgc exceeds 13 psi VA)
kPA)
i. Slowly apply pilot piessurr and note the pressure at
wilt:h the valve stem navel $faIts. Tilts ptessute Should
he within + 314 psi (S 03) of the stJtt point wiling
TROUBLESHOOTING
Symptom
MI•I S to closes too slowly or MP)SSN opens too slowly
4. Slowly MAC AW 111r p ►ltit pressure until the VAlvr arts
travel is :unthirle This ptessute s141ulti he the stall
11411111 1 1 1c.sure 11111% file rantte %ciling.
S. If necessary, make tine Adjustments sslth d ►e start
pollit adjustment knob.
CAUTION
Luowii the coscl hwkutg s:rrH he iw Runmg the
start point adjustment knots.
Remedy
Replace the tiltrts tit
	 (clay !'arts.
Replace test t:tur If ow cti%ts.
Add htxwei iclay if conuullrr is too low for the apphca-
tlun.
M K03A tit C Valve won't open tut MNI S H of U ValvrI Check that a:tuatur is mounted se:urciy and latched 141
W011 , 11 cselo	 salve steal.
Check contiollei wtioll. Assure pioprt Need off uccuis.
l'hr:k fur ulicilial valve 11ruhlcnts, loreign objects unJCI
Scat. Jefect ► sC J ►sc ui scat, plug un1crrwCd, rte.
W451A A t AON T t lOSI VALVE
MP9431N it D -WON T 0IN VALVE
,.H(CK THAT AC 70ATON
r:MiX^Tf051CkIRtl y	N`	 TIOi1/TtNt1R IAIi+^
AND ISLATCHI11
TOVALV! S1tM
its
_ YE ! 	Mt AtiuNE NNAWN t INE PRF%%JRI	 NO
	
(MP9S)C d1O1 ' SSLN+I I LD5 lM' TO TOP to ,n+F NAT iNl	 —NAN^t WHt N CON? ROl i E H I S ADJUS T F D
DES IiMP9 131A B NI
RfMOVf ACTUATOR	 ADJUST	 Mt ASUNI MAIN I IN(	 INSCONNtC T AND Pt UG
TO CHECK FO11	 NO POSITIONI N	 PRt SSURE IT rwhi S	 its	 "HAWN LINt TUBE At
NINDtNG VALVE S T IM	 OPtHATI0	 i ON IKLItOS TOP Of /ovg!" t	 ACTUATOR ONANCH LINI
S T CM MOVE S FREIIV	 NO* 0 K	 I OPERATIVE. RANG(	 `A It N	 PN(SSURE NOW 0011 DS UN
its	 NO	
LLL	 1	
NO	 vtS	 NO
f	 ^M ► •q13 C B D1
Rt 
PA'
K LMi	 LOOSEN COVE N LL`s KINI. 	 RI V L AC (	 CHECK
It
N! BU4D	 SCRt W ON W'J!K)NF N 	 l'WPHRAuM	 DfrE CTIVE
VAI,t	 BACK Utt COVIN	 iN AtIUATOR	 CONTROLlfR OR
SLOWLI ToAtokc A 	(At `.OSLItVE	 AL(AK N
ERO STAPT POINT	 IN MP9S1 N	 PIPING
ACTUATONSTROKES	 AND D)
VALVE
rtS,	 NO
:HECK vALVE
	
RE PLAiE	 NE PO Ai! BO TH DIS:ONNFC I AN1 + 	I	 CRICK FOR CAUSt
INTERNALLY F OR	 O APHNAt:MIN	 n1A ► '1Nl4L.MS	 VIUU MAIN AIR	 J	 Ot COW MAIN
FAULTY DISC, St AT	 POSI7IONtN	 k	 /AN l)	 \	 1111111 AT Ai IuATOR vfS	 AIR PRIGSUNI AND
OR FOREIGN MATTER 	 OR	 I "dtEVt	 1	 PRESSURE NOW	 MAKE L-CMRECT014
BETWtfN PLUG IlSEAT,	 REPLACE	 \INII.f,///	 HuILDSUP	 NO
RE PAIR AS NECESSARY	 POSIT WNE N
se ^
Fig. 2. Troubleshooting hlowchil l for S11 K1 5 Z.
75.5500
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REPAIR
Speclal tools required	 POSITK)Nf k``	 -r— - 2
Plr,dl,,nd Glut or equivalent to itplacc• MP453A
Jlrphragm
DIRECT ACTING (MP953A & C)
	 FEEDBAiOk	 SEATED
SPRING `	 MERE
DIAPHRAGM K1 PLACE MINT 	 ACTUATOR
s
Before attempting replacement, dCICIIIIII)t• type and
nlaterlal of e\ISllnit Jlrphlagnl. Both neoprene and
ethy lene pn+pylene 1I PR 1 me black hilt 1 PR has a %lute
spot Neoprene and I PR diaphragms me mter,limigrAble
hilt should he apphed to milt rua\lnlum lenllielatule
requuernents (I PR used Im , 50 1- 11: I CI 1. Old style
tlat .hrphragms and newer headed it'll tN pes are not
III ter changcrhle Slh:one (wlutrl dlaphlagms are used  ill
:50 F (121 C) appll:aUuns till \11" ► 53A and C models
1 1 1 14 1\ tjwd till 11 and 1) model\ tirll) .
I. Ihs., 'nneit all inle(%)
2. 1 ),,sell two base setscrews to partirlk rehepe
spring preload.
Remove cosei screws, cover and diaphragm.
a Instill new dwilluagnl (fur posltioner models.
cement p)sltionel \prig cup, 315178, to center of
dwphlagnll.
5. Re mellible posrfloner sprang, % )vcr and screws.
(Use cap type illen head setscrews to replr:e sow• ►et
head setscrews used on older actuator\ 1
b. Tighten base sa tsciews.
FILTFR REPLACEMENT
Remove tubing.
2. Remove Connectors.
3. Remove filters with pointed tool such as an awl.
4. Install foam filters, taking cart not to fold or !punch
together.
5. Reinstrll Connectors and tubing
a>'ts
Fig 3 M1*15 3A A C Positloner Replacement.
MAIN SPRING RI PLACEMENT
Springs with drtterenl ranges are interchangeable tin
the \True we a:timtors. Select sptingby olxratlug range
and stem Havel (See Table 2 for MPc .`ic and parts lw
for M1") "t tA.I
5 IN. AW S IN.
I Remo%c actuator from valve.
Remove two base setscrews.
3 Rc• pla:e spring.
4. Remstall two base setscrews.
Reinstrll actuator and latch of valve stein.
I3 IN.
I Rcmoh a rctuator tiom \alve
2. Loosen two base setscrews.
3. Remove cover, di iphragm, cup and stem retainer.
4. Replace sitting
5. Remstrll stern retainer, cup, diaphragm, cover arid
screws.
A. Tighten two base setscrews.
7. Reinstall actuator and latch to valve stern.
75.5500
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L•
Pt)SI I ION[ R REPLACEMENt (See Fig. 3)
I. (h..onnect air lilies
2. Unscrew poutioner from louatof cover, trkmg care
[lilt to lose feedback spring
3. Screw new positioner in place, being sure new "O"
ring n properly seated in positu ►nei groove, i Reu.e
old feedback spring a, this is not included In 313#051
a+scmhly 1
3. Replace sleeve (inner seal).
t Remoill mir. screws, cul l and Jtahlite'rn
S. Follow stir. 4 mid S for 1) model 14 through 7 lot
It fillldel%) ah,We 141 :oolplele repau
MAIN SIRING RFPLACEMFNt
Select spinig by ol/eiming range and valve steer travel.
Springs arc Interchange.rhle if o1wrating range end valve
steal travel are the ..rme. For MI"i^;U. we fable 3 and
for MI" ► ^3H. sir part. list.
4. Tighten only enough to w• at "O" ring.
S. Adjust positioncr for rar.gr and Stilt point.
REVERSE ACTING (MP953L & D)
I ► I %I'IIRAGM R1 PLACEMENT
NOI I	 Replace both diaphragni and sleeve (inner wall
when replacement of either is indicated. Use
SI R%'l('I I INl- kit 14WI1244X)I for ItIO F
(71 C) device. Select replacement thipliragnis
by MAXIMUM temperaime requirements ( Ioo F
171 CI ) Standard Applications neoprene. 25O
F (121 CI high temlxrature applications I.NR).
SW038
I. Disconnect air lines.
2. Remove cover screws, rover, feedback spring. nut
312205, h ►ckwa.hcr 314733, cull arld dwphr. l gl rl.
3. Replace dlaphragnl.
4. Reinstall cup, lockwasher and nut.
5. 1 ighten nut only enough to x  diaphr.igni
tl. Remsfall feedback spring, cover and screws.
7 Reconnect air lines.
`d l l" 3 D
1. Disconnect air lines.
2. Remove cover screws, cover and diaphrajrn.
3. Replace dlaphragnl.
4. Replace cover and screws.
5. Reconnect air lines.
SLEEVE (Inner Seal  REPLACEMENT
1. Remove diaphragm (f(-llow steps I and 2 above).
2. Remove cup 302201, three screws, ring 3121 SO and
sleeve (inner seal).
1 • ig. 4 M1")534 Hlas Spring Position.
I. Remove /haphragm and sleeve (inner wall (sec
show).
2. Remove two tease screws and base.
Replace main spring.
4. Reinstall base, two screws• sleeve and diaphragin.
5. Follow step. 4 through 7 for H modch and 4 and 5
fur 1) models in I)IAPIIRAGM RI I'LACFMI-NT.
POSITIONER RI I'LACEMFNT (Sec• Fig 3 and 41
I. Remove air lines and two screws from positioner
aSSerllhly.
2. Repla:c pomlioner a•u • mhly being sure hers and Iced-
back springs arc proper I) xated
;. Adjust positioner for proper range and start point.
Figure 7 illustrates parts used in the old M0953 A4
and AS Series 3 througll 7. These parts are not .rvailahle
If repair is necessary, 4:011Wrt the actuator to a new style
device by mstalhn' file new parts listed in Figure 7.
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MAIN SPRINGSPIN, 8';	 311393
311854
313417
312471
Cam- - II
,9" 310665 RING
SIZE STROKg
S"	 3/4
8"	 3/4"
8"	 1 112"
13" MODELS
S" MODE LS
PLATE
311975A-WITH ANTI
1-1/? ' STROKE
314646A-13"
310501 S" AND 8", 3/4 " STROKE
PARTS
MO/MP953A
1
 
	 1/8 NPT PLUG -8" • t!"MP9'JSJI' n
fl .	 ONLY
316579 FIITERI?)
FILIIST[N HEAD
	
^^	 x-1/6 NPT TEE -8' • 13" MODELS
Sc"( W
6 32 n I/2"M09S3A• 181(EARLY)
0-32 n 112 5"MP953Af 1111 ►.AT[)
	
UNIVEkSA
RELAY ASSY 513695J (FEEDBACK1/4 ?0113/4 8"MOplLS 16)
	 (	 SPRING • MAIN DIAPHRAGM NOT5/16 18117/0-13"MODELS-1@)
	 INCLUDED)(SEE FIG 6)
„0" RING
	
(OLD STYLE RELAYS NOT AVAILABLE-
COVER	 RE PL ACE WITH NEW MOOf L ABOVE)
31214.1 1 . 5'* MP953's, SFRIF52
311579 8' MOUI LS
311580 13"MOUEIS	 1/8 NPT PLUG-@" • 13*MOOELS
	
7	 315178-CLIP (CEMENTED TO MAIN
FEEDBACK	 DIAPHRAGM WITH PLIOBOND)
SPRING
313815.1/2"STROKE
	
MAIN DIAPHRAGM
313814-11/2" STROKE
	
311760 ALL 5", OLD A1, AS • All
313696- 3/14"STROKE
	
160 F( TIC) NEOPRENE BLACK
313745-ALL S",01 D A2, SAG 16OF
(71C) SILICONE WHITE
311750-ALL 8" 16OF ( TIC) NEOPRENE
BLACK
CUP
	
314153-ALL 9"25OF (121C) SILICONE
309:84 5 " MODELS	 WHITE
311749 8 " MODELS	 31.'50S-ALL 13" 160FUIC) NEOPRENE
31!020 13 " MODELS	
-	 BLACK
	
{^ ,	 RETAINER
MODELS310664-SPRINGS"•8"MP953A'A 	 +	
 ANE
	
c'^S	 3ETxI S'O LY 
	 311863-6" MODELS
1 ,	 314683 13"MODELS
INAME
M0953-At, Al B A9
AS • A6
313747 S" MP953A'11
311736 -8" MODELS
312101 -13"MODELS \	 O Vo\^i	BASE
310382 - S' MODELS
311 744 - 8" MODELS
312099 13" MODELS
BASE
SCREW (?)
I/4 • 2011 3/4 - 5" MODELS	 REPLACE WITH
1/2 13 11 1 -1/2 - 8" MODE  SCAP HEAD MACHINE
1/2- 13  2 13" MODELS
	 /SCREW•(2)
r	 S"MODELS 1/4-2011'.5,/9
8" MODELS SAG-16 1 IN
13" MODELS 3,/8-1611 1 -112
r/
1111 i. F%pluded View.
B- 38	 75.5500
SPRING —^I
31353A
	 DISC -may(MP1,i53A) 
/	 N U T ----y r
4-403/32
DIAPHRAGM	 THICK
LEVER
-	 SCREW"	 •
BRACKET-r
DIAPHRAGM
GASKET `.
BUSHING — r ^^
^
^
BODY
316579 FILTER-\k
16579 FILTERi2)
	
(3) 
	 I
 0-80a 05" THICK
---cup
SLEEVE
CD 0" RING/BODY
START POINT
SPRING
RING
313711D
1 MP953S)
1
ING
•
•
RIVET
L
PLATE
SOCKET HEAD
SET SCREW
2-56R 1/16 (2)
	
^^-- 315178 • CUP	 WASHER
	
FEEDBACK	 6-32. N4 RD HD SCREW-^	 r
-- SPRING	 (3)
Y
GASKCT \
---- SCREW 0.805/16 RD HD.	 (3)
PARTS BELOW COMMON TO ALL RELAYS 
	 )	 PARTS BELOW COMMON TO ALL RELA YS
GASKET_/ ^^ 1
ROLL PIN(2)	 r', VALVE UNIT
CUP ASS'Y^y	—^
^i
LABEL—_-	 SCALE
c-I ^
COVER ASf Y-m'
^	 V
Fig. 6. ReLiv Assemblies--Fxpluded View. 	 •6:0
75.5500
11- 39
cup
8"
TO CONVEIIT A4 _DEVICE
RELAY ASSY 313695J
FEEDBACK SPRING !13696
CUP 315178
DIAPHR AGM 311750
CUP 311749 OR 314153
'5'.—scMEw
WAS HEA
PLATE
13^^
TQ CQ1Lvf Ae DE VICE
RELAY ASST. 313695 J
FEEDBACK SPRING 313814
CUP 315178
DIAPHRAGM 312505
CUP 315020
•'
•--- DIAPHRAGM
1 ►g. : Old MI r,t3 l unvelmoll.
PIN	 84.11
B-40
75.5500
MO MP953B
3165711 FILTERS(3)	 ^^^RELAY ASST-3137110
TUB(NG CONNECTOR	 T	 1O.24s5/16 HEX HD W/LOCK WASH(2)(1/6 NPT)	 r
1/4"COPPER OR PLASTIC- TUBE--^
	 ^1024.3/4HEx HD W/LOCKWASM(6)
•
314420 BIAS SPRING
	 ^~—X313716-COVER
• 	 FEEDBACK
SPRING_
311916- 1/2"STROKE
	 ,>	 3122C5-NUT
313919-ALL OTHER MODELS
304733-LOCK WASHER	 0	 -312199 -CUP
DIAPHRAGM J
$312204 16OF(71C) BLACK NEOPRENE
14002039 -001-25OF (12 IC) BLACK
*/WHITE DOT EPR
312201 -CUP
---4-40 5/8 ROUND HD(3)
•	 312160-RING
SLEEVE(BLACK)
* 312179 160F(71C) NEOPRENE
14002040 . 001 -25OF(121C)EPR
(W/WHITE DOT)	 p`'
•
--311989-FRAME
1/4"COPPER OR PLASTIC TUBING ^ ,
­4YI/A"NPT MAIN SPRING
•---- 312192 - 1/2"STR0KE
312203 -ALL OTHER MODELS
^0, '^	 WASHER
312200 CUP	 ^f 312 794 -112 STROKE314524-3/4" STROKE
SERIES 2 ONLY
314650A	 f f	 M09530 AND MP9538 SERIES I CONVERTSUPPORT
ASSEMBLY W/HEUCOIL
	
	
TO SERIES 2 WITH 314650A SUPPORT
(^_l ASSAY AND 316059A YOKE ASSAY^Sr
BASE
314690-1036, 1044 9 1051	 REPLACE WITH
311965-ALL OTHER MODELS 	 • •	 CAP HEAD MACHINE SCREW
1/4-20.5/8
1/4 20 n I" SOCKET CAP - BASE —	 1„1
SCREW-(2)
	
' ` 	 YOKE ASSEMBLY 316059A WITH
314650A SUPPORT ASS A Y 314651A
USE WITH SUPPORT ASS A Y WITH
* SLEEVE(SEAL)AND DIAPHRAGM
	 NYLON INSERT
AVAILABLE IN 14003124-001 ()WF,71C) 	 0422
hit. 9. ExpI,Klcd Vi..-w
75.55()0
B-41
s,
SCREW- FILLISTE RHE AD
6- 32 n 112 EARLY MP953A (8)
•-32 a 1/2 5"MP953A (4)
1/4-20 it 3/4 8" (61
5/16 n 18 n 7/8 13 (4)
i	
.4
COVER
312817 -5" SERIES 2
311748-6" MODELS
312103.13"MODELS
MO/ MP953C
&-----MAIN DIAPHRAGM
312760-ALL 5" 16OF (71C)
NEOPRENE BLACK
313745-ALL 5"25OF(121C)
SILICONE WHITE
311750-ALL P" 16OF (71C) NEOPRFNE
BLACK
CUP	 3141`, I - §.L 8"25OF(121C) SILICONE
309284 - 5" MODELS	 WHITE
311749 - A" MODELS	 312505 ALL 13" 160F (71C) NEOPRENE
315020 - 13" MODELS	 BLACK
RETAINE
310664- SPRING-5 " f18 "
 MODELS
	
,`^^
	 310502-5"R MODELS
ONLY n	 31186 3 -8" MODE I-4
b -^
'LATE
311975A-WITH ANTI . SPIN, 8"
1 112" STROKE
31464 6A -13"
310501 -5" ANDS", 3/4" STROKE
BASE
SCREW (2)
1/4 - 20 n 3/4 - 5" MODELS
112 - 13 n 1 112 - B" MODELS
112 - 13 r 2 - 13" MODELS
MAIN SPRING-
_,------SEE TABLE 2
310665 RING 5" MODELS
u
0
/BASE
0	 310582 - 5 MODELS
^---	 311 744- 8" MODELS
312099 13" MODELS
REPLACE WITH
y	 CAP HEAD MACHINE
SCREW - (2)
 '^► 	 5" MODELS 1/4-201 5/8
8" MODELS 5/16 -18 e 1 1/4
13 " MODELS 3/8 -16 it 1 112
rI
ee^^
I RAM E --
313747 -5" SERIES 2
311736 -B" MODELS
	 0
312101 -13"MODELS
Fit '). U % pli0ed Flew.
A-42
75.5500
L A.
Table 2. MP453C Springs.
Actuator Stroke
Diameter Inches Pre.wrr Hange
(Inches) Imm) Color p%i IkPa) Part Number
5 1/2(13) Brown 2 to 7 (14 to 48) 312788-033
5 1/2(13) Gray 8 to 12 (55 to 83) 312740-034
'	 5 1/2(13) White 4 to 11 (28 to 70) 312741-0123
5 3/4(19) Brown 2 to 7 (14 to 48) 311616-033
5 3/4(19) Gray 8 to 12 (55 to 83) 311618-034
5 3/4(19) White 4 to 11 (28 to 76) 311393.0123
8 3/4(19) Brown 2 to 7 (14 to 48) 31 1852-033
8 3/4(19) Gray 8 to 12 (55 to 83) 311855-034
8 3/4(19) White 4 to 11 (28 to 76) 31 1854-0123
8 1-1/2(38) White 4 to 11 (28 to 76) 313477-0123
8 1-1/2(38) careen 3 to 15 (21 to 103) 14002934-001
13 1-1/2(38) Brown 2 to 7 (14 to 48) 312469-033 
13 1-1/2(38) White 4 to I1 (28 to 76) 31247  1-01 23
Table 3. MP4531) Springs.
Stroke
Inches Pre-.%ure Range
(RIM) Color psi Ikea) Part Number
42 (13) White 4 to 1 1 (2N to 76) ;14314.0123
112(13) Black 8 to 13 (55 to 40) 312792-017
3/4(19) White 4 to 11 (28 to 76) 314313.0123
3/4(19) Black 8 to 13 (55 to 90) 312203-017 
3/4(19) Silver 3 to 7 (21 to 48) 3149634,05
B-43
	 75 -5 500
M0953D Q MP9530
313541 BOTTOM 
	 ^^^—	 SCREW 10-24x3/6"HEX HO W/LOCK WASHER(6)
311983-COVER
J
.^ -----12205-NUT
304733- LOCKWASHk R
12199 CUP
SCREW 4 40 n 3/8" ROUND H D (3,
k
DIAPHRAGM —
! 312204 160F(?IC) BLACK NEOPRE N
14002039 -001-25OF (121C) BL ACK
W/WHITE DOT CPR ^^ 0
	
312180-RING
1..
311989-F NAME
SL E EVE (BLACK)
312179 IGOWIC) NEOPRENE
14002040-001 -25OF(121C)EPR
(W/WHI TF DOT)	 ; 	 MAIN SPRING (SEE TABLE 31
C,
i
WASHER
312794 -112 "  STROKE
314524-3/4" STROKE
^/
M09530 AND MP953D SERIES I CONVERT
700 CUP -^— TO SERIES 2 WITH 314650A SUPPORT
ASS'Y AND 316059A YOKE ASSAY
'ARIES 2 MP9510ONLY ^•J!^'
s14650A	 -- -
SUPPORT
ASSEMBLY W/HEUCOIL
REPLACE WITH
CAP HEAD MACHINE SCREW
RASE	 1	 '	 1/4-20x5/8(2)
^14F90
	
IM1
f
Ai y
YOKE ASSEMBLY 316059A-USE WITH1/4 20x1	 SOCKET CAP BASE ^---mil
SCREW (2)
	
314650A SUPPORT ASS A Y 314657A-
USE WITH SUPPORT ASS A Y WITHv
NYLON INSERT
	 8824
# SL FEVE(SEAL)AND DIAPHRAGM
AVAILABLE IN 14003124-001(160F,71C)
1 . 11;. 10. 1 %.Id,Hled View.
75.5500
13-14
312201 -CUP —^	 % !
I/4"-18
Tfp -0 -- N U T
312519
AOAPTT
E
ER
S/16-18 x3/8"
SET SCREW
(2)
14001165 STEM EXTENSION KITS
ADAPT MP953C TO V053,V055,V056*
SET SCREWI
5/16-18x5/8
(2) NOT INCLUDED
—SIT SCREVI
1/4 28 n 1/4
310503
r BUTTON
L 4
312466	 EXTENSION
STEM 3125 18 - FOR
o	 ^^ I	 VA ^,V" W 11
I/2 TRAVEI
312517- FOR
	
/	 VALVES WIT
3/4" TRAVE
` SIT
J /SCREW
8-32 It 5,/16"
ACTUATOR STEM EXTENSION 	 ACTUATOR STEM AND SET SCREW
311851-8" MODELS	 13" MODELS
2 - 1
(6
VALVE BONNET	 .> °
EXTENSION KIT
* 14000501 001	 I
( TO INCREASE
DISTANCE BETWEEN
ACTUATOR 9
VALVE BODY)
SET SCREW— lJ
-001,-002,-003
1/4 28 x 1/4"
004	 -
1/4-28x3/4"
BUTTON I
SET SCREW
8 32x/16"
EXTENSION —+
MP953 TO V5750,V5818,V597A
AND SMALL SIZE V053, V055 a
V056* ADAPTER BAG A_ SS'Y
I/2 " TRAVEL - 3080 r`8 A V
3/4" TRAVEL - 308078AW
POSITION INDICATOR FOR
5- INCH (127mm) DIA - 316028A
7 INCH (178m m ) DIA- 316035A
8-INCH 203mm) DIA-316037A
13INCH(-Wmm) DIA-316036A
CORROSION RESIS'ANT SPRAY C S S PART NO 3856
14001162 ADAPTER
ADAPT MP953C TO V053,
V055 OR V056*
*FOR COMPLETE CROSS REFERENCE INFORMATION ON
VALVES- SEE FORM NO.95-5579 	 11116t5
hg. 11. MI" I S 3 Accessories
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H MAINTENANCE	
P638A, P643A
A ND 	 PRESSURETROL & P654A
„011 r'M 11 l
	
REPAIR
 PNEUMATIC-ELECTRIC RELAY
INTRODUCTION
q
These instructions cover matintenance, disassembly.,
sand repair of the P638A and 1 1643A Pressuretrol •
 and
the P654A PoeumaliC-Electric Relay. Complete parts 	 r
lists and exploded views are Included. All parts said
assemblies are designated by part numtoe r And ck- s -	 el
criptio n. For ordering information, see the note 	 " ' •
following the exploded view drawings. 	 r r,^ t '. +;•^
1
Pe38A
MAINTENANCE
P643A
SOLVENTS AND LUBRICANTS
CHWROTHENEorVYTHENE - For removal of dirt
Inhibited 1, 1. 1-	 andgrease. Available
'rrichloroethane	 at most office supply
houses.
-------------
LUhRIPLATE	 Tobe applied to pivot
0630AA. 3 oz. tube	 Ixiunth .uld.edfustment
0310879	 screw threads.
CAUTION: Specialcareshouldbeexercised in the use
of solvents. nave proper ventilation.
Avoid prolonged inhalation and/or contact
with skin; careless handling of solvents
can result In permanent damage to the
respiratory system and skin tissue.
r
P654A
rrform rnainte wince as required. In general. the 	 OPERATIONAL CHECK
nnainlcnaiice :squired is the. removal of accunw-
	 A check of the units should be made with the com-
,I dust or dirt. Use a soft brush or blow out dirt. 	 plete system in operation. Vary the air pressure to
solvent toclean any grease orcaked dirt. Lightly	 the unit and observe that correct control action is
pivots and Adjustment screw threads. 	 produced.
PARTS LIST	 -
,11eo hanical devices must be serviced peruw/tcally ii they are expected to give cemlinii, e: -alis-
Jactory performance, and controls ar r not an exception. Hou accurate ,
 and hou . troublefreu your
control system will be in the years to come- depends largely on the mainle name given it. For
best results, all devices in your system should be serviced at (me ,
 time.
Time rmd trouble con be savedby arranging with lteme•yieell for a maintenance agreement which
will guarantee expert, economical care, and insure maximum life imel efficiency from your
system.
• Tradema. k
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,_...77 -9607
l.. C.	 rw n 1000	 co--w o..
I3-46
601167 IICR[M------ ,` 	 ^1191N)]A MIINOGHAM
•
120116 COVER
120101A 8 RAC KET ASSF MRLY — IS" /16 2)
1
•r
16099614 SCREW — 	I	 (% '	 r
06 32x111"—
pan hd
. r
/ I
120117 SHI):LD—++
t60996H SCREW-06 326
	
L9"—pan hA	
r
	 t
	
107159 TAI► , Cuvrr Screw	 ^	 `
	
i	 i	
•
rt ••er	 t60996C SCREW-46 ]2x316'—pen hd i4l)
120716 INSERT
r^
i
ail r• .^110645 JUMPER
v 3 	
—106916 PLUG
l ip w.	 120107A BRACKET A%St MBLY—(Srr Fig. 3)
/ t60996C SCREW—•6-72.316"—tun hA (4)
1U6916 PI.UL G
It104394S UTAPHIIAGMASSEM1+1Y
180)96(' SA' Rl:W	 6 -32*316"—tun n
f^	 120113 :'ASE:
Fig. 1—P638A Pressuretrtll.
1111111 SWrr('11
/0	 l	 120101 IIILACKET
\	 I	 160996AD S('Hl:W-
\	 •6-32%711 —pan hA (2)
,•
V-E;:-37%L7'—VA1,
09%H SCRt w —
 hA
I 6(11N79A SPRING ASSl.MHI.Y
lW.f
	
120117 PIN
t	
O
'A	 33616 SCREW
•	 120102 LE*VEH
0 ^i	 tSUndArd h4r 6lWAr• item Which IN-uId
tr M•r	 hr Obtunrd IucallY When P1661 lr
Fig. 2—Bracket Assembly 020lUTA).
t'landard parts (screws, washers, electrical comp)rxn
p•nenl values are subject to change without critics Al
ttilecause the compnncnl parts of this assenlYly arc sta
mended that a complete replacement assembly be ++rd,
120109 LEVER
1:'U105A SPRING ASS* MHLY
t60996AF1 SCREW—160996F1H Sl'HEW—
	
•6]2.36"—tun Mt
•6-]2.1 S,A"—Ian hd 12)
\
(	 ,,
120107 BRACKET
170116 PIN ---►^,	 "'fff
V	 120611 SCREW.
^p Qd)Uht Ing — (2)
1 ^^
II0613 SPACER 
10]77] SWfiCH—(2)
110913 STUD—N)
tt101304T DIAPHRAGM ASSt:MHLY
I 1i; 3—Ilracket A-ssenlbly—(120107A).
s, etc. ) should be obtained I+u-Ally when pnsslble. ('om-
ways use exact replacement parts when Making rcprlrs.
ktAor require a special assembly process, it is rec„m-
rreA.
B-47
119001A MDNUI:RAM	 1110375 WftXW-16 . 12%19 •• — pan bd
120210 C10V L R
I'	 J
67526 NUT, CtKnpraaal,n
1
q e
^r	
ll'' %<-67'a2i il.[tV[. 1411
000720 INSERT
	 ^	 ^ ^ — PINN.14 9A I'VESSUHLT1411 A."tMHLY—(6.• rIS 5)
\ 0— - t 60996t/ -4 Kk.K —66 . 12%14 — pat led 121
r 1 •,
120216 CASE
1609961' ScRLW-- 0 6-1213 16"—tun hd —6
	
n "0'
F1g.9— ptt ,19A Preshuretrol As»embly.
.---r 1091190A SCALEPLATF— Main Scab
INP996l % ScRk . K'—@G-12%0"--t'at' h.1 
N1~V	
10MPAM SCA LEP1ATF. — Ddl%r9nttal Increase
	 —
^sUt16»9
	 vIlKACKI:T. Sl.,
11WOV611L Sl'Itk:W—a6•J^c)	 '^	 111?439 SET!CHEW-66-12%6}6"— urrkatdrIva cup lr,lnl
—lull Ad
I?0220I. A11J1'STMFNT	 ^^	 I	 //(xMtl6H SPRINT; A.%'FMPI.Y
wHlFl. ASSk:M111.Y	 ^	 X
^^
7
	
	 I • ^^ j	 120221 W)ILEL. Adluetmenl
	
v	 120217 I.F V F R
ttl0996A1) SCHI W-66 32alN —	 I	 I 
	
^'^
	 11110495V Sl' H! W —16 -60%tY16"—pan ttdl,,u, hd 121	 I i I tR►^  '^
0011623 SPACER 11109" HI%I:T
120"22 DAHItILH
	 ---1202111  1111-AVE
C\
N(NMPN SWITCHWITCHr[ ^/"	 tllx)6B(X)68514MAIN SPHINt) AStik:MNLY\	 M/	 ^	 1
// `	 a?	 I/' ^—^- 12021611 t.FVLH. Mau,
O •	 13616 SCHLW, Adluatln6—(2)
120229 HARRIER	 rt,	 ^I	 1
16099611 "A'Kt.W —
	 120215 IIRACKLT
a6 - JI ► lM ' —pan led 	.-
i	 ."•\	 I	 120:26 PIN
120225 SHtk:ll)^^	 \	 / ,^11
1	 1	 1	 ,	 5395 PLUG
Nl1lM84 {'l ATE•.,
s	 1809960 SCHk:W —I6-12%yib"—p&n bd (3)
1009970 .'. REW 	 a	 t800690A DIAPHRAGM A.W MPI.Y
•6 . 3:x216"—tun hA	 y	 i) S	 I` ^. ^'*^Itl1194Nih SCHFW-16-32a1A"—pan hd
t1
r	 N(%)683 n )ST	 '• 900'
Fig 5—l'rrtixuretrul Assembly (800689A).
t8mi lard jmrI% (screws wAshers• Ovelru'A! c„mpml • nt., etc. ) shtluld be obtained locally when possible. Com-
11,114-11t VAluea Art , sullp , cl to change wllhout lk.tlt'e. AIWAyN use exact replacement parts when making repairs.
I11teCAU,e the l'011111H11'11t I•trls of this Asm-mbly are .Wktdtlr require a %Iwclal assembly process, It Is recom-
melxlt •ll th.t( .t complelc replacement Assembly ter „rdered.
77-%07
B-48
W ^- I \ 1-400479A
• I RJ	 \	 SPRING A.- M1 1 1 Y
1111?3IM 1 1 NACK! r
120102
^l
106911 e
blAVIlItAt.M Ati1F Mi l l Y
1?-1 t60996C SCN!" W-116-17l a3k11, -1ui hd (4)
PLUG
103774 SWITCH
rO	 -Iwt ed
I
e02]MA
	
y	 St'A1.1'VLAI'!:
1610] NUT, M^a
602320A INSRNT
	 ^-
•	 I	 I	 120101 IIRACKI:T
Iu	 O612aTb
	 Mt
	
d	 \	 -I110996AI, SCNl.W-
•	 ^.'i)	 ^,. ^i	 1111-)2 n 1"—ptu hd
^.
►f'p .	 602]0] PIN]]11111 1('1(►.W AAIun hne
tSlar>.lard parts (screwtc, washers, electrical conyuutents, etc. ) should be obtain ed locally when possible. Com-
114111ent valueS are subject to change without nolo • e. Always use exact replacement parr when making repairs.
ttlict-Ruse the contl n otent parts of (tits assembly are ,I.tktdor re(Iune A Special ASSenlbly prtcesS, it Is reconl-
mend d Ihal a complete replacement assembl y be ordered.
Flg.6-1 1654A I'neunlatu• -E:lectru- Hclay.
OHI)EPING INK)IZMATION:
1eaerorder Gy PAr- R(-) alrl I)eticrlptioon. AISO, give complete Order Specification numtw•r
of the device. TM' numher IS statopud on carve. It may I%- necessary to return the en ti re device
to our factory for complele relater anti recorNl111onuq;. fit II,S. , orders should F- mailed to
Honeywell Inc. , 1885 Douglas I)rtve, Moulcapolts, Muacrio to 55422. Direct all ktululries on or-
ders to this same address. ([it 	 direct all ordersmum inquiries to Honeywell Controls
Limited, VanderNiol Avenue, LI-aside, Toronto 17, (Ntlarto. )
!'.!k HONEYWELL • 11h111tespalls, Minnesota 55408 • Toronto 17, Ontario
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Honeywell
P658A,B&C
PNEUMATIC-ELECTRIC SWITCH
E
GENERAL
The following includes the intormation required to
service and/or repair the P08 Pneumatic-Eloctnc
Switch A repair Parts Lot is included to assist in
ordering selected parts for field repair Only those items
which include an identifying part number are stocked
for ordering purposes.
No special irxils are required to service tut repair these
devices.
Operating ambient ten)perature is +40 to 140E (4.5
to 60C)
The switch in the Pti58A and 0 models is rated as
follows.
25 & nips at 125, 250 or 4W)v A.C.
I Hp at 125v A.C.
2 Hp at 250v A.0
Pilot duty- 750VA at 125, 250, or 277v A.C.
The switch used ut the M58C model is for special
%ervice and is rated at 5 ma (a 5 volts
APPLICATION
The PbS8 converts a pneumatic signal from a
controller or other pneumatic device to a two-position
electric switch action. This switching action is used to
provide on/off control of fans, punips, electric heaters,
etc. found in mechanical systems.
The SPDT switch action can also be used to energize
alarm systems, provide interlock functions or other
pneumatic to electric interface operations
The Pt+5847 contains SPDT gold switching contacts
foi use ut dry circuit switching and with DELTA 2000
applications
OPERATION (Say Fill. 1)
On a drop in input pressure below setpoint, the SPDT
switch transfers from R-W to R-B
Rev. 2-77
J. L.G.
P558B & C
Reverse switching (break R-B and make R-W) occurs
on a pressure rise above the setpoint plus differential (2
psi 113.8 klia I ).
SWITCH ACTION
MAKES0 8 ON P$4 SS FALL
MAKES R-W ON PRESS FALL
I	 --	 _	 CONTROLLEDDE
	
v6D!	 DE VICE
OPT IO
NAL
MEkSI	 I R N ° ^_.
—wNEEI
IiOR ADJUSTMENT AND
	
Clr1RRATION CHECK) 	 ADJUSTMENT
4 ^N Pt ASiiC
CONTROLLER	 'URINC,	 TO OTHER
BRANCH LIM	 CONTROLLED
DEVICES
^s
Fig. 1
7 5-7151Ions NumM,
B-50
t1
?0100,41 11+1 at P{P.It 1
i/s 0071 N, IM "1 P01011
h 00)11. ►{1 N I0VU1 /
1iO0fg00411 Into UtPO1Mt L 6011
IN MOUNT-46 KIN ij 1 1.. 110 PM Mt •D
P658B d C
s1 f c. mo 011 cut t & s tl tlM .
MKq / Nf0010M nn 40 -oon2Is 00 , N n 1 u r ftW 1►sM W1rr .rn Nn ,..>,.: #1 0Xplj^ 1o ►s^ M IPO4611
v11c n 	 Flat aq►O Pyl 1 ... .,. : 1„ I)O1111i OS^ f1 t pool I
lnsu nos :630 O» mA , %	 +. iwnq ►s1 gtPo"ITI
,.,1
	
- P6 oc:90% I ft,% .. .+«N11p PS1 ssthw1111
TROUBLE SHOOTING
Inspe%t the P658 to detrrnune that the utpoini
(factory set and marked on:nveeplite)iscoriect for the
application
Increasing of decreasing the branch line pressure
above or below the setpoint of the M58 should cause
the switch to cycle the load See General %ection for
switch rating Determine that the load connected to the
%witch is within the limits of the switch Overloading w111
destroy or shorten the life of the %wit0i It the switch it
found to oe defective, refer to the Repot section file
replacement.
To adjust the setp%nnt l if required, turn the
adjustment whrel (Fig I 1 clockwise ;as viewed from the
top looking down) to irxrease the setpou ► t, to (lettcase
selpooit, rolate counterch ►.kwrse One fu!I turn of the
Nheel will change the setpornt 1) p. ► g (6. kh).
REPAIR
PARTS LIST
OL 9.OA
---K1U4100 •su N0.1 (- - -- - -- --- ----- - --
r 1U&'O0 11'A — T 1
/	 0001 n Pi01 ►K1
linl1 : W 0 00.
bC1U&/OI1 MOUNT 0001
s[ar oi, 	 /
w 1.V .
Fig
75.7151
11-51
Mechanical devices must be serviced Iteriodecally if they are expected to give continued satisfactory l»rformance,
and controls are not an exception NOW accurate and hOY► troublefree your control system will be in the years to
come dep+nds largely On the maintenance giver ► It For best results, all devices In your system should he serviced
at one time
Time and trouble can be saved by ar ► anginy with Honeywell for a maintenance Veement which will guarantee
expert, economical ore, and insone maximum life and effit iency from your system.
( ► RM KING INFORMATION FOR IiONFY%FLL PARIS AN[) ASSEMBLIES
('(intact )our Io:al llmicywell hundi ulli:e fur huidlinp of repatf%. pnlUig nllormehon and j%swince When indemig
lepau parts. plei%c turti0i the Pert Nun ►hei end I)es:nlition of pair', reyuued. Also, provide the complete Order
Specdwation Number of the dev ►(e ui Ahidi the palls ere it, he used.
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Honeywell
	
Differential
Thermostat
MOOEI NUMBER PP903A
General
1 he VINO3A is a pressure{operated,
bleed•tyjx, one-pipe controller for
providing proportional control of pneu.
nutic motors and valves. It varies the
air pressure piped to it to relation to
the difference to pressure existing
between water pressures.
Features
• Direct or reverse-acting. ('hange.
over link provides quick and easy
change-over from direct to reverse-
acting.
• I •,sily accessible adjustment means
for throttling range and pressure
range.
• Mounting lugs for quick and easy
mounting.
Specifications
MODE l
PP903A
TABLE 1. PP903A SPECIFICATIONS
Approximate Throttling Range of Controller at:
Pressure	 Operating Pressure Limits
Difference	 of Bellows Assemblies
	 low End of Salo	 Mid Sale	 High End of Sale
Setpoint	 _. - --	 - -	 -	 -	
——______T _Range'	 Min	 Max.	 Min	 Max.	 Min	 Max.	 Min 	 Max.
0 22 pa	 22 Ng vac	 85 psi	 ... • .	 .....	 6 or.	 26 or.
(0 152 kPa)	 (586 kPa)	 (2/5 kPa)
	
(11 kPs)
3-50 psi	 1 psi	 85 psi	 1.5 psi	 11 psi	 3 psi	 16 psi
(2) 344 kPi)	 (14 kPa)
	
(586 kPa)	 (10 kPa)
	
(76 kPa)
	
(21 kPa)	 (110 kPa)
5 65 psi	 0 psi
	
300 psi	 6 psi	 30 psi
(35-448 kPal	 (2068 kPa)	 (41 kPa)	 (217 kPa)
• A blank scal q is proviued to permit the • ontroller to be calibrated to individual installations in the field.
4 psi	 22 psi
128 kPa)	 1152 kPa)
9 psi	 30psi
(62 kPa) I (207 kPa)
Rev. 12.76
J.A.	 Ut /^;^^A/, 
Pf^xllt 
UGC 
^F^,`,
ram NumW. 77-9234
comm•'c-•I p.,
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.r 
*44 r
MAXIMUM SAFE AIR PRESSURE
18 psi (124 ItPal
ADJUSI'MENT MEANS
External slAtrd Krews for throttling
range and preuure range
TYPE OF ELEMENT
Bellows
AIR CONNECTIONS
i/2 NPT
PRESSURE CONNECTION TO BELLOWS
1/4 NPT
MOUNTING
Lugs for three point surface mounting
DIMt NSIONS
See F four@ 1.
FINI':H
Grey
O
B P^
9
31
16
(84)
TT• iM 34- e
FIG. 1 PP903A APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS IN INCHES (MILLIMETERS)
WHEN ORDERING, SPECIFY
ACCESSORrai
	 Pressure difference range
.001 Restriction. Accnsorlq.
\
Typical Operation
	
Either an increase in supply pressure	 RETURN	 PP9WA	 SUPPLY	 1
	
I a decrease in return pressure will	 1	 ;,. 	 I
	Increase the differential pressure across 	 .;	 '
he system. On an increase in differen-
tial pressure, the M03, when set
	
r ,r.. .acting, will increase the branch	 j
ure closing a nurmall) open
-ust enough to return the sys-
m differential to its setpuint value. 	 ^ ; •',	 q
FIG. 2. PP903A TYPICAL OPERATION
1
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Honeywell
THESE RELA'!S PROVIDE INTER-
MEDIATE OR HEAVY DUTY SERVICE
IN A WIDE VARIETY OF SWITCHING
CONFIGURATIONS.
o Relays with 24V control coils: R 182A^C;
R882A-C,F; R847A,B; RA19A; RA89A;
RA832A; R845A.
U Relays with line voltage control coils:
R447A. R482A E
C) Relays with internal 24V transformer:
R 182A C; RA 19A; RA89A, RA832A; R845A;
R847A.
n Relays for use with an external 24V supply:
R847B; R882A-C,F.
o Heavy duty relays: R447A, R847A,B
n R447A and R847A,B have flexible internal
leads to provide either spst or spdt switching.
C) RA832A has contacts for low voltage and
millivoltage ( Powerpile) use
o R882F is suitable for tine as an emergency
heat relay with a heat pump panel.
e R482E switches electronic bridge circuit
elements.
H. K.
B-791 181
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SPECIFICATIONS
IM►U" T AN T
THE SPECIFICATIONS GIVIN IN THIS PUBLICATION DO NOT INCLUDE NORMAL MANUFACTURING TOLERANCES
THEREFORE, THIS UNIT MAY NOT MATCH THE LISTED SPECIFICATIONS EXACTLY. ALSO.THISFROOLICT 19TESTEO
AND CALIBRATED UNDER CLOSELY CONTROLLED CONDITIONS, AND SOME MINOR DIFFERENCES IN ►ERFOR
MANCE CAN BE EXPECTFOIF THOSE CONDITIONS ARE CHANGED
TA A P1 r/ AA/P' AI AP%r' / n
IF "P9 3L 16f IV L. III V 3 LL.%7
TRADELINE models are selected and packaged to provide ease of stocking, ease of handling, and maximum
teplace-nent value. TRADELINE model specifications are the same as those of standard models except as noted
below
TRADELINE MODEL AVAILABLE
R 182C 120 and 240V models	 ADDITIONAL FEATURES
R482'C 120 and 240V models. 	 TRADELINE pack with crow reference label and
RA89A 24V controller 	 special instruction sheet.
STANDARD MODELS
MODELS Refer to Tables IN
(continued on page 7)
ORDEPiNO INFORMATION
WHEN PURCHASING REPLACEMENT AND MODERNIZATION PRODUCTS FROM YOUR TRADELINE
WHOLESALER OR YOUR DISTRIBUTOR, REFE'r1 'O THE TRADELINE CATALOG OR PRICE SHEETS FOR
COMPLETE ORDERING NUMBER. OR SPECIFY-
1. Order number.
2. Voltage and frequency.
I Optional specifications desired.
IF YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL OUESTIONS. NEED FURTHER INFORMATION. OR WOULD LIKE TO COMMENT ON OUR
PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE
1 YOUR LOCAL HONEYWELL RESIDENTIAL DIVISION SALES OFFICE (CHECK WHITE PAGES OF PHONE DIRECTORY).
2 RESIDENTIAL DIVISION CUSTOMER SERVICE
HONEYWELL INC , 1885 DOUGLAS DRIVE NORTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55422 (612) 542 7500
IIN CANADA-HONEYWELL CONTROLS LIMITED, 740 ELLESMERE ROAD. SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO M1 ►
 2V9)
INTERNATIONAL SALES AND SERVICE OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD
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TABLE 
ELECTRICAL CONTACT RATINGS (AMPERES)
K_
1TOV ee 240V ac
MODEL FULL LOCKED RESISTIVE FULL LOCKED RESISTIVE
LOAD ROTOR LOAD ROTOR
R182A 10.2 61.2 - 5.1 30.6 -
R 182B,C 7.4 "A - 3.7 22.2 -R 8826,C_
R482A 74 44.4 10 4.5 27.0 6R882 A
7.2 43.2 106482B,C 3.6 21.6 5
R4820 4.4 26.4 5 2.2 _11-3.3 3 __
R4_82_E a 0.2 _0.4 -	 _ _ 0 .1
10	 65
0.2 -
RA19A 100 600 39.0 6A89A_R
-	 RA832Ad.f --	 --- ---- -	 -	 -	 - -	 --
R845Aa.f 7.4
-
44.4
-_---
72/11001C4.5
-	 --
27.0 6
R447A
R847A,B b 16/22c 72/100c -	 16/22c 72/100c -
60 Hi Only
125 VA pilot duty load at 24V ac.R882F at 120V and 240V, 3 amp full
d 24V g ating of 1 amp full load and 2 amp locked rotor.
b R847B rated at 208V.
c Rating if poles ere paralleled.
d lncludes contact for switching additional low or mill voltage (Powerpile) load.
Millivoltage Ratiny 300 and minimum at 750 mV de.
Low Voltage Rating:
Pilot duty-50 VA at 24V
Direct current rating 1 amp at 12V.
e Second set of contacts rated for line or low voltage load.
12OV -3 amp ful; load, 18 amp locked rotor.
240V--2 amp full load, 12 amp locked rtotor.
50 VA at 24V.
f Maximum Connected Load' 2000 VA.
TABLE II- COIL DATA
MAX-COIL COI L
MODFL VOLTAGE CURRENT SEALED VA INRUSH VA PULL
50/60 Ht (AMPS) IN
VOLT_
20R_A 19Aa 24 _0.40_
RA89a_ 24 0.40 20^
R182A,88
-_
0.40
R 182Ca 24 0.3.5 20
R447A
120 0.04 8.9 17.4 85
240 0.02
0.04 0.07
_
4.8
177
8.6 9.4 19.8
180
80R482A/8-E 120240 0.02 0.04 5.3 10.2 22.2 180
R832_Aa 24 0.40 20
R84_5Aa 24 0.40
_
20
R847A8 24 0.35_ 8.4 21.4 20
R847Bb --- -
R882A,B b 24 0.21 5.2 9.4 20 _-
R882Cb
R862F b
042
0_40
5.2
9.4
9.4
20.6
a Built•in low voltage (24V) transformer.
b Requires external 24V transformer.
60-2481
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TABLE IV SWITCHING ACTION
SWITCHING MODEL
Spit R A 19A, H A89A, R 182A,
_ R482A, R882A,Fc
Spilt R 1818, F4482C, R9828
—_ F444 /A, 1484 7A,B,
HA832Aa . R845A
R 1820, H482C,E, F1842Db,
Dpdt R 882C
a Low/millivoltaw circuit %Wt
IIN O.
	 contacts make	 twfoiv	 N C	 contacts	 tweak,
N C.	 contact) make	 beto11	 N O	 contacts
	
break.
c 1 single throw branch.
DIA
jlesl
— 
^ t+ al DIA.
ti
1 111 1 DIA.
(— K ► VHOLr
l rrl
MOUNTING
I I 	 HO(f
1 t1.Jl
itual
1
)i
(1JJ^I
i
1 • )1
TABLE 111 TRANSFORMER RATINGS
Ratings of built in transformers are as follows: All
transformen are rated at 120/240V, 50/60 Hs.
R847A_	 7.0 watts
_ RA19A.  RA89A	 5 0 watts
R_AS32A
_R845A
R 182A C	 6.5 watts
OPTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS:
R845A available without electrical barrier between
terminals 2 and 4, and 5 and 6 For switching two
egL AI line voltage loads.
R482A available with fungus proofing, 60 Hz only
R482B available with 24V coil
NG HOLI
FINISH Gray enamel
KNOCKOUTS
Cisebottom (2) RA19A, RA89A, RA832A, R845A.
(3) R182A C. R482A F:, R882A-C,F.
A11 models have 1 wiring hole in case top.
All knockouts are for 1/2 inch 112.7 mm  conduit
12 PROVALS:
I'NDERWRITEF:S LABORATORIES INC listed
RA19A, RA89A. RA837A, R882A•C,F R845A
ile No. E443# , Guide No. XAPX; R482A D.
File No. E14480, Guide No. NLDX, R447A,
1'847A.B File No SA481, Guide No SDFY.
CANADIAN STANDARDS ASSOCIATION certified
R482A•D; R882A C; R447A, R847A,B File No
LR1620.
KNU( NUM (j^^ U00011I,1t17Y1!
c ONoulT OI	 r.	 n	 I T
i
.^.. ,j	 I.1 s1
11921 134 91
DIMENSION A
II Mj 	 NA^32A,	 A^NI	 ; 1A.^ 111 ;IIl &
J 1 
01"2A
01 [,Isl 71
Does
FIG. 1—APPROXIMATE MOUNTING DIMENSIONS
(MILLIMETRES IN BRACKETS].
INSTALLATION
INHEN INSTALLING THIS PRODUCT.. .
1. Read these instructions carefully. Failure to
follow them could damage the product or cause a
hazardous condition
2. Check the ratings given in the !nstructions and on
the product to make sure the product is suitable for your
application
3 Installer must he a trained, experienced service
•echnic ►an
4 After installation Is complete, check out product
operation as pro-ided in these instructions.
CAUTION
Disconnect the power supply before beginning
winng to prevent electrical shock and equipment
damage.
B-58
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MOUNTING
For replacement, mount relay in same location as old
cont, 31. If a new installation, locate the relay vertically
on a solid will or partition as near as possible the device
to he controlled. Select a location that is easily accessible
for installation and service.
NOTE To reduce possible transformer hum and relay
noise that is sometimes amplified by mounting sur-
faces of sheetmetal, plasterboard, and similar
matenals, place rubber or felt washers between case
and the mounting surface.
I. Position relay and mark mounting holes
2. Start a screw for the keyhole type mounting hole
in upper nght hand corner. Screw it down within about
1/8 inch 13.2 min I of the surface.
3 hang the relay on the screw, position the case, and
start the bottom screw, tighten both screws.
WIRING
IMPORTANT
The terminals on these switching relays are ap
proved for use with copper wires only.
All wiring must comply with all applicable electrical
codes, ordinances, and regulations. Follow any tnshuc
dons furnished with the controlled equipment
Hookup diagrams for these relays are included If two
or more devices are to be controlled in parallel, their
total current must not exceed the relay load rating.
IMPORTANT —
The transformer on the R 182C may overheat when
used with a series 20 thermostat if the total
resistance of the thermostat circuit exceeds 2.5
ohms. If the measured resistance of the thermo
stat (including thermostat wire and thermostat
c(.I tact resistance) exceeds 2.5 ohms, add a 100
ohm, 10 watt resistor between the W and R tetlnt
nals. Table V gives maximum thermostat wire
runs, if longer tuns are necessary, measure the
resistance or add a 100 ohm. 10 watt resistor
across terminals W and R.
TABLE V
LENGTH OF
AWG WIRE TOTAL WIRE RUN TO
SIZE LENGTH THERMOSTAT
(NUMBER)
I
(2 WIRES)
FEET
120
_METR E_ S_
38
FEET	 METR E S_
60	 1 8
_
22
20 200
300
61
91.5
10_0
150
— 30.5__
45.5_18
16 500 152 1 250 _	 76
14 800 244 400 122
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FIG. 2—THERMOSTAT CONNECTIONS FOR R182A C
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FIG. 3—INTERNAL SCHEMATIC AND TYPICAL
HOOKUP FOR H182A. SEE FIG. 2 FOR
THERMOSTAT CONNECTIONS.
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FIG. 5-INTERNAL SCHEMATIC AND TYPICAL
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CONNECTED FOR SPST, SPDT, OR DPST
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STAT CONNECTIONS.
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FIG. 7-INTERNAL SCHEMATIC AND TYPICAL
HOOKUP FOR R882B.
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FIG. 8-INTERNAL SCHEMATIC AND TYPICAL
HOOKUP FOR R882C.
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HOOKUP FOR RA832A.
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FIG. 14-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM SHOWING R845A
	 FIG. 16-INTERNAL SCHEMATIC AND TYPICAL
IN A MULTIZONE. f ORCED HYDRONIC	 HOOKUP FOR 14482A.
HEATING SYSTEM. THIS ARRANGEMENT
IS SUITABLE FOR ANY NUMBLR OF AD-
DI fIONAL ZONES.	 r-
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FIG. 15-R845A HOOKUP FOR CONTROLLING 2	 FIG. 17-INTERNAL SCHEMATIC AND TYPICAL
LOADS.	 HOOKUP FOR R482B.
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FIG. 18-INTERNAL SCHEMATIC AND TYPICAL-
HOOKUP FOR R487C R4870 IS THE SAME
	
FIG. 70 -RB41A WIRED TO BREAK ONE SIDE OF
WITH THE EXCEPTION OF OVERLAPPING
	
THE CIRCUIT WITH SPST SWITCHING.
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FIG 19 INTERNAL SCHEMATICS FOR H447A AND 	 FIG. 71- R441A OR R847B .TIRED TO BREAK ONE
H847A , B RELAYS AS SHII'PED FR OM	 SIDE OF THE CIRCUIT WITH SPST
FACTORY.	 SWITCHING.
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FIG. 22—R447A OR R8476 RELAY WIRED TO
BREAK BOTH SIDES OF THE CIRCUIT
WITH OPST SWITCHING.
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FIG. 23 -R447A OR R847B WIRED TO BREAK ONE
SIDE OF THE CIRCUIT WITH PPST
SWITCHING TO CONTROL MULTIPLE
LOADS.
SERVICE AND CHECKOUT
1. Never use oil on any part of the relay coil or
contacts.
2. The cover should be kept on the relay during
normal operation and removed only for service and
checkout.
3. Relay contacts are arranged so that they close
with a wiping action and are self cleaning. The contacts
may turn black after being in service for some time This
discoloration does not prevent proper operation.
4. After installation is complete, operate the relay
and equipment through at least 1 complete cycle to
make sure that the relay controls the equipment as
intended.
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General
the RP417 and RPIt17 Electronic.
Pneumatic Relays are electrically oper-
1	 ated pneunuuc switches used for
I interlock between an electrical system
and a pneumatic control system. These
devices can also he used as stop and
bleed relays or as diverting or selector
relays.
The 1011417 and RI'h 17 Relay valve
bodies ate constructed of molded
acetal ailx ►lynter plastic. Internal valve
parts are constructed of stainless steel,
copper, plastic, and Huna "N" • rub-
her. These relays are designed for either
wall mounting or panel mounting,
depending uptm the apphcation. I'hcy
can be mounted in any positron with-
out affecting the operation of the
device. An optional mounting kit
( 14003638-001  ) is available to facili
late direct mounting to MP516A
Operators, VP51 U(' Valves, or PI N01 H
and PINO2H Pressuic Regulators.
Electric-Pneumatic
Relays
MODEL NUMBER RP411A,B,C; RP811A,8
Features -	 --
• Air connections made via 1/4 inch
(b nun) sharp bath type connecturs
for 1/4 inch UU polyethylene tub-
ing.
• ('an be wall or panel mounted in
any position without affecting the
operatiun of the relay.
Specifications
• ('instructed of acetal copolymer
plastic and corrosion resistant inetal.
• Available with either leadwires,
junction box, or plug-in electrical
connections.
• ('an be directly mounted ti. MP-
510A Operators, Vl'51 y(' Valves,
or PI"r01 H and PPUO: Pressure
Regulators using 14003037101
mounting adaptor (contained in
14W 10384)(H Kit).
MODELS
i
Line	 1	 Low
Voltage	 Voltage
Well
Mount
Panel
Mount
Oevice 1 Splice
Mount Box
Open C don8
Coil	 Plug
RP417A X X X
RP4178 X X X
RP417C X X X X X
RPB17A X X X
RP8178 X X X
*Trademark
Rev. 3.77	 rain NJTwI 77-9868
J.L.G.
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AIR CAPACITY
	
L *-
	 At 20 psi 1138 kPa) supply, 1 pti 0 Ott)
pressure drop 0 30 SCF M
PHESSURE RATING
50 psi max. 13.4 bars) air
AIR CONNECTIONS
1/4 inch (6 r-im), for 1/4•rnch 00 poly•
ethylene tubing
ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
Six Inch (152 mm) leads, junction box,
or cord and plug (18 gauge thermo-
plastic wue rated at 60 C)
POWER CONSUMPTION
5.7 watts maximum
AMHIENT TEMPERATURE RATING
100 F 138 CI maximum
MATERIAL
Acetal copolymer plastic and corrosion
	
`	 resistant metal
DIMF NSIONS
See Figures 1 and 2
WHE N SPECIE PING, INDICATE
Complete model number
Accessories
APPROVAL BODIES
RP417A, RP817A UL listed. Guide
Y 10Z, File 9608
HP4178. RP8178, RP417C UL recog
need component, Guide YlOZ1, File
9608
AVAII ABLE VOLTAGE CYCLE
Model
Complete
0 S No. Voltage Cyde
RP417A
1009 110/120V ac, 50/60 Ht
1017 110v ac, 50 Hi
1015 220/240v ac, 50/60 Ht
1033 240v ac, 50 Ht
1041 108v ac, 60 Ht
1058 208v ac, 50 Ht
1066 271v ac, 60 Ht
1074 777v ac, 50 Ht
1082 440/480v ac, 50/60 Ht
1090 480v ac, 50 HI
1108 100v ac, 50 Ht
1116 200v ac, 50 H t
110/120v ar, 50/60 Ht
120v ac, 50 HI
RP4178
1001
1015
1013
1031
220i240v ac, 50/60 Ht
240v ac, 50 Ht
1049
—
208v ac, 60 Ht
1056 208v ac, 50 Ht
1064 440/480v ac, 50/60 Ht
480v ac, 50 Ht1011
RP411C
1005 110/120v ac, 50/60 Ht
1013 120v ac, 50 Ht
RP8 1 7A
1005 24v ac, 50 Ht
1013
--	 —
24v ac, 60 Ht
RP811H
1003 14v ac, 50 Ht
1011 24v ac, 60 Ht
77.9868
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FAN MOTOR
DAMPER
PNEUMATIC
SIGNAL
f
Typical Operation	 --	 . _..... ____..	 _._....
when the coil is deeneryved, putts
and 3 me connected and port I is
blocked. When the coil is enerpsed,
purls I and 3 are connected and port
is blocked.
The valve can function as a thrre
way norniAlly open, a three way nor-
111211Y closed, Or a three May direction-
al control, depending upon the piping
hookup.
It applied as shown in Fig. 3, when
the fan is turned on, the cud is ener-
gised. This connects purrs I and 3,
passing supply our to the damper opera-
tot. With the fan off, the supply port
is closed.  Porls 2 and 3 are connected.
Weeding the damper operator to atrnos•
phere.
FAN DISCONNECT
SWITCH
DAMPER
OPERATOR	 PP-1••a c
FIG. 3. TYPICAL PIPING HOOKUP OF THE RP417 OR RP811 RELAYS
77.986X
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Geperal
The RP670A dr B Switching Relays
are two-position pneumatic relays with
either single-pole (RP670A) or
double-pole (RP670B), double-throw
switching action. They are designed
for use in pneumatic heating and cool-
ing control systems where a valve or
damper operator must he switched
from one circuit to another. Switch-
over pilot pressure must be two-
position, not modulated.
••
f
0
Q	
_
	° 	 s1-1/2(dia)
(38)	
6°
	 8	
3^	
9 j
O T
2-1/4 
	
(57)	 (26)
QPORT 3 -PILOT
PORT6 -NORMALLr CONNECTED	 All FOR 5/32 in (4mm)
PORT 7 -COMMON	 OD PLASTIC TUBING
PORT 8 -NORMALLY DISCONNECTED
77 - 985 -a
FIG. 1-APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS OF RP670A IN INCHES (MILLIMETERS)
II-75
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Honeywell
	 Pneumatic
Switching Relays
MOOa NUMBER AP610A 6 B
Features
• Available with either single-pole,
double-throw (SPDT) or double-
pole, double-throw (DPDT) switch-
ing action.
• Second switch on DPDT ( RP670B)
models molded in black for identifi-
cation.
• Air connections for 5/32 in. (4
mm) OD plastic tubing.
• Molded plastic construction with
neoprene diaphragms, stainless steel
lever, and music wire spring.
• Designed for in-line mounting but
can be wall or panel mounted with
a 1 . 1 /2 in. (38 mm) diameter metal
spring clip.
specifications
MODELS
RP670A: SPOT Switching Relay; avail-
able with switch action occurring
between 4 and 6 pti, 14 and 16 psi, or
19 and 21 psi (30 and 40 kPa, 95 and
110 kPa, or 130 and 145 kPa) non-
adjustable.
ro— huTw 77-9851
Co—wc.•i D,.
L .r►
RP6708 OPDT Switching Relay; evoil-
able with switching action occurting
between 4 and 6 psi or 14 and 16 psi (30
and 40 xPa or 95 and 110 kPa), non
adjustable
NOTE Below minimum prenura, Ports
6 and 7 are connected and Port 8 is
isolatrd. Above maximum pressure,
Pons 7 and B are connected with
Port 6 isolated.
Typical Operation (Fg. 3)
When used in a summer-winter
system, during the summer cycle pdot
pressure (Port 3) is below minimum
switching pressure of the RP670 and
Port 6 (Normally Connected)and Port
7 (Common) are connected. Port 8
(Normally Disconnected) is isolated,
thereby removing the low lint con-
troller from the system.
During the winter cycle pdot pres-
sure is above the switching pressure,
Ports 7 and 8 are connected and the
low limit controller resumes it's over-
ride operation to bring on heating
Port 6 is isolated.
The second switch on the RP670B
(molded in black plastic for idenufica-
tion) can be piped to the same kind of
system as the first switch, or to a dif-
ferent system if desired.
1
OPERATING AIR PRESSURES,
Pilot Pressure: 0 to 21 psi 10 to 145
ItPe).
Switch Prenure: 0 to 11 psi (0 to 145
ItPs)
MAXIMUM SAFE PRESSURE
30 psi (205 kPa).
AMBIENT OPERATING LIMITS
Temperature: 32 to 125F (G to 51C)
Humidity: 5 to 95%
DIMENSIONS
Rater to Figs. 1 and 1.
WHEN ORDERING, SPECIFY
Model Number.
Mounting Clip (for wall mounting if
desired) Part No. 14003030401.
DISCHARGE
LAW LIMIT r •.
THERMOSTAT	 :F .
	
'F	 •
M 8
	
RP670A
(DISCONNECTED) 8
M	 PIU7T3	 (COMMON)	 7
MAIN-
	
(CONNECTED) 6
13/18 psi
(90/125 kPa)
COIL
FIG. 3—TYPICAL OPERATION
ORIGIIVAI, PAGE IS
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Honeywell
RP908A & B
PNEUMATIC CONTROLLERS
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The RP908A r-d B controllers are force balance
pneumatic ampl.1-tt, with adjustable proportional
bands. All models i,:_ corrosion resistant for high hunid-
ity or salt service (nut in direct spray), and may be set
for either direct or reverse action.
The RP908A controller, in conjunction with its
remote sensor, provides proportional direct control or
limit control in air conditioning systems.
The RN08B dual input controller has an adjustable
authority setting for the compensating sensor relative to
the system effect on the primary sensor. It is applied to
compensating systems by using an additional compen-
sating signal to d ► ange the control point of the controller.
Temperature, humidity, pressure or dewpouit may be
controlled by using the appropriate sensors.
With A and B controllers have an optional model that
features remote control point adjustment (CPA). This
77-9283-1
feature changes the control point frein a remote location
by varying the pressure on the CPA port.
Table I.
Model
Single
Input
Single
Input
limit
Ikial
Input
With
Cover
Without
Cover
With
CPA
Without
CPA
With
Calibra
tion
Knob
Without
Calibre
tiun
Knob
RP908A	 1005 X X X X
RP908A	 1013 X X X X
RP1)08A	 1021 X X X X
RP908A	 1039 X X X X
RP908A	 1047 X X X X
RP908A	 1054 X X X X
RP908A
	 1062 X X X X
RP908B	 1003 X X X X
RP908B	 1011 X X X X
RP908B	 1029 X X X X
PJW88
	 1037 X A X X
Rev. 11-77
	
Iam NumM 75-5531J.S.
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DISC NARGE
Mw
J NI
a9CKARGE
N 
DAMPER
OPERATOR
LP914 L_—J
LIMIT
SENKV
Fig. 2. RP908B.
SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum Sale Air Pressure: 25 pal (172 Va).
Supply Air PTessure: 18 psi (124 kPa).
	
Ambient Temperature Limits: 40 to 120 F (4 to 90 Q.
Wo'
TYPICAL OPERATION
RP908A (See Fig. 1)
When used in a hest.ng system with the controller set
for d irect action, a drop in temperature at the sensor
lowers thr Branch line pressure, opening the valve to
increase the flow of heating medium to the cod. If the
control point adjustment -nodel (CPA—not shown) is
used, an increase in air pressure on the CPA port raises
the setpoint of the controller and a decrease lowers it.
WIL
Fig. I. RP908A.
RP908B (See Fig. 2)
An increase in outdoor temperature causes the com-
pensating ( outdoor) sensor to raise the branch line pres-
sure. If changes occur at both the outdoor and discharge
sensors, the resulting change in branch line pressure is
dependent on the authority setting can the controller.
act to modulate outside and return air dampers to main-
tain a constant mixed air temperature. When the mixed
air temperature exceeds the setpoint of the primary con-
troller, the outdoor damper opens farther and the return
air damper drives towa rd its closed position. M the out-
door air reaches the setpoint of the primary controller,
100 percent outdoor air is taken in.
As the outdoor air temperature continues to rise and
reaches the limit controller setting, its branch line pres-
sure reduces, closing the outdoot dampers while opening
the return air dampers. The dampers remain in this posi-
tion as long as the outside air temperature exceeds the
limit cons -oiler setpoint.
On all limit control applications, a model with a fac-
tory blocked restriction or a field modification to block
the internal restriction is necessary. When a restriction is
blocked, the port number is shown in a box on the
drawing and a separate restricted source of air must be
furnished - the sensor. When more than one controller
is connected to a single sensor, the same technique of
blocking the internal restriction and supplying air to the
sensor(s) through a separate externai restricted main is
used. If there is variable pressure on the "M" port, the
separate main assures proper calibration of the limit con-
trol and accurate indication of its sensor temperature.
AE TURN
AIR
OF
RP908A LIMIT CONTROLLER (See Fit. 3)
When used as an economizer controller in a mixed air
system, the primary controller and the mixed air sensor
75.5531
(a► )	 (RAl(DA) (fee) SET TY (24e1S
*IMARY	 LIMIT
ONTROL.LER CONTROLLER	
N^q.
Fig. 3. RP908A limit Controller.
B— 74
RP908A LOW LIMIT CONTROLLER (See Fig. 4)
	Used as a low li nit controller, the RP908A reduces	 tain the discharge temperature At its setpotnt when the
	
branch line pressure to open a heating valve to main• 	 primary controller is partially or completely satisfied.
-- -	 -- - - -	 7/"-7757 - at A
Fig. 4 I ow Utnit Controller.
MAINTENANCE
The only preventive maintenance necessary is an
annual visual check for leaks, louse fittings, etc and an
operational and calibration check.
Ilse PLASTRA)Bh: • (311057, 2 oz. tube) for "O"
rings, screw threads, etc. Ilse MOLYCOTI• • or similar
commerc ►al powdered lubricant for pivots and plungers
in units with CPA
FIELD MODIFICATIONS
('RANGE FROM DIRECT ACTING TO REVERSE
ACTING
llie change from direct to reverse is made by follow-
ing the three steps listed in Figure S.
OPERATIONAL CHECK
Vary the pressure slowly ui ports I and 2. 71 ►e main
lever should move smoothly, and the branch Ime pressure
should change gradually in the proper direction.
CALIBRATION CHECK
RI1408A—Change the setpoint of the controller to the
existing sensor temperature if the two don't already
match. The branch line pressure should he at its calibra-
tion pressure (8 t  psi 155 t7 kPal ) uniess otherwise
noted. If recalibration is necessary, see Calihration Pro-
cedure.
RPy08B Ileternimr the existing calibration tempera-
ture from the react schedule Measure the temperature At
the port I sensor. These ten lvratutesshould agree within
'_ percent of the sensor range Span and the branch line
pressure should he within the operating range of the con.
trolled device. See Calibration Procedure for RII)O811 if
recalibration is necessary.
RA SPRING
PB__
BIAS
SPRING
iA
2 INSERT
PIVOT SCREWS
HERE (2)
3 CONNECT RA SPRING
TO THESE NOTCHES (2)
Q DISCONNECTED WHEN P8 IS LESS THAN 13•x,
REGARDLESS OF ACTION	 4707
Fig. 5. Set-Up for Reverse-Acting Operation.
I REMOVE PIVOT
SCREWS (2)
*Trademark	 75.5531
H-75
L.*'
RLPLMAMM OF RESI RI( -TION Willi M ANK
PLATE
Ilse mternal restriction must he Irplaced with A blank
plate when the sensor is t.upp11Cd Willi C%Ielnal 1,0111,-r
4)t le%Irlited au. I his o lxurs when flit- al, supply l4) the
"11" 1141it of the cuntlollel p lay he ranCJ by 4)11101 con-
Imis 4)l when a single sensor is connected to mule 111.111
ofie comit i ller (see Pigs ( 1 )_ T4) replace tilt- Iet.t1l,I1of
N1th r p lank plate, telei to Ftglue Ill fill kl"N)t+A of
h itme 12 fill kl" ►UKIi and pitweed as follows.
1. Remove the Inanlluhl and gasket.
Remove the purl 1 "0" Iing. reslrl.11un, screen,
fillet, and wasl►er and replace them wllh life Malik
plate Nu 1110.15.
3, kra-.semble the "0" lull.. gasket, and mamlold,
carc111111 noting file unrntalim 4)l the ga-.ket.
Viler unulg only one 114111 of an 10" 10sit conln'Ilel and
the res111cUon Is 1101 lilt" k, 1. do 1101 plug Ihr uni.ed
poll but le live it uIti• n l0 avoid hullo11ng up tit 11nc
111mille in Ihr vilmil chanihrl Iwo nl4)dr1s 4)1 Ihr
RP' 110;A are ptovided will, ,I laclory 61m.1lled blank.
Ihr %. models air tdrntlln'd by a red nlanllold Wlicu
lield Innlalling a Iol.utk. Ihr manifold should he m.1lked
oldicattng that the teslnc lion is hhh'ked
ExTf RNA1
Rt Sl RIC T ION
M	
.	 HLOCKFD
HI SIRICIION
M	 M	 1	 it	 M	 I
•^ n
1x11HNn1-
REST RIC I ION
M 	 /
RESTRIBLOCKED
RESTRICTION	
M
.^HLOCKf D
H	 M-71	 RESTRICTION
75-95!1 9
I'Ig. 0. Blank Plate l i titd to Bit),k Restrictions
AOJUSI ME NTS
PRO PORII(/NAL NANO AMUS1MENTS IRrfer to
1 Ig 71
1. Lo ►olsen the propottimul hand adjustment knob and
slide the mdwalot to the desired proportional hand.
N(111 Nllen a prnporinilal hand of mote 111211 I5
Iwit-rill I% used, lasten lilt' 11101x ► Ttio►n.1l hand blas
spring l4) Ihr maul level. l I lilt. spring I% left uncon-
liec led 11 ploj>•I11N g la1 hated Is 15 pt iceill 4)1 ullder.)
The c0ntloller mint lie recalibrated whenever the
proln ► rll0n.1l hand is chanqvd.
RI MOTE CON lRot, W)INF ADA ISTMEN1
A ptrssure ch,mge Isom i l4) 1 .1 psi 121 l4) I ll) kl'a) in
flit, n• mult- ('PA• changes the control pomt I110lxrtion-
410%, by 20 liefcrnl 01 the st-ns4)l span.
SEl POINT AMUSI MENT Nv Fig. 9)
life wi lwnnl is Ialsed by lunung the WIlkwit.1J)ust.
ment acrt-w , otmietclo ►rkwlse. Phis Increase-. life force
1141111 ihr'A*Ipoult sprang flit main ICVCt w 111.11 a glcalcr
Iulev Ifolll lilt' 1-01%01 ihalllhel 1s reAlllll y d Ill ca11N' all
ulcn• asr it hl.ul,ll 11nr plOawnr
1 hr se 1ponll adjllslnlrtlt screw has a velnler for title
.1dtusU61em Ili, • .c1rw Ila% Ill marked dimions; tack
%kisnm equ.11s I IK • rcrnt of the -.ensot span (1 F pt-1
divislon fill a NXI degree sensor spill, or 21 lures for the
wholt- sp.110
CALIBRATION
Always cil • 'orale with I S psi ( ) _J kl'a) main air Ares-
,,mv flit (VA models, set ('PA to 8 psi (55 kl"a). A 0 to
to psi (11 tit kl', ► ) gage must he installed m hratich
I>,al lull Julutg cahhl .1Ilon and a temperature, humidity
01 plr..ulr g.1 1-r should he uulalled ill poll I land port
it RI" ►Ili II Is towd). II file iesel signal 4)n ill
is produced ifs Ihr outpul of a room thermostat or
pros,sun• control,.1.'0 Ina (-107 kl'a) gage -.lust he installed
fit the No. port. Otherwise. the scale range on the gage
sil "wld ulat ' ll Ihr tinge off the sensol fur polls I and
75-55.31
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MOUNTING
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I CPA
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^IA-'RlMOt! CMOUNTING
NUL t 1
J
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1^ Q PROTECTOR CAP
I
1 $11 POINT
Ac1USlctwf
1CRlR	 /a_
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CONTROLLER MOUNTING -OI It
MOUNTING PlAtt
`YAM 0 0 0  .	 AUTHORITT
1	 tr
	
•D1USTrtNT
KNOs
WALL MOUNTING n0. t I	 `
PROPORTIONAI
•AND lt vlR^
PROPORTIONAL RAND INDICATOR
PROPORTIONAL RANG
N	 ADJUSTMENT KNOB
p'	 Rt Vt RSf ALTINGPIVOT NOLlSQ)
MAIN 11 Vffl	 ^
- .1 R[11l RSS ACTING SPRINGS(7)
Q1 ON R Poo$$ 001LT
Zh ON CPA Y00[LS ONLY PROPORf10NAI. 	
RI *1 fill ACTING SPRING NOTCHES 1t)
•AND SIAt SPRING	 DIRT CI ACTING PIVOT HOLES
 1l1	 4110,1041@-6-11
Fig. 7. 811908 (,1111UU11E't.
CONTROLLER
WITHOUT CPA
S[TPOINTADJUS'MENTO	 tiC01W WITH 10 MARKED
oIVISIUNs
o
316479111, SELL REWINDING
RAPID ADJUSTMENT KNOB
INCLUDES
1 1 64 79 REWIND SPRING
1161:5 KNOD
FW 8. KW08A & 0 Setpoint Adjustment
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L
K I"NIN,
Ihere ate two methods of caltbrJlulg flit kP908A
when I tt psi (124 1 il) moor air is suppled 10 the : on
tndlCl .md the Internal testricrion is not blocked
('AI IIIKATII)N USING Till .' ADJUSTAIIIT RFSTRR
TION
I. Install the propel sensor range scale plate till (lie
conLloller 11 nut 111s(alled already.
Ihs:onnect the poll 1 sensor and connect an Jdlust•
able Ie% IF it: tit ill to poll I.
i l • hooW a wilx,n ► t and ad ► ust the Ieslrictloll unit) the
gage 111 ptilt I shows tills selpulnt
4. lure the w1poml adliMment xrew until the III I'
reads N list (55 kl'a) Iht% I% stanolJld cJlihlallun On
sonic .1 pplicalloll% the cahbralitin hlamCh line pressure
p lay he wt at a dlllercnt I ,uuti that tel Iles 14) the
sitting IJnge 4)t the device ht'11,g olx•IJled.
S. Move lilt' s;nx ►r tinge scale pl ti.' 14) the willolllt And
lighten the scale. The comllullel Is ntiw 111 callhlalloll
h. Ihl: ill lick . t (Ili' a,Illlstahlt' re%111:(ltill Jlld fl` cOlIVICi t
flit' wnstil.
t 11IIIKAI'INl;WI111GAGI-SO NI.Y
I InslJsl gages In pulls I And It (I'ott I gage must
n ► .It:h x• nx ►t, pull If ill psi 1207 kl'al gage Is uw,ll.
I; tilt' propel %ellsot lallge scale pl.11; till the cull
It nut aheady done
I ulm lice w1puint adlusllncnl sclt'w 1111111 Ill P is 8 11%1
I se Will of other selecled C.IIIhrJtiull plt'%sure. Isve
step .1 ahtive.)
t Move the scale unlll the sefponit n ► dl:ator is at Illy
I, • ,I,1111g shown on the ptill I g.ige .Ind lightell Ili;
s, .Ile.
5. Ad l ivo the x• 111411111 to the dcsucd conlrtil .t'trng
K INI ►N H
I ht' oil) Inciliod of callhl ithig (ht' KWOS11 duel
impui controller is to use an .I,Iluslahlt' n• s1110141W II
the %ellmgs are known. 11 occed (ti %fell No 14)t the
Iaocedule. It theio must he calculated, read the lolluw-
Ing mlornalwit and calculJle I % shown. the authomy
calculator (f lats No, ti lit) n ►Jy he ux• d Ito %i m11hfy IhesC
cJlc111.1lion%.
75-55.41
CALCULATIONS
Although flits typical example is shown fur a huf
wAler few[ system, file formulae 3154) apply 14) other
relief systems
hour separate patilnelers must be known in order to
piol►erly ialibrJfe a icaet system: Relief Schedule,
lltrotllmg Kan tt, Nopoilional Hand, and Authority.
Rvset 14.111•Juh
The iv%ct schedule will he plotted by determining the
outd,x ►t au telliperatule at which designed maximum
1 ►catimg water Ienllx• Iature is needed and file outdoor all
tcmpclatme at which 1141 heating is requited. Minimum
water ientlociatute of 'N) F (12 C) is recommended At
this Ix ►inl fur direct radialion systems. ()so 80 F (27 C)
fur systems with healing .oils, and 75 h (24 C) for
rJdlJllt floor l ►JIICI%.
71tr.,rrlrrtg Rarr,ls-( I* )
Throllblig range indicates the change in water lem-
lx• lalule .11 the wn%til 10 cauKl the valve to move front
full y opell l4) fully clowd 01111 heal to nu float). It is
desuahle to have a hR as narrow As possible for efficient
valve collitol and yet wide enough (u prlxlucr stable
,oils - 41Ix'ralltill. A I K 4)t III F 0 l') is a iecommended
teal witnlg. If the sy%trm will not stahriiit after hemg lit
ol veiint oo lot a shalt loctiod of time, the TR should he
mcivawd fllirs will requtre ictAculat,on of the propol-
tsunal h,iml amt au(hotily). Art unstable system can he
«':ohnin• ,I by frequent, Iepelitive changes m branch line
ple%sule, kntiwn J%h11nli ► 1gof cycling.
Wicit the throfllulg IjIIfv has been selected, it must
tie t4mvetied l4) I plopolttollal hand value that Cali he
x• 1 4)11 the contiAlrl
IV, yn ,rrt, , lial lia ► t,l 1/111
Vl,)p4111natJl 11,11141 1s sin111Jr to I K except it is
expressed in tenu% til IWICCIII 4)f (elnpelature change
lather than degrees. I'lupoluonal hand Can he determined
hN using Ole lullow , ng lulnnda.
It
x Ilse = 1'H 76
Scllx ►t Span
1 xanlple
%licit J wil%ol having J :00 degree spar) Is used JIM J
Ill degree TK has been selected
10
—x 100=5%
.`1111
It-7R
Reset Schedule
Outdoor Air Not Water
Tempria(ure(T2) Tem1wraturrlTI)
Sensor 2 sensor I
-I0 F IKO F
6S F 90 F
Auth. wity
Authority indicates the amount of effect that the
change in outdtx:r at: iti nl:erature wdl have oil con
tntl point. Authunty can he determined by the follow•
m$ formula
Authority - 
AT) • TK
oT	
x 100
2
%,here:
TR n Throtthng Kange
AT I a Change in Not Water Temperature
AT2 a Change in Outdoor Air Tempwrature
Example
Ikteintine setting ,  for a system where hot water
should he controlled at IMO F when outdoor air tempera•
ture is . 10 F, And reduced to 00 F when outdoor air is
65 F. Assume a T  of 10 U.
AT 2 - 6S - (-10 F) w 75 F
AT 1 = 180 - 90 : 40 F
1 R a 10 F (assunned)
10
PH = — x 100a5%
200
90+ 10
Authunty = 75 x 100 = 133%
RI")OMB CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
1. Install the sensor range scale plate matching the port I
sensor on the controller if not already dune.
2. Disconnect the sensors to purls I and 2 and connect
all ie%tiictlon to each port. If an eternal
main has been connected to the sensor lute, install the
Idjustable restriction oil 	 semur side of the tee.
3. Select the low end of the sensor I schedule 1 90 F or
32 C). Adjust the No. 1 restriction until the sensor I
K.tge reads that temperature.
REPAIR
4. %elect the high end of the sensor 2 schedule (65 F or
IM C). Adjust the No. 2 restriction until the sensor 2
gage reads that temperature.
S. ties the Authunty and Proportional hand into the
controller. Adjust the willoirnt adjustment screw until
the branch lure gage reads 12 psi (8 1) 0.0, or until it
reads the "valve close" pressure if the valve has other
than a standard 4 to I I psi (27 to 76 kPa) spring range.
6. Move the sensor range WAC plate until the desired set
-j>,nnt lines up with the setpumt indicator and tighten
the scale plate. Tile controller is now in calibration.
0	 S. Remove washers, filters, screens, restriction(s) and
To replace internal filters, screens, restrictions, and 	
'•U" rings, and discard.
"O" rings, use repair kit Part Nu. 1400261)6-001.
6. Remove restriction blank, if installed, and save.
1. Remove four (4) manifold screws and save	 7. With the new parts from the kit, install the washers,
filters, screens and testriction(s). See Figure 10 for
2. Lift the manifold from controlki body.	 RI" SOMA and Figure 12 for the R11408B.
3. Remove (tie gasket and discard 	 M. Reinstall the restriction blank
4. Note lucatiun of f9ters and restrictions in controller	 9. Add the "O" rungs and the gasket. Orient the gasket
body. The RP1)08A may have two or three filters	 tit the way that blocks no ports.
and the RMNB may hair three or four. 'some con-
troller may have a blank plate in place of a re%tric- 	 10. Place the manifold tit position on the gasket and
tion, filter, screen and washer.	 install the original four screws. Tighten securely.
75.5531
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ON EARLIER MODELS OF THESE
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ACCESSORIES
til'Al! PLATE KITS
Jrllcrent set of stick till decal. Specific decds •re Ilsttd
: our scale plait lim arc I%Adable I A, It Lrt :411114111% A	 N lth 111,11K i ,a,lci nunthers In the tibte below.
Attie 2. %tAle Mile 1► lls.
No. 3 ! 5991A
0 Ito 	 !: 41 Ito 	 1'
40 io Itdl 1' 5 to 105 t•
-40 1,1 40 F 10 tit 	 1'
Sol,,
	
I s11 1 : ill to	 .10C
i 1,t	 I G lwg Ill ht	 illls kit
W .11^11ef /l'oulrr 0.2 l0 1.0 kg/cnr-
No. 316193
•111 tit 75 1- lk-% I'ontt
.'ll to Ill) 1'
dll 10 1111 1'
-S lu :5 C 11ew IN)inl
ll to N uti,heS
N41..11 Mlri9 A
0 i t ) I ^U nnn
75.5531
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GAGES
111.11 gages are also available. They are found on Form
I lie 1 . 1 /2 inch gages art listed bcluw. 2-1/2 and 11 /2	 No. 74.1209.
Table 3. (;age%.
Gages
(1-1/2 in die bark
Conn. I/8 NP 
	 1 Scale Ka ►► g' . For Use with Sensor
1411W71t "; I	 25 to 1.5 1	 — 1.P914
`	 14WO78" )2 .5 to	 55 C 1.1k) 14
305929 40,o 160 F L1") I I
305932 40 to 70 C Ll")14
305931 40 to 240 F 1.P914
305934 5 to 115 C 1,1k) 14
305986 -20 to	 80 F 1.1%)14
305987 30 to	 30C 011 ► 1 •t
I
305930 0 to 21x) 1 : LIN 15
I305933 .18 to	 93 C LIN 15
305472 SO to I W F I N24, TN74 & TP,125
305 ,173 lo to	 38C 11K)24, TI2974 & TP925
Relative Humidity
305974 30 to 80'X+ III,901 & 11P902
14(xx)786.01).l 15 to 75% 111" ► 71
14U1()7Mt,-(X t 65 to 111"01
Dr ,* Point
` 305488 40 l0 75 I . UP I I")25A1018
3115989 5 to 25 C DI , UI")25A1018
Pr"sure
305965
	
0 to 30 psi
305615	 -I to 1 in. of WC
	
I'I" ►O5
305621	 •25 Io 25 11111 ► 01,WC
	
I'1"105
305616
	
0 to 2 in. of WC
	
1'1")OS
30S622
	
0 to 50 111111 of WC
	
1'1"8]5
305617
	
I to 3 in. of WC
	
1'1")05
3056_3
	
23 to 75 nun of WC
	
1'1")OS
305618
	
2 to 4 in. of WC
	
1'I"105
305624
	
50 to I  min of WC
	
1'1")O5
3056114
	
310 Sill. of'%'(' 	 lIP905
30WS
	
75 to 125 nun of %kC
	
PIV05
305620
	
4 to 6 in. of Wl'
	
1'1"105
305626	 I Olt to 150 nim ol' Wl'
	
1'1" ►05
k
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Honeywell	 Pneumatic Ratio Relay
CMODEI NUMBER RWIA—]
General
nie RP471 A Ratio Relay is a Glut
► 	 punt non bleed pneunratie relay Nhl:h
` pwduces a modulating pressutr output
piulxxlattna1 to phut pressure changes
It is used lot controlling lsneunutic
valve of daniprt motors in .r,luen:e
Gmtn a single therinmtat
Features
• Adliw.01le pilot %Iar1 pooh pees
sures
• Twu pdol pressure ranges available.
• Four (4) sharp hash air cunriec•
trans Maus is for 1 4 111 (b nun)
OI) tubing. Branch, Pilot. and
Exhaust are I'm 3112 in. (4 nun 1
OD luhing
• Molded plastic construction with
neoprene diaphragms and stainless
steel valve scats
• RX) nsesh stainless steel screens in
main and hran:h ports.
• Iksrgned I " t in•Iinc mountnig but
can be Null or panel mounted With
standard 2 in. (31 111111) diameter
cable clamp.
Specifications
MODELS
RP971A Pilot pressure ranges of 3 or 5
psi (20 or 35 kPa), non adjustable.
START POINT
FORT IDENTIFICATION
PORT I MAIN - FOR 1/41N (6mm) 0 0 TUBING
PORT 2 BRANCH 1
PORT 3 PILOT	 l FOR 5/32 IN (4mm) 0 D TUBING
PORT 4 EXHAUSTk
D
	 -
^—	 2
	
2-5/8
Adjustable from 0 to 10 psi (0 to 70	 (51)
	
(67)
kPal.
77 90 49-a
MAXIMUM SAFE AIR PRESSURE
30 psi (205 kPa)	 FIG. 1-RP971A DIMENSIONS IN INCHES (MILLIMETERS)
Rev. 4.76
M.J.C.
	
11_89	 larch„m,., 77 9!349
l •
NORMAL OPERATING PHISSURIS
Main- 18 psi 020 kPa). Pilot 3 to 15 psi
120 to 100 kPa)
AIR CONSUMPTION
0 0017 SUM ;40 SCCM)
AIR HANDLING CAPACITY IFee+d amt
114 o.d 1
0 039 SCFM at 1 psi differential 11)(K)
SCCM at 6 9 kPa differential)
AMBIENT OPERATING LIMITS
Temperature' O to 140F ( 18 hr 60C)
Humldlty: 5 to 95%
DIMt NSIONS
Refer to Figure 1
WHEN SPECIFYING, INOICAT!
Model Number
Pilot Pressure Range Desired 13 or 5 psi
1 20 or 35 k Pa I )
Cable Clamp 12 In. 151 mml die I for
will mounting If desired. Part Number
801629T
Typical Operation
llle three RI 1471 A relays with a 3
Pound 120 k1 la I Lange are set 3 to 6, 6
to 4, and 9 l0 12 p%I (20 l0 40, 40 to
60. 60 l0 80 ),1'.1) re%pectrvely. The
%ifigle thermostat .an then prolxnlion.
In sequence, Ilse three Identical
d.unprt t'lpetalo" having 3 to 11 pct
1:0 to 90 1,1'a) spnngs through the
RI" ► 71 A R.;LIo Relays.
IIUOM THERMOSTAT
3 .6PS1	 6-9PS1 9.12 PSI
M (20-40kPa)	 (40-60APa) (60-O0kPci)
3	 3 3
RP971A 71A RP97W
EX XH	 1	 1	 2 ExHE42
M
M2
T42
M3
ALL DAMPER
OPERATOR
SPRINGS
3 . 13 PSI
1:0-9pkPa1
i
I
n^aree-e •^
FIG. 2—TYPICAL OPERATION
77.9849
B— 90
^—
(! 0
IJ(9(
IC(7(
OUTPUT
SIGNAL
3TO13P31(20 TO 90 kPa )
S(35
3(20
RANGE PILOTPRESSURE RANGE-3PS1(2OkPa)
RELAY I START POINT PRESSURE - 3PS1 20kPn)
RELAY 2 START POINT PRESSURE -6PSI (40kPu)
15	 RELAY 3 START F,.'NTPRESSURE-9PSI(60 ► Pp)
(1051
1 4(90) — — — — — — — —
10
(7'0)
OUTPUT
SIGNAL
TO 13
(20 TO 90 It PQ)
(35)
(20)
0(0)
(8)	 ( ?5)	 ( i0 ► 	 c'I
RANGE PILOT PRESSURE RANGE 5PS1(35kPa)
RELAY I START POINT PRESSURE -3PSI(20kPa;
RELAY 2 START POINTPRESSURE SPSI(55 kPa)
101	
0	 5	 10	 15
(0)
	
(35)	 (70)	 (105)
INPUT SIGNAL THERMOSTAT BRANCH LINE-PSI (kPa)
n -9949-6
FIG.3 TYPICAL APPLICATION SEQUENCING DAMPERS FROM A SINGLE THERMO
STAT
770849
B-91
t.
ORIGNAL NAVE I5
B-92	 of Poluit QUALITY
5-75
M.1.0 T Noma,	 77.9831
Honeywell Pneumatic
Reversing Relay
i-00a NW-8Ef AP9nA
General
The RP972A Pneumatic Reversing
Relay is a modulating relay suitable
for all types of heating and air condi-
tioning control systems It I% used as a
reversing relay to reverse and increase
the capacity of the branch line pres-
sure to the final control element.
Features
Reveise acting.
• h ► •hne mounting, or can he sur-
face or panel mounted with
standard 1-1/2 in. dia cable
clamp.
• Neoprene diaphragm.
• Stainless steel valve seats
Specifications
MODEL
RP972A Reverse acting, proportional
output (branch line pressure decreases
with increase in input signal at a 1.1
ratio). Device is factory set at 16 psi (1.1
bar, Scale B) but an be field set for 13
psi (.9 bar, Sale A) or 18 psi 11.2 bar,
Sale C).
DIMENSIONS
Refer to Fig. 1.
OPERATING RANGE
0 to 18 psi 10 to 1.2 bar)
MAXIMUM SAFE AIR PRESSURE
30 psi (1.1 bar).
OPERATING PRESSURES
Pilot — 3 to 15 psi (.2 to 1 bar), Main -
18 psi 111.1 bar).
7i.3
(116) r	 I (9)
O	 I	 O
O o
2	 4
O
1	 15	 13
16	 161	 (3)	 (24)
	 (21)
2(38)	 24(57)	
77.9831-a
FIG. 1-APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS OF RP972A IN INCHES IMILLIMETERS).
A 064 e1E01T TEMPI MATURE LIMITS 	 FILrlp%	 hianch Irene pressure is equal to the
allehtak: sum of the spring force plus
0 to 140E 1 10 to 60C1	 100 mush stainless steel, main and	 force from rdtit ++reuutf.
branch purls
WHEN ORDI TANG SPECIFY
Model Number	
A. pilof pressure decreases Owns
theiniustat hf im h line prcuure on a
oplarp	
fall in temperalurel the KI'472A
usriea.es it. hi.sn.h line riessurr'. k.111%.
yl1icn the relay is hil ln:ed the mien 	 Ing r pneun:aUc opefatur to open a
and elLlsat . 1 prink, are cl(twd and	 nurmallvclosed valve tit d-lnipet
RP972A
O
PILOT 3 IBRANCHM M 8] 	 M
EXHAUST
AIR CONNECTIONS
Port 1 (Main, Supply) - Sharp barb for
114 in (6 mm) 0 0 tubing Ports 1, !,
and 4 (Branch, Output. Pilot, Input and
Exhaust, InpectivNy) Sharp barb Irw
$131 in 14 mm) 0 0 tubing
AIR HANDLING CAPACITY (Feed and
He cod l
0 039 Wen at 102 psi differential
11,100 sccm al 001 bar differential) N 
AIR CONSUMPI ION
	 D A THERMOSTAT
11 . 96!1-11
0 0011 tcfm ISO sccml maximum.	 FIG. 2-TYPICAL OPERATION
HONEVWELL*Min n eaCO n s, Minnesota 5141,0111+Scarborougn, OMandeSubsidiaries arid Affiliates Around the W011d010'rinted in US.A.
11-93
General
,.-
The 5639 Tinter% provide auto-
matically timed electrical-switching
functions foe heating, i ooling or
ventilating systems. They consist of a
Unung motor, setting dial, adjustable
trippers, hand-trip ON-OFF lever,
control switches, and a terminal block.
Features
• Seven-day or twenty -lour -hour Pro-
giants.
• Lastly adjustable.
• Spring carry-over in case of power
failure.
• Skip-A-Day feature on the 24-hour
models.
^yT
liol'beywell	 Timers
MOOEI Nu OR 3 659A, e, c o E
Specifications
TABLE 1. 5653 SPECIFICATIONS
On OH Minimum
Skip- 10 Hour Operations I.ttervel Case Timing Motor
A Oey Spring Between Switch and Voltage and
Model No. Type Feature Carryover yr dayi per week Operations Action Cover Frequency
7•dey 74S659A No 1a 3 Hours 4P; 2P-N0, With 120, 208, 240v, 60 Ht
2P NC 208, 240v; 50 Hr
Without 120, 206, 240v; 60 Hr
S6598 7-day •	 .	 •	 • Yes 1• 7e 3 Hours 4P; 2P NO, With or 120, 208, 240v; 60 Hr
2P•NC Without
S659C 24-hour No No lb .. •	 .. 90 Min SPOT With or 120,108, 240v30/60 Hi
Without
S659E 24 Hour Yes Yes lb .	 •	 . 90 Min SPOT With 120, 208, 240v; 60 Hr
eMay be increased to four on-off operations per day, 28 per week, maximum by using extra tripperr. See accessories.
bMay be increased to seven on-aft operations per day maximum by using extra trippers. See accessories.
Rev. 12 .76	 ram Numar 74.3204
J. A.	 Lo —*,c..i N.
B-94
If-
SWITCH CONTACT RATING PER POLO
IAC OMv I
Motor load (Amper")
120v	 20Ev	 240v
Full load	 16	 6	 6
Locked Rotor	 96	 46	 46
Rnrstive 40 amps
Tungsten (lor S659C III E only): 40 amps
Pilot Duty 690 ve
NOTE For S6S9A 6 6 with Inductive
loading, du not juniper switch"
to Increase capacity beyond
rating par pole at listed.
NAG ASST MNLIES
	
7.3/6
	
3- /6
	r `-11671	 I ^ 1921
10 7/e
(276)
e
1203
C1.	 0
s
1127)
KNOCKOUTS FOR 1/7 OR 3/4 1 N CONDUIT THREE
ON 801 TOM. ONE ON SACK AND ONE ON SIDE,
	
NOTE ALLOW 2 IN SPACE IMIN ) TO LEFT OF	 >4 X204-aT I ME R TO OPEN DOO R
S659A 8 6 Thee terminal jumper%, u n FIG. 1. S659A AMROXIMATE DIMENSIONS IN INCHES IMILLIMETERS) WITH CASE
"A"	 (on)	 tripper s 	and	 si x 	 "B"	 (off) AND COVER__
flippers. 3.1/4
S659E	 Three cut out	 pint for Skip-A.
5401Day feature INS(63l)E6I
UIME NSIONS
See F iguret I through 7.
7
L^
ACCESSORIISAVAILABLE (le8 i)
1)
a 'J132
For	 S659A	 R	 B	 No	 800140,	 two 12071
trippers, one "A" (on) and one "B" (oft).
For	 S659C	 &	 E	 No.	 800741,	 two P O 0 0
1rlppert, one "ON" and one "OFF". Q 0 0
APPROVALS
UL Listed
2.3/8
(601
(11791 ^4joi 74.3204•b
FIG.2. S659A APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS IN INCHES IMILIIMETERS) LESS CASE
ANU COVER
7 3/6
^'— (187)	 ei
4-3/4
to— (121)
6-1/2 	 1-1/4
7-1/2	
8 3/16(191)	 ( 206)
0 0 P 0 P
74 0 0 0 0
4
	
,,0_0. 1/2 
	
(102	 3 WE
	
(140)
	 (79) -"^	 h— (90)
KNOCKOUTS FOR 1/2 OR 3/4 IN CONDUIT
	 74.3204 d
	
THREE ON BOTTOM AND ONE ON SIDE	 i	 I
NOTE ALLOW 2 174 IN SPACE IMIN ) TO
T1111 • 3104 • a	 LEFT OF TIME R T O OPEN DOOR
	
FIG. 3. 56598 APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
	
FIG. 4. 56598 APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
	
(MILLIMETERS) WITH CASE AND COVER	 (MILLIMETERS) LESS CASE AND COVER
74-3204
IC '4
(2..J)
-S/
(219
B-95
11,2,113
p16
126P!
32(76)
(120)
9B
(137)
1.7/B
(200)
a
I, 0
1671• ~ t Ml
1 1/0
11091
KNOCKOUTS FOR 112 OR !ti IN
CONDUIT TWO ON 90T TOM. ONE
EACH SIDE AND ONE ON BACK
NOTE ALLOW ONE IN SPACE (Mft
TO LEFT OF TIMEN TO
— OPEN DOOR ' r4 7204 ••
FIGS S659C APPROXIMATE OIMEN
SIONS IN INCHES (MILLI
METERS) WITH CASE AND
COVER
J^  9
(140)
0	 0
0000 t
I
F^-- 4(102)
^n 
18 
s
t?9►
14 $204 1
FIG.6 S659C APPROXIMATE OIMEN-
SIONS	 IN	 INCHES
	
IMILLI.
METERS) LESS CASE AND
COVER
KNOCKOUTS FOR 112 OR 1/4 IN CONDUIT
TWO ON BOTTOM
NOTE ALLOW 2 I12 IN SPACF IMIN I
ABOVE TIMER TO OPEN DOOM
74.3204.1
FIG. 7. i459E APPROXIMATE DIME NSIONS IN INCHES (MILLIMETERS)
typical Opeldilull
The seven-day mi,del dials ire sub.
divided into seven days of the week.
Jay and night, and 30-minute incre•
ments. The 4-hour model dials are
subdivided into morning, afternoon,
evening, and night- and IS-minute
Increments. Or-off trippers on the
edge of the dial permit automatic
switching. manual switching within
one hour after automatic tripping for
seven-day models, or wlttun 15 minutes
after tripping for 24-hour models.
This lever also permits visual checking
of automatic tripping status. Optional
spring carry-over maintains clock move.
mcnt (proper programming) in case of
electric power future. The spring.
reserve power lasts a minimum of 10 FIG. 8. S659A R. 9 TYPICAL OPERATION
MOTOR
IA	 Ie A	 3B	 T	
---- ♦ CLOCK
POWER
2A28	 4A 4•
	
M — — _ — — _ SUP*LY
ADO JUM PERS FOR OPOT SWITTNING
NOTg: CONTACTS aPE SHOWN W ITH HAND TRIP LEVER IN .,WF., POSITION
74-3204-h
74-3204
B-96
LC 10 it
LOAD RJ
.. POSITION.
?4 3104
FIG. 9 S659C 6 E TYPICAL OPIRATION
switches on the tU conditioning
equipment At rmdmghf the tuner
deene ► pies the air conditioning circuit
and energaies the fan circuit until 7:00
AM the next morning. at which time
the ur condition ►ngcircuit is enetg► /ed
pouts, and automatic rewind takes two
hours On reu,niption o^ Ix)wtr. The
t	 Skip A 1)ay feature, avadable im :4•
(	 hour m.xiels, eliminates Operation on
any preselected day or days of the
week, and can he set up tO a weel in
advance This feature consists of a. ►
additional seven-day did with cut-out
pins to eliminate a selected day, or
days. On the seven-day rntxiel. Sklp•A-
Day is accomplished by onuuing
selected tripper! on the dial.
As a typical example, auume the
timer is used In a system where it is
dewed to operate an au cond!tioner
hetween 7:00 AM and midnight, and
have continuous fan oltiefation be•
tween nudntgllt and 7 W AM. (%PC
I igs. 9 a ► td ') ) At 7 . 00 AM the time
HONE. YWELL O Minn640011%, WrinesoU 55408 0 Scart♦oroueh, On tar 1005uDUdN'ies and Alhliatris Around the World.s Prinlrid in U.S.A.
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Honeywell I
Honeywell
	 Pneumatic Switch
MODEL NUMBER SP419A J 8
General
I he SP4 'OA & H Pneumatic
Switches are used lit pneumatic con-
trol systems. They provide a means of
manually diverting air between various
syst:m cc ;,onents such as valves,
thermostats, and damper operators.
Features
The SP470A (pneuntat:c switch
only) and the SP470B (pneumatic
switch mounted on a panel ►
 are avail•
Alt with two-position or three-
pIN i Uon waleplates. The SP470A is
normally nwunted on a panel which
may be up to 7/ 16•inch ( I I nun 1 thick.
However, the device can he mounted
on panels that are up to one-inch 1.25
ntnt) thick by using an optional exten•
sion
Specifications
MODELS
SP470A Pneumatic switch only.
SP4708 Pneumatic switch mounted on
a panel.
NORMAL OPERATING PRESSURE
RANGE
0 to 18 psig (0 to 125 kPa).
AIR HANDLING CAPACITY
0.175 SUM at 1 psi drop (82.6 ml/s at
7 kPa drop)
MAXIMUM OPERATING PRESSURE
30 psig (205 kPa).
OPERATING AMBIENT LIMITS
Temperature - 0 to 140F (-18 to 60C).
Humidity 5 to 95% RH.
Rev. 9.78
J.R.W.
AIR CONNECTIONS
Sharp barb type connections for 5/32
inch !" .7-0 o.d vlasnc tubing.
DIMENSIONS
Refer to Fig. 1 through Fig 4
CONSTRUCTION
Molded plastic switch body with Buna
"N" sea! disc.
Molded glass reinforced nylon shaft.
ACCESSORIES (Order Separatelyl
Extension for mounting on panels up to
one inch (25 mm) thick (315617A).
B-98
Bracket assembly for mounting the
switch in a standard electrical box
(316813A).
WHEN SPECIFYING, INDICATE
1. Model number
2. Accessories desired.
Typical Operation
Switching action is accomplished
by rotating the knob until a detent
click is noticed (approximately 60
degrees) This causes the controller
ports to align with the proper ports in
the switch base, thus channeling air
into the desired lines All ports bleed
to atmosphere when the switch is
between positions. See Fig. 5 and Fig.
6
77-9844
MLF TAB: 11. C. S.
I
— 1)61 — —'!
ts9) ^^ ~ (2,1
i
II. 1/2t>. ►
19/32
reel	 I
1-112
(^ ► a I(38)
30) I	 1
L
125) ARE iDRNOTE	 LL ! UwA	 CONN[CTIONS
L_5/32
 (41 0 0 PL ASTIC TUBING] 3/@ (FLAT)1101
ego r
FIG. 1-APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS IN INCHES (MM)
? - 3/4
(70)
e
II^^n^^^N^•II
3- POSITION SCALEPLATE
(I 4 00 3269 - 001)
I	 I
I	 I
'	 If* TAI	 I	 ..A.
2-3/4
 I
(7U)	 I	 (
I	 I
I	 I
I	 I
'	 I
r	 )	 I	 '
I	 L _
L_^
UE TAIL 7 '
0503)
—2-3/4
(70)
2-POSITION SCALFPLATE
(14003269-002)
17 9844  -s
FIG. 2 WROXIMATE DIMENSIONS IN INCHES (MM)
77.41144
I
I	 ,
,	 I
I	 I
1	 ^
I	 ^
I	 ^
I	 ^
L
L^
lim
4.11/16
(119)
C7
T-
' N
f
1 1/16
181
1
4-11/16
(119)
V
APPROXIMATF DIMENSIONS L __I-1/2(3HIMiN
it "ICHFS (mm)	 I
I
solo
I Ili. 3 Sl'4!(1 SI40WN MIIUNI i.D IN AN I I I CT IIICAL 8UX IHACO NU 14S UH EQUAL) USING KIT NO 316813A.
—-
110Y1	 ti, rlwa t uIM! NSIONS
S I/p
_^ 1/p
(ly) I	 "-V1•(103)
n 9444 •..
FIG. 4 SP470B (MOUNTED ON A PANEL)
77-9M4
li— 100
.1
THREE POSITION SNATCH
n
POSITION I- PORTS 1 0 9 CONNECTED, PORTS 6 8 8 BLOCKED, VALVE OPEN
POSITION 2- PORTS TS• CONNECTED, PORTS 6 S 9 BLOCKED, VALVE AUTO
POSITION 3- PORTS /S 6 CONNECTED, PORTS A S 9 BLOCKED, VALVE CLOSED
77-9{N-•-1
FIGS TYPICAL CONNECTIONS
SWITCHING ACTIONS
TWO POSITION M=L•-
/	 1	 {
CIRCUIT INTERCHANGE
•	 •	 9	 A
	
POSITION I	 POSITION 7
THREE POSITION NIODEL•-
o
POSIT**I	 PO{ITIOa12	 POSITIONS
NOT[ Di•CONNIECTID PMT• •LOCKED
era';
FIG. 6 TWO P OSITION AND THREE POSITION SWI7CHIN'3 ACTIONS
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Eilloneywell	 Manual & Minimum
Position Pressure Regulator
---- ------ ---I
MOOEI NWBER SP970A-0 	 I
General
1 he SP470 Manual or Mininnnn
Position Pressure Regulatt,r is used ui
IIVAC systems to regulate pressure to
an output device such as a pneumatic
damper operator.
Port 4 on the switch may be piped
to an Input device to provide external
override of the manual setting.
Features
• Shaip barb connecti ons for 5/32 in.
(4 mni) 01) plastic tubing.
• Molded plastic construction with
neoprene diaphragm, must,. wire
spnng, and s!ecl shalt.
• Two range spans available.
• Pilot bleed and isolated pilot mod-
els available.
• Wall or panel mounting
Specifications
MODELS
SP970A. Three port pneumatic manual
or minimum position switch with pilot
bleed and 5 or 10 Ib/in2 (34 or tI kPa)
spans available (convertible to 8 or 16
Ib/in 2
 155 or 110 kPal I
SP9708 Same as SP970A but with wall
mounting bracket.
SP970C: Four port pneumatic switch
with isolated pilot chamber and 10 lb/in2
169 kPai span, for use with capacity or
bleed type controllers.
SP9700: Sarre as SP970C but with wall
mounting bracket.
DIMENSIONS
Refer to Fig. 1, 2 and 3.
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FIG. 1. SP970A APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS IN INCHES (MILLIMETERS) WITH
SCALEPLATE AND KNOB ATTACHED
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FIG 1. SP910C APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS IN INCHES (MILLIMETERS) WITH
SCALEPLATE AND KNOB ATTACHFO
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FIG.3. SP910H AND D APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS IN INCHES (MILLIMETERS)
WITH SCALEPLATE AND KNOB ATTACHED
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M i)NTING
SP910A and C Normally panel mounted
See ACCESSORIES for spring clip or
cable clamp required for wall mounting
without scaleplate
SP9108 and D Wall mounted Bricker
lies lour 1/4 iii (6 mm) slots for mount
ing.
OUTPUT
The large range model spans 10 Ib/In2
(69 kPa) with 188 degree knob rotation,
or 16 Ib/in 2
 (110 kPA with 300 degree
maximum knob rotation The small range
model spans 5 Ib/In 2 (34 00 with 188
degree knob rotation, or a lb/1n 2 (55 kPa)
with 300 degree maximum knob rotation
NOTE	 The knob has two breakaway
stops that limit rotation to
188 degrees. Each stop, when
broken away, adds 56 degrees
of rotation (300 degree maxi
mum)
OPERATING PRESSURES
Main (Supply, Port 1) 18 Ib/In 2 (125
kPa).
Branch (Output, Port 2): 3 to 15 Ib/in2
(11 to 103 kPa).
Pilot (Input, Port 3 on SP910C and 0
Input, Port 4 off and B): 3 to 15
Ib/1n 2 (21 to 103 kPa).
XIMUM SAFE AIR PRESSURE
30 Ih, 111 2 1201 kPa)
All; CAPACITY
SP970A and 8 0 004 standard 113/min
11.7 IWO, beiow minimum position
Above mmimuin position, device feeding
p ilot determines capacity.
3rJ70C and 0 0.004 standard ft31fmin
(1.1 mV0
AIR CONSUMPTION
0 022 standard f1 3 /min (10 mV0.
SCALCPL.ATE
All models shipped with 0 to 100 F Kale
plate (including knob and locknuts)
unless otherwise specified Isee ACCES
SORIES).
D-103
	 77-9845
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ACCESSORIES
Bag Assembly, Part No 315611A, used
for panel mounting where panel is 5/16
to 1 in. (8 to 15 nun) thick.
Available Scalepleles
315316( 10 to • 10 F)
315554/12 to+ 12 C)
31515715 to #5 F)
315158 ( 3 to •3 C)
315181 (Warmer CGOIer)
14003161 001 (Cooler Warmer)
Spring Clip IPart No 14003030 001)
Cable Clamp (Part No. !316195)
WHENORDERING SPECIFY
Model Number
Accessories Required
T; ^: ►c^' '14^cratilm
r	 When usttsg the SI" ► -lOA ur 11 to
I
	
	 IIIJInlally pxwlim a damper hctween
ul"•n and cluxd (Fig. 4). turning the
I knish clrkkwnse tn.reases hranch line
I'rewwre to the ulxratur, upentrtg the
dandier. Turning (lie knish cuunter-
clrkkwise decreases hranch line pres-
sure, cluing the thmper.
Tit pruvtde inimmunt pusilruning fur
a damlwi under autimiat(C control, a
capacily cI g11CIIIIer such a. the Itl' ► (1t(
used with the SI")7OA or B ( Fig. .5), in
a Need type cuntrr)ller such as the
1.1" ► Ili used will, the SI" ► 7(X' ur 11
(Fig. 6) ulxrates the damper hctween
the mininunit puslltun set tin the SI1170
and the Illicit 110NItI011 FIG 4 SP970A OR B IN A MANUAL POSITION APPLICATION
FIG 5 SP97CA OR 8 IN A MINIMUM POSITION APPLICA-
TION
FIG 6 SP970C OR 0 IN A MINIMUM POSITION APPLICA
TION WITH A BLEEO TYPE THERMOSTAT (LP916)
INPUT
11-104	
77-9845
APPENDIX C
Al: ► nufacturers Literature
Marley Cooling Tower
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MARLEY
COOLING TOWER
OPERATING MANUAL
prepared for	 '"t ► MI ► ' r1,1IMB1tU' F. II ► ;A'rlN(' W.
KAW VA1,1,17' BANK
Tower Model No.
Tower Serial No.
Customer Order No.
Marley Order No. h^._,t,,_•^•^
Please refer to Marley Order Number and Tower Serial
Number m correspondence concermng this tower.
We shall he hippy to quote current parts
prices and shipment ipon request.
THE MARLEY COOLING TOWER COMPANY
5 8 0 0	 F o x r i d g e Drive, Mission, Kansas 66202
C-2
NOVEMBER, 1916
5800 FoxriAge Drive P.O. Box 2912 - Mission, Kansas 66201
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Installalton, U
and
Maintenance InsfructiOns
MODELS
6320	 6340	 6375
6325	 6350	 6380
6330	 6360	 6390
ALWAYS REFER 10 TOWER SERIAL NUMBER WHEN WRITING FOR
INFORMATION OR ORDERING PARTS FOR THIS AOUACOOLER.
SERIAL NUMBER IS STAMPED ON TOWER NAME PLATE LOCATED
ON FAN SECTION NFAR MOTOR.
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AQUACOOLER
I11staIhtio ► II, 111 ► t-1.atili ► II aIld N1ainten.ince I nstructimis
TOWER PLACEMENT
TOWER LOCATION
Locate tower to obtain the least obstruction to the free
flow of sir to and from the unit. Allow adequate clearance
on all sides of tower for maintenanri-.
INDOOR INSTALLATION
An indoor installation requires a discharge duct from the
fan to the outside of the enclosed space.. Ducts impose an
additional draft loss that must be overcome by the fan.
Care should be taken to insure that this external static
pressure does not exceed 0.25 inches of water. Draft losses
can be minimized by:
a. Using 20% oversize ducts.
b. Avoiding sharp turns, abrupt changes in duct size, and
using turning varies where necessary.
c. Keeping length of the ducts to a minimum.
d. Increasing the area of openings covered by screens, grids
or louvers so the net free area is at least 20% greater
than the fan discharge opening area.
Moisture from condensation inside the duct work may be
a problem. The following will help control this.
a. Insulate the duct work tr	 iinimize condensation.
b. Seal duct work seams so that condensation will not
drain outside.
c. Slope duct work to drain condensation back into tower.
To maintain a low-operating sound level and to prevent
transmission of noise through the ducts, the ducts should
I* connected to the tower with a flexible connection of
rubber or c&nvas and should not be supported by the tower.
OUTDOOR INSTALLATION
Orient tower so the prevailing wind will blow into the air
inlets. The fan section should be located with the air dis-
charge opposite io the air inlet side.
POSITIONING AND ANCHORING TOWER
Tower must be installed in a level positron to operate prop-
erly. Preliminary leveling may be done on the tower casing.
After piping is completed, the level should be rechecked by
placing a level on the top of the honeycomb fill Iinside of
tower) aril placing shims under the tower sk ds if required
Tower should be placed on a firm foundation and suitably
ar-hored. Locate anchor clips Ito be furnished by custom-
er ► at the hoisting holes in the tower skids and attach with
1/2" bolts. Bolt clips to foundation.
f )RICENAI, PAGE L4
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Drawn pg No. 7 Mu bur Blrse Assembly (Stry) 4)
Drawing No. 3 - Belt Guard Assembly (Step 7)Drawlnq No. 1 - Tower Assembly
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TOWER ASSEMBLY AND INSIALLATION
NOTE Fbx head marhlr pe bolts are used to artat h access
panels anct may he removed without affecting tower, alrgr►
n ►ent or structural stability. DO NOT remove round heat
bolts unless absulutrly necouary.
GENERAL - The AquaCoole ► is shipped in three packages,
Fill and basin section, fat section aid t he motor. A hind
ware and miscellaneous parts carton is shipped in the fan
section.
STEP I - Remove the protective crating from the fill and
basin section. Unbolt and remove shipping skids from the
underside of the fan section. Do not re move shipping
blocks from the fan opening of this 'taw.
STEP ? - Mac: fill and basin section in position on founrla
Iron.
STEP 3 - Lift fan section and place in position on the fill
and basin section. Rernove liar shlptbrng block= Bolt fan
section to fill and basin section with hex heal bolts, lock
was l ie ► s and nuts.
STEP 4 -- Assemble r.sotor support (see Dravmq No. 2)
and install motor, belt adjusting angle ,ind t► p lts. Check
motor nsrnxgblate to be sure voltage, phase arrlf fietloency
ratings are IN , same as IN' 11OWer Supplied.
STEP 5 - Remove the belt slot access panel. Install the
t suitable pitch sheave on the motor "It. Sheave should
be Adjusted to the muunsum etch diameter by unscrewing
the adjustable halt of sheave until the shoulder of the
adjustable half is flush with the end of the toted half, Tight
err set screw. Align motor sheave with the fan sheave lu
sited In the tower. T his can be done with a straight edge
across the fan sheave face. Rotate sheaves 1/4 turn and to-
check alignment. Tighten set screw on motet Stwave.
STEP 6 - Install V-belt and tighten motor adjustng bolts
until V belt is taut. Do not overttghten or tiw motor twar
rugs may treabme overloaded. Recheck bell tension after
tower has been rr operation 8 hours.
STEP I - Replace belt slot access panel. Install belt slot
seal plate and twit guard using sheet metal screws furnished.
See Dravviog No, 3
STEP 8 - C.00nect tower piping, install bleedoff connec-
tion. (See bleed off table on page 8.1 It is recommentled
that shor t IvotIlhs of r obber hose be used to connect pox g
to tower to eliminate possibility of transmdting mechanic.1
noise through the piping. If tower is installed outdoors,
provide drain plugs in all water Imes to prevent healing
duoirg the winter months.
STEP 8 - Install the float valve through the hole in the cas-
urg end street and secure with the pipe lotAnut f ►nnistmd
with the float valve. Adjust float ball so valve shuts when
C-5
wdlta level teaches 5•• in the hassm ► .
STEP 10 - Install dnaln pllul n► lo)tlom of ba%ol, (1s, pefxe
lwcollow anti dram to Ihe %.wet.
Siff, 11 Wits-  mntol. All motor wit 10tg %w ► tchotp jowl
ovescunl •ns Iltolertion should he 61 ► Asccoldance wall IN-
Nation.o I lotortr"cal (a de m I(x'al imluuenwnls Moloo shall
nw#%1 sot.cte .1ocksvlse when laco ►lf Otte eixf oplwnite Ihr'
%halt extensN #n Dllectlon tit isolation neat' he levelle41 Iry
onletchal ►gin41 ►ny two of the tIN1.t• nlolot Ivith on a 3
loliv • ononli1.
NOTF 446tors alovve I horuvowty tin tint have oveelotal
pr(► hto bun. The'v must tw lrutl% rotor try dim/ elenswlt ruses
Of ~0`10.1111 nrlJy he.rter.
The til.tynetm star rev #not furtilstm-d by Marley) userilly con-
tains ovevlo.rl relay heaters Chev A trims, starter to us, of
this tNtirev tstin is #tit ortnwatnf or of vim soloist furrostl it
styurately.
TOWS R IS NOW READY FOR Sl Ali I tit'
STAI4I UP INSTRUCTIONS
1. Chowk All 4-114'tilcaf d•ld plpowl connecloo m for Witillw%%
2. ('IN • (k 1.111 opi'11uwfs to %1-e 111.11 JII %111fIp1114) IIIIN k% .1#141
tW141waro have liven ienN)ved.
3 Rotate fall whe4 • I by hm i. Check Otto dIJ 11 ill Imullnl.
4. W.nh thowi1 Ihr Jstw%tt ►% hoiteycon ►is fill .alit low-4 b."m
to lenwwo ,01y .r:eunxo.11441 41rb11%. U%v low Ixe%%url•
water sti earn.
!J. Imiall b.»m 411.1111 foul Jell clost. .11 lolN • 411.1111%.
fi. 1 111 1111 . 1 ucufaloMl Nate# %y%I4-111 JINI %1.111 tilt- ix11nf ► lie
itilml Iloal valve If bees%Joy to moult ,1nl b•• of wal e 4 111
IN .
 11.1%111 WIN-11 fluo#fl is ofN •1.11uN1 Chrl h %1Nav %y%14•111
111 %I4 • II .III Il0/ /I1 • %.se' 01M'IJI11Nf
' -I I Iasi oNNoo. Rt'ch'ck moltit JINI fill siltation
k IIN' 1111101 voitaile .wool clnl.nl. All ao inlet most
, tut 1 woik III mid) ►11u%t Iw 1110.1114 ,41 JINI IP.NIy
11w. ►ys %tact w,1lel cucul atnwf thlolNlh loll • lowe4
utrenl 11'ad11N1 %.u1- tJkeo Willi 1114-%. value %, cal
0111. IIN • 61,"1 hot %elumvi with Ilse hollow114f eef41Jllool:
A (lual V01% 14	 »Acitiol A in
foist IIf1	 RJII•tl Volh x Ral4-d Anip% s 14.011 .41 1111
If the Io.NI hol%elw)w.l 41r 11- 1 non0-11 1)y Ih4- alN'v4- 14ma
Iloilo 1% I1-%% 111.111 the 11.41114- 19.111- I1l)I%(gN)w1.1 • It #.os%t IN'
.milmled by IIN 11 .1%IIN) IIN pitch 111,11111 . 14-1 of Ih4- mllioo
M . . Remove Iow a 1)0-11 1111.041, lelts%e •ll the nNelor .Nllii%l
111 Ixllt% .14141 slew ihv niova1)11. that of the %IN • ave m
11/4 10111 .11 J tonic). Tulhten %et ul4-w aowl molor .Nhiml
nNnl ON)lt% most recheck moll" hold. Continue In Ihn
In.111111.1 1111111 II.ot411 n loaded 11) stints- plate him %1.1NIwe1.
livimiall belt 1111an1.
9, Chvt k 1111 . 141 till 1)l make %fool' milvi 1% IN'11N1 dl%climile )
111161 ovvillow.
10. IOWt R IS NOW fit ADY I OR OIl liAllON.
MECHANICAL EOIIIPMENT
W)TOR. MotlN wait.wiv cover11Nf matimlicitlnel'. mat14lit
Most vw41kmal0lip is lot one yeast Isom oldie of dellvety.
Comoll IM yelltow pap • % of your telephone diteelory for
MI JoIt IANI/141 1"0101 leftist statN ►n to make Ir1WMranty r►
Iwil v
Motet InAnulactur pit dasslIv coohssy towel motors as
..Severe Duly Afllhcalion •• . Lubllcair the I"►t ► loo at,cooliu ►g
to the mot611 nuinufactutet's Instructions. In general. these
ImItuetnons Joe As follows
1 (iteav m1 ►1o# while In olnaloon unless this would create
a (IJ/art1.
2. Remcsve glea%1. ,1INt r e1)e1 flogs.
1, E see rebet holl • of Mly hallien(Al wrasr.
4. AM ist, v g11 • JV' It-conovio-tioled by nw)ios mdnufaeturt-1
1"1111 11 conMS lull Ihv 11.111.1.
5. Regsl,rre fill ( ►lox) most olx4ale• nx)lor dl ►lxoximately 30
1111114111-% with o.hel otx • s►
 to vitpel excess grease.
(i. Replace teller 111414.
Do INN most lo1.aws of diffevent type of s1mciflutlon.
I Imil IN'a1Nwt .1114) Imitawtlg it chalky- of 4lease Is delisted.
I AN oil ARINGS. I III oil cut) alter 1000 hours operation
no .very two nxNtlh% (whlchl •vel (ccur% host.) See Reaoolq
1 ulrmJlNln 1110ti41clions on itap • 9
V lit 1 IS AND Sill AV[ S. 11 belts slit), adjust bell tension.
If iwtemwoV. clean to • it% and sheaves with soapy water. Do
loot Ivw 111 . 11 1111•%%1#Nl.
I • OA  VA  VE. C ►r'ck IN4lod)cally foo prolws open anon
Jowl nl.n11t4-n,1IN'e0h water level.
TOM N (A N1 HAI . (;01(1 WAN 1110%111 Jlw) suction screen
%hoold IN •
 clew i4l a% tequucd. Splay %ystem should tw Ire•
%IN4 led Ilwfolenlly lot 1110111 1 o{x •IJbon. Inspr'ctioll open}
n14l%Joe pnvldld.
{ III owl Himsfialols should (N, 1►mpecte(1 once a yrai and
1 11-jowd of oelltused.
DISASSI Mill Y PROCEDURE ITo Be Used Only It Aqua-
CmAel Mtol Be Moved Th ► ou4h A Small Opening)
IMI'OIi I AN I DO NOT DISASSI MBLE AOUACOOLER
MIRE T14AN IS NECESSARY
NOI F As ear /► t ►ert is retisnvetol, artac/i the IJstovlers to
that ttnr Grotill t ► srt ► . ►s they are removed for sdentrhca
hors
I AN SECTION
MvIvi to Diawmil Nu. 9)
ST E P 1 R.11NNre JII twit ►1e.Nt machim t ►olts jut lift off
.r'cv%% f ► IIN'I %.
ST I P 7 Until it 	 at it 	 IcnN)ve top covet shcel.
%11 P 3 UnIN)It aimi s1.lnove fM ►
 end sheets.
S1 I P 4 OnI mll aiml Icnx>ve motor support angle.
S1 l P f) (Inholt mill renx ►ve both lower side sheets.
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FILL AND HASIN SECTION
(refit to Orawrltq No. 4)
STFP 1	 Set cold water hasin in Ixxition.
Sl I P 7	 Set tfe casing erxf shawts on the basin eixl sup
Ix/rt and fasten with rounii ho-ad bolts and lor.k wa,-hets.
Sl If' 3 Pw.itfo ,t shay sy%lvin Install rubl ►rr gasket be
twePn pilx•
 plate and cas4114l Post %h eel. Bolt assembly sit
plate with hop s and lock w.nher s.
NO rE Sorry rysMrn rrrust hr lived
im •.ttr1 iNIN iii AYl
0004 0061 y nil 116120,
632%, 63:x0)
Ask%
	
O
I	 4 6< 	
I.
I Ill. SUFI'uM f 1 aAMI
lest eNt y nos N6310,
6376, bA01 • 	- I	 ._	 )
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Drawing No. 4 - Casing Assembly (Steps 1 thru 71
NO T E: On the on* fri rowers, Ito then disasaenibl is, shosidd
not be required. If Sucher disassernh/y is ASSOL UTEL Y
reiqurerl, proceed as /n ►ai/ fora two tan tosser.
S1 E P 6 - On two fen tower:, check to see if disassembled
section can be rnlved Into place. If not .. .
STEP 7 -- Remove fan sheave. TMs Is accomplittxvl by co.
movulQ the cap screws in the sheave hub and Instalhim
them In the often tatnuxi holes in the huh. Tightening the
cap screws will then force the sheave off the huts. When the
sheave Is free, the hub can then tie pulled off the shaft.
STEP 8 Disconnect oil Irides from the hearinu houslrgs.
§fTI'T- Support fan s ►uft and remove the sell I,x:ksiN
nuts uuld to attach the tx-air i ngs to then suplx ►rt.
STEP 10 - Loo—n IN- ste t screws on t hx' fait wheel huh
furthest from the sheave end of the shaft and pull fan aid
houstrstl free of the fart shaft.
BLE. USE CARE TO PREVENT DAMAGE TO THE CAS
ING END PANELS.
STEP 7 On nxxiels 6340 thu 6390 tnwlts, remove the
Ulx/li utp{xvt locate! In the ini/ldle of the lat(Ir headw
pipe.
ST EP 8 - Uftx)lt and irnluve the spray system aswinbly.
Wite the rubbf gaskets to the ►pray System w the wul
thowls to Itrevent then be:omi l ig lost.
ST EP 9 -- Unbolt aril remove casing lkinols,
ST 10 - Un models 6340 thru 6390, unbolt the eentrr
ulrrghis from the 1 ►asrn qussets only and remx ►ve. Do not
disassrvnhle the uprrghL No dlsassemisly of the water basin
Is reluurd.
TOW[ R IS NOW DISASSEMBLED INTO ITS SMALLEST
PARTS ANO MAY Bt MOVED TO THE REQUIRED LO-
CATION.
CHECK AGAIN TO SEE IF SECTION CAN BE MOVED
INTO POSITION. FURTHER DISASSEMBI Y REQUIRES
REMOVAL OF THE BIARING ASSEMBLIES WHICH
	
REASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
SHOULD BE AVOIDED IF A 1 ALL POcj,%IHLE.
STEP 11 -- Remove luotective coatuxl horn this fan shaft
w:th k osene and appIV a coal of lillht oil to the clean
shaft.
STEP 12	 Remove the tivarincl assenting npl ►osite the
shi • ave end of Slit • fan shaft In p hi • following nunrser:
a. With an Allen wrench, loosen the N e t siiry» :n tt,lust
Coker dirt slide the bearinq off the %haft.
b. Put beanrg in a safe, clean place where it will twit (x•
drooled ur mishandled.
LEAVE SECOND HEARING IN PLACE. THERE IS NO
REASON TO REMOVE THIS BLARING.
ST EP 13 - Loosen set screws on the fan wh e el hxth .ind it-
move f.n4 shaft.
The fait s,-ction n now Ifisasu-nibled into its,mallest Iwo Is.
If desned, the fan wheels Lao tie ienxwed from then huus
ings by tjoLollinil the cut-Off in the tan dlscharye olenuxis
and rolling the whowl out. The suolxxt angIc Iranw% (-in tar
renx)v(st at this time.
FILL AND BASIN SECTION
(Refer to Drawing No. 7)
ST I P 1 Rrmove the front and bank lam p s, ,sit Inlet
screen anti splash baffle by removinq the hex Its-id machine
bolts.
STEP 2 - Remove the eliminator section by sliding it out.
Store In a safe place to prevent damage to the Made%.
STEP 3 Remove the asbestos honeVcorih fill a Iayer at a
little.
STE P 4 - Unbolt and ientove the iumi g vanes li>ratixd
under the fill suplxirt.
STEP 5 - Unbolt and remove the top stiffener fr.nne at
the top of tide tower.
STEP 6 - Unbolt and remove the we Wed fill suppint frame.
AT THIS POINT THE TOWER STRUCTURE IS UNSTA
C-7
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Drawing No. 5 -- Turnit ►y V.rre Install,► bon
STEP 4 Models 6340 thru 6.390 only: Install the center
vertical suplioils. Boll thruuilh bjun gusset nlal(-s with
ruurxl hwea-1 Ix)II% jn.1 lock wj%Iw-1 %.
STEP 5 - Bolt fill sulgxxt fldnte(s) to casing end sheets
with owul h vill Ixrll%. Use a ndgwr backed steet sealing
w. ►s/xr under each bolt he,xl. Oil 6340 thou 6190
only, liolt Raines to center velIlCdl supinotts.
STEP 6	 Bolt top stiffener frame let positron with ound
lo-,tl Ix)II% aloof lock washers. Oil 	 6340 thnl 6390
only, Ix)It frames to center velticjl %uplw)ll.
STET' 1 - Oil 6340 thou 11390 only install U bolt
,round the Iwatfer pipe .toll fasten to the center vinticdl
%ol)Ix)r is.
STEP S	 Install mining vaiw'% is shw)wn on Dl jwin(I No. 5,
using ruurxl hwe,wl hulls dnd l(x:k wa%Mors.
CAUTION.	 The bottom etiJye of cur y►rl bl, ► ife.% MUST
lxpmt towards the air inlet.
STEP 9 Install fill panels one laver at a tinoe. Do nub
force or conolwess panels. Install w length of paioels is lo,r
Ix-ndiail.t to direction of Intel header.
STFI` 10	 Install ehminjtor sectionls).
'e)HIANT:
	
Eliminators rirr ►st be installed correctly.
'hole ehmtrnator section itito position oil 	 siipport rails
I IL 1 INSTALLATION
(Retet to D1.i%vnxl No. 6)
ACDr_CTr%C LJrVU1CVr`r11U113 C11 i DABiC1 C
FILL SUPPORT FRAME
Orawn)y No. 6 - Fill Installation (Step 91
alx)ve rh.- s/way system. Whryp correctly installed the blade
t,d)s will he visible as shown on Drawing No. 7. It blade
t,)I)1 d • e mot visible r stare set (ton 90P.
ST EP 11 -- Inspect the %lx)lsge rubber gaskets. Reglue or re-
plare joy loom- of ddmdged gaskets.
STEP 12 - Chock to see that the "S" strip is on the cold
wetly hd%in t%lope. Olen groove in strip is inside of basin.
ST [P 13 lostdll air inlet splash baffles by setting bottom
eekle of %uplxxt lot till! "S" %trill groove and swinging is-,ern-
Illy onto place. Do not bolt in [)face at this time.
S 1 EP 14 Line till inlet screen with holes in splash haf
fie a%%end)ly and Ix)II both parts to IN, tower with hex
head Wit jixf ^rbb er backed seal washer.
STEP 15 -- Set front and back casing panels in place and
fasten with hex head bolts and rubber hacked seal washer
FILL ANJ BASIN REASSEMBLY IS NOW COMPLETE.
FAN SECTION
(Fteler to Drawuwl No. 9)
IVO rE: Fait
	 tray he assembled oil 	 oft the till
dttf basin section.
STEP I	 Bolt ji ►gle ffjryxes to fail 	 with rourxl
head Wit, out wa%loer jod lock washer. Roll fill 	 into
hiousuxl jowl install Ian cut-off sheet.
STf P 2 Set the lower %life %hoots in lw)ution arxf Wit to
tall 1%)USnlq franWS Will) roulxl he;xf boils aril lock washers.
ST f--  3 - lmtill numt supilott angle and motor suplxxt
hface Wit to the Luo hou%inq Irifyie as shown on Drawng
Nu. 9 uso ►q %eiial ouonblh {date as location reference.
51 EP 4 - Bolt top cover %feet to fan housing frames with
ruuiwl head bx)lts, cut wj%lters doll lock washers.
SI I V 5	 F do %haft with attached hedionq is to be installed
oo the set lit nuloibx-o plate end of the fan section.
()ii models 6320, 6325 and 6330 Slide the fan shaft
thruuilh fail huh until the attdctxeef bearing assembly
is nr lone with the holies in the hearing suplx)rt har. (Do rrjt
tighri-ii /an huh sit screws at this trope.)
On first int0v1% 6:140, 6350 dlwl 6360: Slide the fan shaft
thruuilh fill wheel 11111) until the dttachlxl bearing assen)bdy
is nn Inure wino the holes ut the bearing suplx)rt bar. Do not
as.se)nh/e to smoni/ fan or tighten fan huh set screws at this
rime.
STEP 6 - Install WC011d hearlrol on shaft. Leave set screws
I f to w.
Use extreme care do not force or hammier on bearing.
Keep all ls)rt% clean and free from dirt. A light coat of oil
Oil fan %11dlt will hell) m%tallation.
STEP 7 - Oil 	 6340, 6350 dnd 6360: Push fan
%hall tlwuugh wcood fan wheel huh until erxl of shaft is
Ili%h with end of hoh. Do not tighten fail 	 set screws.
STEP H	 Ahglo fan %Kill and fasten bearings to the sup
lx)it hit with WIIs jowl self locking nuts.
ST EP 9	 T i(lhten Wiring thrust collar set screws.
STEP 10	 AdIto fan wheells) until there is equal clear-
(continued I)age 7/
c-s
Dr3vving No. 8
Iwr1 jjd;. ^	 1r..1 Y..YI •^01
	
ig i%/^'	 00(1 •.rl,
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Or.rwnig No. )	 i ill swirl fl.rsm Asselrrrhly
ante on IN,Ih sides of the tan housing and tighten tan set
scr ew
STEP 11 -- Connect oil lines to this bearing houslnlls. Fill
oil cubs and oil Imes with recommended lubricant. See
paq , 9.
ST I P 12
	
(1151.111 1,111 sheave as follows
a. Place sheave without bushiixj on the fan stsaft and push
:heave b.wk iialainst the bearing.
b. Install hushnxl on the shaft small end first and lxwsh un,
til end of the %halt is flush with flanged eixb of the
hushing.
(conrinurrl fop juge 8)
100
,0,1.	
.class
0.,11 1	 . .r/, /
b
..4
1,U
1,11,
MOIL 0% SOPPOR I
HRACt HOI I
SEE Ot TAIL	 ION PAGE J
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.IOi •, r0. •\011
Drawnrg No. 9 -- fan Section Assembly
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Or.lwu ►,q No 10	 fall sh. ► I r Irst,lllaflon (Sttq ► 5)
C. full %heave O11 hu%h1)tl 111%1,11 4ap %clews throolill Ilic
I,x4le • 11011'% Io tilt' hushllxl flal"' .Pill I1111, tilt' I,1111x41
Ixele •s 1'l 0w %breve • ,met 0ghtco asse-mbly.
SI ( P 13
	
Install Ian a•cbon end paneh and Lwen Willi
11)(11141 It-all 111.1401114 • WIT%, cut w ,1%llt • Is anll loch w,1slx 1's.
S) f 1' 1-1
	 111.1,11 1 acce5% 1 ►,1n1'1% and lasten w11h hex tx•.xl
Ixll%, cut W.014 . 1%,41141 lex'A wa%Ilt Is.
11) A14IN4•	 O
1111(U('KIN4.
NUTS
HI A14IN(:
SUr • 1'004 1
Drawll ►q Na 1I - Bealu ►g Irt%Ldl, ► tlon
WAIER PHOBLIMS AND THE  IMk NT
lit 11 0 ill I
lileedoff Is the continuous reoxwal of a snl.lil lx,ltlon of
lhr w,Ner tlom tilt • crculatnxl sy%tem. The limpme of
l4e4 •e1-0111 1% to plevenl d15,v11ve •d a1141% hunt cunCen11,1tux1
'It' ixlrll where tlx • y will tut lit wale. A% d 4imil y , many
I% can b1' allowed h, enlx'collate Iwo of ihlrr 01111,%
willlnut ca(1soul scale lxohletns. 1 he amounl of b1r4ti1lilt to
1..61 con41'110 a0orn to two 1)t IIll ee delt • nd% (11x111 I hr cool
1)xt laotle (hut wale) 11'1111x • 1111114 mwluscold w•114 . 1 lrntlwl
.Hole). 1 hr lollowuxl table show% anxtunl of bleed off re
nvl(1o.ed at t Ill ee diffefelit coolmq Ian(jes.
I "1 it. ill
	 ';.of Clrculatfix)
Ii alwit . "I	 11.11e It) fil1'ed lilt
.18
111	 .38
1 J	 .58
'M.u,uam 3co4x'e„o 'llions.	 "Maui
E XAMPI 1	 80 gpm circulatlnq Idl e, coo11)x1 range i(PIP.
To nmmiaul 3 comentiabons, the tfviuNed blued off 8(1
x .00,01	 .30 el Tit l.
CHt MiCAL THEAIMENT
The yuabty of litany ntunuvpal walefs 1% %tx h that ch1'm1
C.11 0r,11otv11 too Scale 11fev01110o 1)l renxwal will rxlt nor
sully he leyuued 11 ,tlevµlatt' hl41e4toff I% m,untailled In
ales% whole bleed off alone 1% out %uf0clent to plevetll lib
11'4 Itollable %4,111' of collotmo 1)x • d %ot11l1berl Ilhosphate
11'4 llow , ol ,1% tillet 14 .41
 by 'he lot-al supl,hel of walel 1141.1111141
nkill,11.11%.
A14tac and %loot •
 ol,ry occur •PNi can be cexltro114rf by careful
appllt at1u11 of Iwult •e cheolx'a1s. Impiol11 • r application of
concentrated water ttea111141 ch1'11xca1% p lay damage pills of
till . % y%I1-111. It %tale or ,1141,11' and %lent •
 xcumolate, obtem
Ihl. %viva e% 4,f d conolrleot walef IleatNxl vonsultanl.
1 (LAMING
o,unutl occa%Iondl!y becomes a ixoblvnl with cm. taus
wall-1 comfillons N'114 . 11 a new towel Is lilt into OIx•Ialloll.
hr 4 onth0orl n not not 111 ,1I1y Ix • ISlstent fur an extended
1x'11;141 .11111 loanontl call he Ies%t'neel by nlcreaslny blend ufl
un01 tilt! colldlooll 1% InllltovI41. If focit-a 441 bleed off does
11,11 It'%%en foannnq %tlibct • 11tly, a foam deples%,ntt chonllcal
%hoold b1' u%ed. I best' air tp • nefally ava11.1111e Ihr1)ugh local
rlll • Illt',Il %llpply cunllmole% alkl sollll • water tivalllul Corti
l 1, In It' %.
WA 1I R DIS(.01 ORA1ION
D i%cololallon, ILA, • f0dollltl, Is a condition that develops
w111• 11
 d 111'w towel 1% put unto olltvahon. It will not halm
Iht' 110111111 vollilxlneltt% 111 ,Ili olwn feclrculatuxl cooluxl
system. However, If thscululdllurt IS ulllectlooable, It cart ht
IIle1414 . 1 .41 by lix'.t'avnq blved off of the system 111dy lx- enll ►
Ii-I and 11'fillod oill't- 1)I twice after the initial stiff up of
the 11)We1. Glount'n • 1a1 blr,x hlny agents may he used hul
must he owl Willi care as they mdy dammicte its! system.
'N, of Clrculdtuxl
Ratr to 1111140011
1N
1. 18
N,1)n 2 co4x enh.,lio„%
1
tI
I
i
SEASONAL SHUTDOWN; ;NSTRUCTIONS
BASIN AND FRAME
Drain the tower basin and all exposed piping. Leave the
basin drain open. Water may be left in basin of tower is lo^
sited in a non freezing area.
During shutdown, clean the tower and make any necessary
repairs. Apply protective coating as required to all metal
parts. Particular attention should be given to bearing sup
por ts.
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
V BELTS
At shutdown, ;nspect V-belts and if worn excessively, re-
place before start-up.
SLEEVE BEARINGS, Oil Lubricated type
Check oil level once each month arid add oil 11 necessary.
See next section for lubricating oil information. Rotate
shaft by hand to assure all parts are coated with oil,
ELECTRIC MOTORS
Do not start niotor without determining thdt there will be
no interfererx'e with free rotation of the fdn drive.
Motors are equipped with grease or oil lubricated bearings.
Refer to motor manufacturer's recommendations to- lubri-
cation and maintendoCC Instructions,
ity results in differences in the length of time required for
oil cups to empty, time required may vary from a f .v days
to several weeks or months.
If oil flow rate permits the oil cup to empty in one to two
days
1. Check oil line for leakage.
?. If oil III* shows no leakage continue rero.rtmended lub
riceion schethile. It Is not necessary that oil be visible in
cup between f IIlings.
OIL LINE
41 b
OIL RL ltRVOt a
(WOOL FELTPACK  I N G)
_— 141400411 SLEEVE
11 Tt PACKED OIL rrt0
I AND OIL GROO MS
"4—',PH•RI('AL OUtER SHttL
CROSS SECTION THROUGH BEARING
If shutdown period is longer than seasonal, contact the
Marley sales office or relxesentative in your area for adds.
tional Information.
BEARING LUBRICATION
Fan bearings are lubricated at the factory. Original lubnca-
hon Is adequate for approximately 1000 hours or two
months of normal operation. It is not necessary to a(kl at
more frequent intervals
Fan bearings are constructed with an oil reservoir between
the spherical outer shell and the bronze sleeve. The reser-
voir is packed with wool felt which absorbs oil and distri-
butes it through feed plugs In the oil grooves. (See illustra-
tion.) Graphite filled grooves redistribute oil to the bearing
surface.
Rate of oil 11ow through the bearings is controlled by dens-
ity of wool and graphite packing. Variance in packing dens-
RECOMMENDED LUBRICANTS
Recommended lubricants are Industrial type mineral oils
or monwtive crankcase oils except those designated "De
tergunt," "Heavy Duty," or "Compounded." For given
operating conditions use the following oils
Summer or Indoor Operation
(40oF, to 110oF.) — SAE 50
Winter, Outdoor Operation
(OoF. to 400F.) SAE 10
When the tower is located outdoors and is operated during
summer and winter seasons, it is recommended that the
change from SAE 50 to SAE 10 oil be made during a
period of temperature transition to insure the lighter oil
has adequate time to flow from the oil cup to the bearing
reservoir. If oil change is made in cold weather, remove and
drain oil line before adding -,E 10 oil.
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DIMENSIONS IN INCHES PIPE ff1I[6, IMCN[[ MI[111MTf
MODEL
N 0 C/M
NO
OI HP
=O	 =
_	 ?	
G	 ti I 
= i
 o
Z:	
i
TOMB[ fIV[lSLL
A Fill C 0 [ / G J K M NIMSULL[^
w l I M
6320
6325
fy.1i0
6340
6:150
31 ;II
55!/6
55 1/6
67
rs5 1 4
55!/2
57
61 7/{6
61!'
61 7
98%
9866
!18 6
98
04
09
W
104
10'1
25
25
23 2%
25
26
24 2
14
14
12%
14
14
12^
81 1/6
31 1/6
36!4
31 2/6
31!/6
36 1/
24
24!
28 iy,
24!1-
24 46
28 2 '
21
21
24 1;4
21
21
21 1 /
58 1/
fi4 1 }
64 1/}
M I
64 ,
ti4 1 '
fifi 2 '
72 2 6
72 3 '
66 2 6
72- 1
72 2
8011'6
14ch,
NA
801(6
Bfill'1
88
A%
8 110
10!/
9 6 6
#1%
10 1
IA
18
17 6/6
18
18
17 2
17 1,-1
17 1
m1
17 1,/j
17
20 1
6875
6381
811
11750
13870
11;2211
1
1
I
2
2
2
1'y
2
3
3
5
5
3m
3m
3m
4m
4m
4
4m
4n)
Im
4m
4m
 4m
I ki m
I l^im
I'my
I gym
I )hm
I' m
2m
2m
m
2m
2m
2m
2m
% m
% m
%m
%rn
%m
1 m
1278
1358
1 4 'L4
2278
2382
2541
18110
2030
2175
3515
3710
398()
(Y, Wet operating reirht• are based on 6 Inches of water In tower basin	 (3) Pruteclod molars are furnished on these models
(P Motor -eight: Models 6220. 6226 76 Ms. Mtrlela 6220, 6260-- 110 Iba. •
 Models 6260. 6260 - 122 Ibe.,
Pumpinr head N 16 C feet fur M,del& 6320 and 6110 and IM 6 feel for ail other m.dels in the ta1Je ab,,.. Puny, head Is measured from base of lower when
circulatinr 3 wpm per ton at v6 k6 76. For other conditions nbtain pump head data from your Marley sales mitweer.
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Models 6340,
t)350 and 6,60
rL.
M 0 D E 1. S 6375, 6380/ 6390
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1	 •
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111,11111010
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 C
hA,S 57 IIS10 47 21 1 Mi l / 2N sy 'l1 1 • RI r ^ 72R^ !W 101 i"' d0'^ 14mn 2 74 Im fm 1'4m 3m ^m 35511 6135
I^.WO 57 IRy
1 1 :^1 1 4
(1H R7 21 1 afi l / 211Y• '11 1 fi1 1 72^^ eeN 101 J 173s 20'. 215111 10 Im fm 1 ' ^m 3m Y/m 3555 6180
1.3tKI 57 115 1 7 1119 M7 ''2 161 4 2N D / 21 1 / f:1 1 ^ 7? ' ^ AA 101. Il errl :he, ?11+61 ? IS Im fm 1'ym :Im 1 / m :V4;4)	 f125
1. Wet operatlnq wei($ils are based (in 6 Inches of water In tower basin.
2. Protected motors are furnished on these ml/dels.
.1 Motor welyhts L Mudd 6315 — 200 Iln„ Model 6380 - 225 Ibs., Model 6390 290 lbs.
P-, , nping head Is 18.5 feet for all nwrlels in table ahnve. Pump head is im-asured from base of tower when circulating
39pm per ton at 95 85 711 For other conditions obtain pump head data from your M,mley sales engineer.
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AQUACOOLER PARTS LIST
for	 %.,
Models 6305, 6308, 6310, 6315, 6320. 63:Y5, 6330, 6340, 6350,
6360, 6375. 6380 and 6390
•	 (SEE ITEMIZED PARTS LIST ON REVERSE SIDE)
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a ^
	 ^ •^ ^"AI T
MOTOR	 ^/	 /	 ►	
IAN Sot AV1
lAR ING
a
1 ^
l^ .OJUS1.911 0101 06 SNl.v1
I	 No1	 6375, 6360 AN! 6390
u ,UA(OOIIRS USI A	 "II
..A, T W, ""4 A% , 1	 41,, ^
A0JUS1A911
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^I	
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rOR 9AS1
-	 /	 9111
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/	 Y -of 1 t •l	 ^
` 11 4 1 6W100
A' • ACN •ITN	 ^'	 `- \\
♦"111 I,,At #Aa 9R[9N1^	 -`^^\
V NIVIS
'AN 91 AR INU
IMPORTA NT -- The SERIAL and MODEL NUMBERS of tower MUST be provided when ordering parts.
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APPENDIX D
Manufacturers Liter
General Electric Col
D-1
PHYSICAL
WEIGHTS
British SI
F tame Only 36 Ibs 16 kg
Glass Installed
Div 57 Ibs. N kg
Wet 59 Ibs 27 kg
GENERAL 0, ELECTRIC
VACUUM TUBE SOLAR COLLECTOR SPECIFICATION DATA SHEET
SOLARTRON'' MODEL TC-100	 ,to.. i
i
J • M M.
I rr11 ^
•. /•r ^••i^N
•..r wn
1	 ^	 i
OPERATIONAL
British
	
SI
Insolation	 0 to 40Q
	
0 to 108
BTU/ft thr	 langleys
Fluid
Operating Temperature 100 to 300°F 38 tc 1490C
Composition	 Q "Good" water with 35/5(Y%
Fi restone it G
I!
COMPOSITION
Frame 18 Ga aluminized steel 151 6 mill
Reflector Alglas O
Insulation Fiberglass
Fluid Lines 1/4" type L copper
Glass Tubes 008 soda time
CONNECTIONS
Hydraulic
	
Brass 1/4" 450 Flare Nut
Structural AttaLhrnents 	 Stainless Steel or aluminum
EQUIPMENT SIZING GUIDELINES
Heat exchanger area
Heating 117 ft 2 /module 016 m2/module
Cooling & Heating .35 ft 2 /module 033 m2/module
Storage Volume
Heating Only 15 gallons/ 56 8 liters/
module module
Cooling & Heating 22 gallons/ 83 3 liters/
module module
MODULE DESIGN CONDITIONS
Pressure Drop Design	 7 0 psi 48 2 kPa
(d 1800 F i0 820C
Minimum	 5 0 psi 34 5 kPa
Flow Rate	 0 22 gpm 0 83 I/m
(0 1800 F (0 820C
Wind Velocity (Max)	 100 mph 161 km/hr
Ice Load (Max)	 13 psf 63 5 kg/m2
Snow !.oad (Max)	 20 psf 97 6 kg/m2
Combined Load (Max)	 33 psf 161 1 kg/m2
Minimum Array Pressure 	 45 prig 310 kPa
MODULE AREA
Gross (Frame)	 17 4 ft 1 62/m2
Net (Active)	 14 8 ft 2 1 38/m2
Q'•Good" Quality Water
Chlorides	 'I, 1 00 ppm
Sulfates	 < 100 ppm
Bicarbonates	 < 100 ppm
Total Hardness	 < 250 ppm
D-2
M
HEADER
TUBE TYPE MAXIMUM NUMBER
SIZE COPPER OF PANELS/ROW
3/4" L Is
1" L 36
OPTIONAL ACCESSORY HARDWARE
HEADER KIT
MOUNTING KIT
SOLAR CONTROLLER
LEXAN OR ACRYLIC WINDOW
F or further Intormawlon Contact.
Manager. Soier Hewing and Coolhq Marketing
Genefel Elactrlc Company,
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SPECIFICATION
EVACUATED TUBE NYDRONIC SOLAR COLLECTOR
GENERAL
The- solar collector stall tie an evacuated tube liquid type de
siyried fort efficient o ► m• tattun it f luor) b• ttiiwi Jtute% tin fliOO; from
100 to 3000 Fairnheit 166 to 1491) Cel ► ius). The collector
module shall tie furnished with all the necessary corttltonents,
exclutlniq support attachnients, wetly lot field attachnrrnl to
selpleort died pspeng systems Spec I local lofts Simi requirements
stilrl herein shall riot supersede a p plicable Federal, Slate, or
Local Codes trill Regulations
SOLAR COLLECTOR MODULE
General Construction
The sulat eulle•ctur shd11 be cunpiowd of standard manulJc
turerl nmmlules which are- designed for sirnple attachment to
the support structure and piping sy ► tent the neotlular unit
shall have- a ,gross dolts ntnnt of ap{mnilunalrly 4 feet by 4 feet
1 1 7 by 1 2 nteters) with an ,x live to qro%% area ratio gtedlef
than 0 85 The at'Irve (effe •t live) area, is dehm•d by the menu
fach/rer, Is the planar Jri'J onto which incidrn! em• Igy is
dctectel to the abstmber surface (s) The- grois upriatuuq wetolit
Of the %Olaf colleclOf shall nqt erreed 4 0 pnnnd% (m•r square
foot (195 kg/m 2 1 of gross area The colleclot a ►si •mbly %hall
tier t apahle of with%tatmbnq wind velocities of up to 100 lrpih
( 161 kn)/hit with an ice and %now Io.r1) ill 201/01 2 197 Ag/ni2
without sliuctural damaep•
Glass Tubes
1 he- nuiiluh • shall COMM of ev.m 0.111 .41 41J%% tubes which err
CongmM41 of two collcrninc (01SS lubes sepif itivl by a vat uutn
of less than 10 -4 Tort. The• glass conshuclwn shill contaue Ihr
without the usaele• of nsw• hanical se • JI'. The va.uuni
lie m•ncitaeried fill the life of the tube ai b niprr.ilune-% up
Alo f (3430C) with an active ge•tlef.
The outer radial surface tit the inner glass tulle shall have to
coalinil with an ave-tJge heini%pherical enimince le%% than 0 Ob
.it 2120 l (100OC) Jled in absorptivity greJtef thin 085
' %nldf Jb%01PldOCe • ill the 41J%s %hill tit- tpeJlef IhJn 8/
,•nt of the vr%tlrle light %pectrum.
I • inferno derlr•iilallon of coatutrl and gl•i%% pfollf-Ities shell
hive It
 
cunfbined effect of less thin 10 im-rcent of the tulif
AnoIIDel ertelgy.
Fluid Passages
The culle •t tier unit shall lie suitable for use with water or J
ntxtun• Of water and ,intt frown . solution Jul) to 50 Im•rcrnt
by volunter) 0s the he-at bait%fee fluid.
Fluid pa%sayt• % %hall not Iw irstneted, when the specified fluid
quality is maintained, to the 91-0im that collection efficiency
(as d function of fluid flow) is decreau•ol by more than b
lm• tcent over the design Isle of the collector
F luld p o%%j4Ir% shall tin' designed to w tnst^ntf..r.rnuuI dryratfa
lion, the effecls of no fluid flow and high Insolation Bondi
lion Fluid passattr% shall fir designed for nMratrnnal pressures
up to 80 Ihr (bbl kPa) and fluid teml •eratorres up to 300OF
11490C)
Insulation
There shall he at least 1 5 niches 13 80 cm) of 3 Ib/h 3 hoer
glass 148 kg/rt 3 ) or equivalent Insulation surrounding all fluid
carryuty compoftents which are not thermally protected by the
vaeuurn front the- ambient environment The insulation will be
prul ►rrly protected from the ainbient envtrontnrnt to preclude
siynihcant Insulation Iirrloiniane a degradation resulting from
anebirnt CoOdilluns F lull) Irmlwfatulet up to 6500F 134300
shell riot affect tier Im • rformance or uiteyr.ty of the insulation
PERFORMANCE
Collector perfuernance shall lie defined by its instantaneous
e-lticiency based On active collector area tit graphical (Figure 11
and a ludttun lutist as
rl A N„
whet e-
ry	 on%timaneous collection efficiency (active- Jtea)
• (Tcul T amb ) / 0i uF tit ft?/BTU
Tcul	 Jve•t p ie collector tamper ature, OF
Tamb
	
ambient te-nllm• rature, OF
0 1	m%olahon urn the plane of the collector
BTU/fin ft?)
figure- 1 Instantaneous Collector Efficiency
0
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The constants A and B are obtained by plaanq a lent squared
si p asght lure through the data licimis located t ►elwern w 00
acid lili - 10 Certified test data Irons a recognized independent
totting agency, along with manufacturer's test data, shall W
identilied on Figure 1 MW ulilved to drfi nr the coriaarnls
A and B Collector efficiency shall be determined in accord
ante with ASHRAE 93 71 test procedures.
The solar collector shall have an efficiency plot which is
(pooten than the minimum performance line of Figure 1. The
constant A shall Ix 41reitr,r than 0 6!! and B %hail hr Iris than
031aTU/he t,2 OF
QUALITY ASSURANCE
Manufacturer
isle manufacturer of the solar energy collector shall he a
recogmted pioclucer of said equipment and shall submit doeu
mentation dernonstratmg a high capability in drsign engineer
11141 , testing, fabrication, installation and maintenance of equip
mint the some as or similar to that called fur on the diawings
and in the specification(s).
All Other
All materials, assemblies, coatings, thernnal bond connection
fluid connections. vacuum seals, structural inemtwis and hous
Wq Configir► ation% shall tie of the highrit quality .xttl shall
fully Inert III~ %tandards called for arul 114Ju11e41 can Ow
"Interim Perlormasee Criteria for Solar Healing and Cooliml
Systems in Commercial Budding%" (NBSIR 161181 19761
Any change arnl/or deviation from thew criteria nnu%t lie•
fully clarified Standards and work of a higher quality than
in the above cited, called lo ► in these specifications aril/u ►
on Ibe drawimp, shall lie met by the mariulactu ► or
OPERATIONAL DOCUMENTS
The manufacturer %hall provide, within orw (1) week of col
lector delivery, installation documenlatio n for the collector
These manuals shall describe perventive maintenance, grneial
maintenance, fluid quality control and rel ►laceinent rrrlum•
mrntt and material replacement and control inslructio4ii,
WARRANTY
The manufacturer shall warrant that at time of delivery,
the solar collector will he fire from defects in material and
manufacture arxl will he of good quality and workmanship
This warranty shall provide for the replacement or repair,
at the manufacturer's election, of the collector or parts there
of, provided that written notice of the defect shall be given to
the manufacturer within one (1) year after collector delivery
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—1- SOLARTRONM TC-100
VACUUM TUBE SOLAR COLLECTOR
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
INSTALLATION MANUAL
l .'
The various configurations included in this brochure are
included for illustration of several typical solar collector
system applications and are not intended at constructional
information. Although reasonable care has been taken in their
preparation to insure their technical correctness, no responsi-
bility is assumed by the General Electric Company for any
consequences of their use.
'rho solar products and arrangements disdosed herein may be
cnvered by patents of General Electric Company or otners.
Neither the disclosure of any information herein nor the sale 	 1
Of solar products by General Electric Company conveys any
license under patent claims covering combinvions of solar
products with other products or components. In the absence
of an express written agreement to the contrary General
Electric Company assumes no liability for patent infringement
arising out of any use of the solar products with other
products or components by any purchaser of solar products or
others.
1
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1. INTRODUCTION
This document has been prepared to provide ARCHITECTS,
CONSULTANTS, INSTALLING CONTRACTORS and
ENGINEERS the basic data required to integrate a TC•100
vacuum tube sol ar array into a building design and to provide
the mechanical contractor with the detail to install and check
out the subsystem. Instructions for approximate siring of a
IC-100 array, component siring and estimating system
performance have been described in General Electric Docu
meat No. 78SDS42158 - Solartion(1 , Vacuum Tube Solar
Collector "Commercial and Industrial Application Guide."
Should you have quest ans regarding this material, or %hould
you require additional information, contact
Mana(lcr, Solar Hedti-iy and Coobny Marketing
Geneidl EleCI11C Company
P O Box 13601
Philadelphia, PA 19101
Phone (215) 962 211213
2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
2.1 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The General Eloctric Solartron TC 100 solar collector module
(Figure 2 1 consists of eight glass vacuum tubes nested un a
cusp like reflector The collector is designed to be mounted
with the vacuum tube axis oriented up and down, with pro-
,nsions t-)r simple fourcoinei mounting. Two fidre fittings
connect each collector to the supply and return headers.
A collector mo lule has all weight of approximately
57 pounds, or about 3 3 pounds per square foot. The col
lectors are installed without the glass vacuum tubes, and rich
module without the tubes weighs about 35 pounds, piovidiny
ease in handling. The T( 100 module collector is designed fur
an environmental loading (combined wind, ice, and snow) of
33 pounds per square foot when installed.
'.2 COLLECTOR COMPONENTS
The collector module consists of
1. An aluminized steel frame
n Alglas 6N1-::;) cusp like reflector
3. Copper finned tube loops to transport the woikury fluid
4. Glass vacuum tubes with propylene gronnmets and
stainless steel spring clips.
IlErerC10"
The copper hrhnnl hi • twurii v& uum tubes is pre insulated. The
collector moelules are completely assembled except for the
glass vacuum 1u1N-s which die shipped separately. The modules
are shippi-d with protective plastic covers over the copper
finned tubes These plastic covers remain in place until the
system is checked out at which time, the plastic covers are
eepldced with the glass vacuum tubes.
The glass vacuum tube and the hnned•tube are shown in cross
section in Figure 2-2. The glass vacuum tube consists of two
glass cylinders joined to form a Idrge "Theirnos bottle".
the outer coo let serves as the window, and the inner cylm•
der, which is selectively COMM on the outer surface, acts as
the absorber. The space between the two glass cylinders is
evacuated. The energy dtnorhed is transferred through the
inner glass tube and into a conforming cylindrical copper fin.
The thermal energy is then conducted along the fin and into
the fluid passnui through the U tube. This design eliminates
glass to•metal seals, eliminates impact of potential glass
bredkage on olnerational continuity, reduces thermal inertia,
and eliminates thermal expansion differentials between metal
and glass components The 1/4 inch copper tubing which con
tains the woikinq Hurd terminates with 45-deyiee flare nuts for
mechanical ,ittichment to headers.
2.3 COLLECTOR FLUID
The recommendee) non freezing working fluid IS a mixture of
35 to 50 percent (by volume) Prestone 11 0- ethylene glycol
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I COLLECTOR INSTALLATION
3.1 INSTALLATION SUMMARY
A summary of the installation procedure follows The
discussion herein includes GE optional accessories, but similar
steps are recommended for field procured accessories Roof,
ground, or space frame mounting are all potential methods of
installation, depending upon structural considerations, aes
thetics aril cost. The collectors may be arranged in individual
rows (Figure 3-1) or in a dual row (Figure 3-2) utilizing
common headers.
Figure 3-1. Single Mounted Collector
Figure 3 2. Uual Mounted Collectors
Upon completion of the cut i.ctor supporting structure, the
collectors are mounted without the vacuum tubes (Section
3.4). The header tubes are then attached to the collectors arid
brazed together (Section 4.2) A leak check follows (Section
4.3). Operation of the balance of the solar system, including
the controls is verified. The vacuum tubes are then installed
(Section 5.1), followed by high temperature cycling and
checkout (Section 5.2). The piping is insulated and covered
(Section 5.3), and the system is operational.
3.2 MOUNTING TECHNIQUES
There are many acceptable techniques for mounting solar
collectors. The method selected must consider structural,
architectural, cost and schedule constraints. As a quide for
01ti(ANAL PAG E
 IS
OF WK)R QUALITY
collector mountings, two general techniques of many suitable
for simple four-cornet mounting are presented:
1. Direct mounting (Figure 3.3).
2. Strut mounting (Figure 3-4).
Specific requirements may warrant variations or a combination
of the three.
A collector mounting technique that utilizes a UNISTRUT
channel attachment (Figure 3 . 3) provides a simple, quick
installation and will also allow flexibility in the lateral
positioning of the mounting brackets. By avoiding hard-
mounting of individual collector support brackets, installation
time can be reduced significantly in the alignment and attach-
ment of brackets and collectors. Installation time can be fur-
ther reduced by using the internal mounting brackets offered
in the General Electric mounting kits which use pins rather
than nuts and bolts for slide-on interconnection of adjacent
collector panels.
In a strut mounted installation (Figure 3-4), hard mounting of
individual collector support brackets is required to provide
rigid support. Strut mounting will be somewhat more time
consuming than a direct mounting in terms of both alignment
and attachment. Cross-bracing may be required for lateral
support.
3.3 LAYOUT AND SPACING
The initial step in collector installation is a layout of the array
pattern. Since the collector attachment points are fixed at the
four corners, spacing between UNISTRUTS must be closely
controlled. This will faci l itate installation, assure dimensional
integrity of the array and preclude extraneous stresses on the
collectors. Spacing between rows is less critical.
Typical spacing for UNISTRUT installations is shown in
Figure 3-5 for single-mounted collecto • s and F i gure 3-6 for
dual mounted collectors. The distance between adjacent rows
is a nominal value to allow access. For a more compact collec-
tor array, the separation may be reduced, but provisions for a
sliding ladder or working platform should be implemented to
facilitate installation and potential maintenance. Lateral
spacing between collectors is nominally 1/4 inch to accom-
modate a 3/16-inch thick T-bracket and a 1/16 inch header
tube support bracket. In a dual row configuration, mounting
of tube support brackets are alternated between the top and
bottom collectors to maintain array symmetry and proper
fitting of the collector tubing to the headers.
Typical spacing of bottom brackets for a strut-mounted instal-
lation is shown in Figure 3-7. The separation between the
front and back brackets is flexible, but 49'/." divided by the
cosine of the collector tilt angle is most appealing.
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3 4 INSTALLATION PnOCEDURES
Figure 3 9, Bolted Lower T Bracket
Note
U the GE solar controler /figure 2-4I is users, Install an
adapter bracket during the installation of the collectors
preferably at the end of the row for convenience of
accessibility rrr i wallatron, wiring and maintenance
Mount controller in a positron where it will not be
Shaded at any trnle
Direct Mounting Collectors
Instal UNISTRUTS with spacing shown In Figure 3-5 or
3-6 and attach to the roof, (Figure 3 8 1 ,  or substructure.
Fos luof mounting, include 1 /4" neoprene- tvpe spacer under
the UNISTRUT at each attachment point. For dual mounted
collectors, use P5500 series UNISTRUT or P1000 series with
1/4" spacers at the attachment points. Single and dual
mounted collector installation instructions are described
in the following sections Use the instructions that apply to
your configuration. squire 3-10. Place Collector on UNISTRUT
D-14
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Figure 3. 11. Internal Collectors are Fastened by Pinned
T Brackets
No to
UN/STRUT channels for equivalent) and retainer plate
assemblies (plates, bolts, washers and spnrry type nuts).
/Figure 1101, usetl at the ends of each row should be
Obtaneed from the niourrtrny structure manufacturer, or
obtained locally by the installing contractor.
Direct, Single-mounted Collectors:
Before positroningthe first collector on the UNISTRUT,
remove the six sheet metal screws holding the transition
cover at the base of the collector. Remove the transition
cover and attach an end-of row T•bracket (without pins)
to the side of The collector that will face out, (Figure
3 9), using two bolts for each bracket. Removal of the
transition cover is only required foe end of row
collectors.
2. Reattach the transition cover with the six screws. Use
two bolts to attach the other end-of row T bracket to
the same side of the collector.
3. Slide the collector into place so that the T brackets grip
the UNISTRUTS Finger tighten the retainer piates to
the UNISTRUTS. (Figure 3 10).
4 Place one internal T bracket (pinned) into each UNI
STRUT and a pipe support bracket at the header end
and continue installing internal collectors.
5. Verify the correct location and squareness of the first
collector and secure the two retainer plates to the
Unistruts.
6. To mount the adjacent collector, place tube support
brackets over the pies of the T brackets, (Figure 3.11),
at the header end of the collector and slide the next
collector laterally until the pins are fully insefud and
the collectors are sriuy one to the other.
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7. For subsequent collectors, insert a pinned T bracket into
each UNISTRUT and a tube support bracket at the
header end and continue installing internal collectors.
8 At the end of each row, instal the last collector as
describrKl to Steps 1 3 Insure that each collector is snug
against the next and then secure the two retainer plates.
The next step is installation of headers (Section 4).
Direct, Duel-mounted Collectors:
Before positioning the first collector on the UNISTRUTS.
remove the six sheet metal screws holding the transition
cover at the base of the collector. Remove the transition
cover and attach the two end of row T-brackets (without
pins) to the side of the collector that will face out,
(Figure 3 9 1, using two bolts for each bracket Removal
of the transition cover is only required for end of row
collectors.
Z. Temporarily reinstall the transition cover with one
screw
3. Slide the collector into place so that the T brackets grip
the UNISTRUT. Place one internal T bracket (pinned),
(Figure 3 ^), into each UNISTRUT and insert into the
corresponding holes in the collector frame. Assure the
position and squareness of the collector and tighten the
retainer plates IF igure 3-10) to the UNISTRUT
4. To install subsequent internal collectors in the first row
of the dual configuration, place one internal T bracket
(pinned), (Figure. 3 11), into each UNISTRUT and insert
into the corresponding holes in the collector frame At
the collector header end, a tube support bracket, (Figure
311), is -nserted over the pins of the T bracket at every
other collector Remove five of the six transition covet
screws at the base of the collector and place the collec-
tors on the UNISTRUT With the brackets it, place, slide
the collector laterally until the pins are fully inserted
and the collectors are snug one to the other.
5. At the completion of the row, the last collector is
installed as indicated in Steps 1 and 2. Be sure all collec-
tors in the row are snug one against 'he other before
tightening down the two ielainer plates
6. The second row of the dual Configuration is now mount-
ed Repeat Step No 1
7. Attach the erid closure and cover to the header channel,
(Figure 312). Re install the collector transition cover
and attach the bottom header channel to the collector
(Figure 3 13) using the six screws previously removed.
The outside edge of the channel should be 1/E" beyond
the end of the collector to prevent overrun of the than.
net assemblies.
B. Remove the remaining transition cover screw from each
collector on the bottom of the first row.
9. Place the collector and channel assembly on the UNI-
STRUT below tha first collector row installed (Figure
3 14) with the T brackets in positron Attach the header
channel to the top collector using two of the screws
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removed in Step 1
10. Place an  internal T bracket (pinned) into each UNISTRUT
arid insert into the corresponding holes in the collector
Verify the correct location and squareness of the first
collector, and secure the retainer plates, (Figure 3-14),
to the UNISTRUT
At the collector header end, a tube support bracket will
be inserted over the pins of the T bracket every other
collector, alternately to those placed on the opposing
I ow.
11. Continue to attach bottom channels to collectors and
complete installation of internal collectors. At the end
of the row, the last collector is installed as indicated in
Steps 1, ) and 9 Be sure all collectors in the row are
snug one against the other before tighteni ig down the
two retainer plates. The next step is installation of head
er% (Section 4)
Strut mounted Collectors
With bottom brackets completely installed and spacing
verified, (Figure 3 . 7), the collectors are mounted as follows
1. Install all transition struts (Figure 34) and top brackets
to the bottom brackets.
2. Remove the six sheet metal screws and the transition
cover at the bottom of the collectors.
3. Be%pnnnig at the end of a row, place collectors of the
row between the bracket assemblies on the mounting
surface with the flare nuts on the lower edge.
4. Lift the header end of the first collector and align the
outside mounting bracket hole with a hole in the collec
tor. Temporarily insert one bolt (f i nger tight) through
the assembly. Before inserting a bolt in the mounting
bracket on the opposite side of the collector, align the
adjacent collector, position a tube support bracket
(similar to figure 3 . 11, between the two collectors, and
temporarily insert a bolt. This procedure is repeated in
sequence until the header end of all the collectors in the
row is attached.
5. Lift the other end of each collector and attach to the
transition strut/bracket in a similar manner to step 4.
Use two bolts for each attachment bracket until the row
is complete. Tube support brackets are not required at
row ends.
6. Complete the assembly at the header end of each collec
for by adding one more bo l t for each bracket attach
merit. Before completing attachment, check collector
alignment.
7. Re- install the collector transition section covers using
the six sheet metal screws removed in Step 2. The next
step is installation of headers (Section 4).
Figure 3 . 12. Attach End Closure and Cover for End-of-Row
Collectors
Figure 3 13. Attach Bottom Channol to the Collector
Note:
Cuss bracing of the collector support structure may be
required
END-OF ROW
aRACxIT
Figure 3-14 In Dual Arrangement, Place the Next Collector
Below the First
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4. COLLECTOR PLUMBING AND CHECKOUT
a.
4.1 HEADER DESCRIPTION/PLUMBING
the TC 100 collector utilltes two 1/4 Inch, 45(fegr( •e Mass
flare nuts for mechanical attachment to supply and return
hetedels These fitting► protrude from the insulated trans)
Lion section of the collector as shown inn Flgu. -, 2 1 The
EM•slgn allows lateral flexibility In these connections, ptl
manly to accommodate up to 3/4 Inch lateral thermal
expansion in the headers These nuts are nominally 40
inches apart. Pipe headers may be used to supply one
collector row (Figure 4 11 or two collector rows (Figure
4 21 Alternative designs may be utillrld, provided all
Plumbing requirements are satisfied
TC 100 collectors are designed lot parallel flow circuit
hookup and for uniform flow in each collector Optimum
petfotmance Is achieved at flow rates of 0 22 yl)rn/collector.
Uniform flow distribution Ihrou4nout the allay Is
accomplished by pioviolrng eornpalable pressures to each
header. Good distribution through the collectors connected
to each header is achieved by siting the headers for a pies
suit- drop equal to or less than one tenth that of the collector.
Usury this cnlriia, header sites of 3/4 inch and 1-inch type L
I o ppei tubing will provide uniform flow distribution for up
to 18 and 36 collectors, respectively
T vIN' L copper tubing and wrought Copper fittings are
recommended throughout the Collector loop to minimrte
galvanic reactions and eliminate the need for dielectric
flltingi. All non mechanical connections should be u,ldvied
with 95. 5 (tin-antimony) AWS (American Welding Society)
class alloy. He,ldeis require 1/4 inch 45 degree male fittings
at specified locations to connect with the collectors The In
stallatnon of the header assembly should normally include
thermal expansion devices, anchor clamps, and alignment
clamps Air removal from the collector loop is accomph%hed
bV .111 air u'parater, combined with an expansion tank Au
1, at the high points arenot requited
collector Is designed w•th a hydraulic i nteifaee that c.in
a,commooiate up to 3/4 Inch of thermal expansion in %he
header piping The piping design must preclude exce,tive
loading on the collector tubing or header piping To ilvold
excessive flare deformation and resultant leakage, •.orque
fl uid connections to the collector approximately 12 '15 Inch
,Inds.
Recommended manifold configurations showing optional
Gwieral Electric header accessory kits are shown ,n Figures
5 4 and 5 9 for smyle and dual arranl•lements, respectively
The kits provide prefabricated header piping in 4 and 8
foot lengths with correctly spaced tee fittir Is and male
connectors, prefab insulation, covers, pipe clamps, header
support brackets, and all the ne:essary fasteners.
Dimensional specifications for 8-foot on-site assembiles
are shown in Figure 4 3,
4.2 HEADER INSTALLATION PROCEDURES
It is recommended that the Ioln.ng operation of lengths of
headers be performed In place on the root. In a "compact"
array configuration for direct root mounting, it is suggested
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Figure 4-5. Connect Header to Collector Fittings and Attach
Pope Support Clamp
e'
that dual header Prig be employed and the plumbing installation
be performed following utstallati4ion of the collector flares
aril bottom channels. Thermal expansion compensaturs and
clamps may be required.
Installation procedures for header tubing
I	 1 Before starting heaver assembly, thoroughly flush each
`	 header section with tap water The supply and return
lines to the header will be flushed scpaiately to pro.
Cvent potential debris and water from entering the
• 	 collectors
?. The plumbing installation should begin at the supply
and of each header row. Attach a supply header pipe
as the bottom pipe, (Figure 4 4,) to the collectors.
Position the pipe by connecting (finger tight) the apprr>
pirate collector fillings and be sure that the pigtails
coming out of the collectors are centered rut the slot.
Brace adjacent headers and end plug(s). When bracing
next to a collector onneetion Tee, remove the eclapter
from the Tee Pit order to avoid damage during Mating
3 Attach the return header above the supply hedder,
(Figure 4 .41, just installed. Position the pipe by con-
necting the appropriate collector flare nut fittings
(linger tight) and attach the header support clamps
(Figure 4 5) Brace adjacent headers and end plugls).
When brazing next to a collector connection Tee, to
move the adapter from the Tee in order to avoid damage
during beating.
4 With completion of header brazing in each row, adapter
should he installed using ILck-tite high temperature p ore
sealant (with Teflon) or equivalent (do not Lou- tape)
Before connecting headers to supply and return, completely
flush ;he supply dnd return pipes For single row collector,
insert the end covers onto the headers (Figure 4 6) prior to
attachment of feeder connections.
Figure 4 4. Install Headers
For Single Row Mounting, Insert End Covers
Caution must he exercrsal to prevent trert ►np of pipes
during flusho . Flush the supply and return lines When
all header, connections have been complerml and the col
lector loop instaNatrwi venfivel, the system is reedy for
a total collector system leaA check.
4.3 LEAK TEST PROCEDURES
It is reconimencfed that the collector loop be leak checked
using compressed air by chaiyiny the system to 60 prig.
Presence of leaks is indicated by loss of pressure within 4
hours. If leaks are indicated, all fittings and connections
should be bubble tested (soap solution) and defective connect
tions repaired.
With the ledk test completed, the collector loop can be filled
to the prescribed lave] with working fluid (ethylene glycol/
water as specified) Open the pressor#! relief valve to allow air
to escape. When filled, the primary pump may be activated
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and fluid circulated throu(itt the collector loop A strainer In
the collector loop, upstream of the pump, is mandatory during
Me Initial operation to collect any residual Installation par
titles. This strainer should have a Monte body and stainless
stool 20 mesh sr ► een.
Circulate the fluid fol a minimum of two (2) (tours he Inspect
the entire loop for leaks and remove, I nspect, clean and replay
the strainer Repeat this procedure until the strainer is clear of
residual particles.
Inatellllion RNrrrtrrler
The Thertrtal Energy Storepe rank rrrust be filled in the
following nienner to avoid M Orr bound tank. Add water
at the top of the tank The air dial'lacd by the **let
rrrust or exhauster/ Or the exparssrrn tank (normally or)
the Arrtrol fittrr►yl. Add a corrosion inhibitor to the
WOW.
5. FINAL ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT
L .►"'
Olxe leak tests have been completed, the control system anti
sequences verified, and the overall system is operation ready,
Installation of the glass vacuum tubes may proceed. After
vacuum tube Installation, a functional checkout at elevated
temperatures is recommended with repeated cycling to verify
plumbing Integrity With completion of high temperature
checkout, Insulation. header covers and protective windows
III used) should he Installed
5.1 VACUUM TUBE INSTALLITION
Vacuum tubes are shipped In s•r»-,le, protective containers
with 10 tubes per container The containers should be
inspected for external damage upon receipt The tubes are
individually wrapped in black plastic bags. These bags should
be kept sealed until Installation Although glass tubes can be
installed by one person, two installers are recommended for
ease ofinstallation
t;,aution
The glass tubes (similar to fluoresr ent bulbs and vacuum
bottles) could implode if improperly handled. Person•
nel handling the tubes must wear suitable eye and hand
protection. (See Section 6.5)
The following procedures are recommended for Installation
of the glass vacuum tubes
i Inspect the reflector troughs In each collector and
carefully remove any debris
2. Activate collector and storage loop pumps to mini-
mize temperature buildup In the headers
It the system can not be operated, retain the black
plastic bags on the tube; or cover the collector modules
until the $ystem Is activated.
3. Glass i nstallation begins by removing the wooden re-
tainer bar. Raise the outer end of the fin-tube assem•
b1y 1 . 2 inches from the edge of the collector as shown
In Figure 5. 1. Excessive deflection will damage the
Collector Slide the plastic shroud off end discard.
4 Inspect and remove grit or foreign mallet from the
copper fin with a cloth or wft bristle brush
GL Ass SHROUD
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OfPTH ANO TILT	 DEPTH AND TILT
Figure 5-1. Glass Shroud Installation
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S. Pu second u ►slaller should lightly ►upporI the fin tube
to tonuir that it don not cones in Contact will, the
reftettot liourlp artid should continue to support the fin
tut ►e a% till- ,has% tub, I% eistolleef
6 Unwal the Proof of the- prntrt live black /Masti c hag at
the ril ►en end of the glo%% lul ►e arod %title the glass 1-ibe
over the tin tube aswrttbly being careful not to b cold
ow dntot the cyluxlrrcal ►ha1,e of the soft eol ►per fin.
Use the Idlowiny procedure
a. Lightly cooripte%% first fire leading edge be.
tween the tluunb and first fu ►yer Itnt enough to
in►ef t into the yla%% lutle
b Center the open end of the yl.n% tube over fin eswm
Wv and slowly %title on, IFrrtne 5 1)
C Contmur by slightly Compressing the leading edge
of each fin segment as the- glass tube is installed
until the tube has slid past the last fin segment
7 Seat the ylas% tube end yronimet into tho , hole in the
Collector potwo, (Figure 5 2) Irnsuie that the yrurtmet
is completely water) ( ►napped In place) for weather
protection, (Figure 5 11.
8 Slide off the black plastic bag The hags should remain
on the glass tubes of the system is not ready for
copier atIun
9. Install the metal spring clip retainer over the elastoneric
bumper strip on the glass tube and into the Ivio retaimng
holes m the reflector, IF igure 5 3)
10. Repeat procedure until the left tubes are installer/ in
each rul!eCtor
5.2 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
It i% re,;rnrinenrlrrl that d lutdi %V%trni operational checkout
be performed with repeated cycling to elevated tempera-
tures foe several sunny days After iemovu • g the black plrsstic
bays front the yld%% tut ►e% end .is%unimq that checkout of the
control sy%tern has heat completed, Pit .r ational checkout
Figure 5 3. Install the Metal Spring Clip
can leegin. On a bright day, the collector loop fluid will be
gin to get hot within 112 hour to 1 hour Continue running in
air energy collection mode without the %toragr purrep, (P2,
Fig 6 11, running until the collector fluid tem1wiaturecan be
maintained between 201wF and 150oF for high temperature
tests These tests will provide a comprehensive leak check lot
the collector loop as well as ate operational checkout of the
system With regard to the collector loop, the following pro-
cedure% ere recommended
1 After the first four hours of operation dt elevated
temperatures, perform a complete visual inspection of
the collect.►, loop and manifolds for leaks If no leaks
are found, proceed to Step 5.
2. If leaks are found, wait toll low sunshine (or Cover the
collectors) and let the system cool down Correct leaks
3. Refill system and repeat high temperature test procedure
from start.
4 Repeat Step 1. If no leaks are found proceed to Step 5
If art additional leak is found, return to Step 2.
5 After a minimum of 2 sunny days of operation (2 high
temperature cycles), check the strainer for residual par
title.% and take a sample of the working fluid for analysis.
(Section 6 2). Clean and replace the strainer Perform a
final visual mutection for leaks.
Wit'' the integrity of the loop piping under high temperature
:	
i	 verified, the insulation may be installed and the final assembly
of header covers and protective windows (if any) mai , proceed.
5.3 INSULATION AND COVER INSTALLATION
Figure 5 2, Firmly Seat Grommet into the Collector
Pre fabricated insulation is provided as an integral part of the
General Electric header accessory kits. If General Electrie
header accessory kits are not used, 2 inches or more of fiber-
glass insulation is recommended with an appropriate moisture
barrier on all outdoor headers. It is also recommended that
1 . 112 inches or more of fiberglrss Insulation be used on all
Indoor piping Tne following procedures are established for use
with the General Electric header accessory kits
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INSULATED COVER TOP
E LASHING
ACROSS JOINT
"	 FCROSS G
ACROSS JOINT
/	 SCREW. SHEET METAL
/ NUT_'106'
 LOCK
WASHER. FLAT HkADER PREFABRICATED
SCREW.
SHEET METAL
No to:
Select a low-sunshine day or kmp the storage tank cool
and pumps, (PI, P? Fig. 6 1/, running. This procedure
is recommended to eliminate the harard of hot header
piping
For sin a row header a • semblles (Figure. 5 4):
5. Apply a silicone based sealant around the gap before
installing the joint covers. Install joint covers over the
gaps between adjacent header covers with sheet metal
screws as shown in Figure 5-4 and complete by crimping
lips over the adjacent collector frP.mes.
6 If optional protective windows (Figure 2 . 3) are used
with the collectors, apply window standoffs to the Vee
troughs as specified. Install frames and clips as shown.
1. Remove the six sheet metal screws from the collector
transition section for all collectors and without 	 For dual row hoiader asscmblies ( F igure 5-9), the bottom char
removing the covers, install the bottom channels rising 	 nel should be. installed before plumbing. See Section 3.4,
the some holes and screws, (Figure 5 . 5). The insulation	 installation procedure for dual-mounted collectors.
s attached to this section.
1 Apply flashing (aluminized, waterproof tape) inside
2. Slide insulation away from joints to be sealed. Apply 	 the header channel over the gaps between channels as
flashing (alu minized, water-proof tape) as needed in-	 a moisture barrier. Slide the bottom layer of insulation
M	
side the header channel over the gaps between collectors 	 under the pipes. Slit the side insulation to fit around the
as a moisture barrier, (Figure 56) Reposition the	 collector connections and insert on both sides of the
insulation.	 pipe. (Figure 5.10)
3. Install the covers by hooking the lips over the top of the
collector transition section cover (Figure 5 . 7) and sttach
the covers to the bottom channel flanges with six (6)
sheet metal screws.
4 Attach the end covers (Figure 5 8) which were installed
with the piping, by positioning inside of the header
cover and attaching with sheet metal screws.
No re
End covers for the single header arrarryement, if feeder
connections ere at the end of the row, must be installed
ore the header pipes during the plumbing sequence,
(Figure 4-6), or must be cut to allow installation during
final assembly.
2. Install the cover, (Figuie 5 . 111, by hooking the lip over
the top of the upper collector transition section cover
and push on the center of the cover to snap the bottom
lip in place over the bottom transition cover Screw onto
the end covers.
3. Install joint covers over the gaps between adjacent
header covers with sheet metal screws as shown in Figure
5 9 and complete by crimping lips on slotted end over
the adjacent collector frames. Also, ;t is recommended
that a silicon based sealant be applied at the gap inter•
face before installing the joint covers. Apply flashing
to the end closures for weather proofing.
4. If op tional protective windows, (Figure 2 3), are used
with the collectors, apply window standoffs to the Vee
troughs as specified. Install frames arid clips as shcwn.
LOVER JOINT-
Figure 5 .4. Assembly of Single Row Header Kit 18 Feet Long)
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Figure 5-8. Single Row Header End Cap
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Figure 5.9. Assembly of Dual Row Header Kit (8 Feet Long)
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6. COLLECTOR LOOP OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
6.1 COLLECTOR LOOP OPERATION
A recommended typical collector loop configuration for com
rnercial installation is shown in Figure 6 1.
The collector loop is initially charged through the manual fill
valve with the purgt valve open and the shut off valve V101
closed. After the applicable fluid circulates through the col
lector loop and flows fully from the purge valve, open valve
V101 and close the purge valve, then add an additional quan-
tity of loop fluid, equivalent to approximately 10% of expan
soon tank volume, before closing the fill valve.
The optional solar controller, Figures 7 5 and 7 6, is used for
normal daily startup ar, J shut down. Although the factory
set point for the controller is 35 Btuh/ft 2, the photo sensor
may be biased, as shown in Figure 7 6, to enable a higher Val
tie. Refer to General Electric Document 79SDS4231, for
specific set point instructions.
At the required ntsolvation level, the controller aCt1Vat('5 both
the primary loop pump, P1, and the storage loop pump, P2.
If the collector loop fluid temperature is less than 100 0 F, the
diverter valve, V4, rernains in the normal or "B" positron, by-
passing th• primaiv heat exchanger. When the collector loop
fluid temperature is greater than 100o F, diverter valve, V4, is
driven to the "A" position, allowing collected energy to he
transferred to the thermal energy storage tank.
In the event that the storage tank becomes fully charged (i.e..
2W)F) and the collector loop temperature exceeds 3200F,
PUMPS P1 and P2 are de-energited. As the fluid remaining in
the collectors increases in temperature, it expands through
back pressure valve V 1, which is set at 45 psig, into the expan-
sion tank, TKX1. The limited amount of fluid in the collet
tors imax 0.12 gallon/module) will gradually vaporize, leaving
the collectors dry until restart.
The sensor CT 1, which is mechanically attached to a copper
U tube located inside a glass tube, inhibits restart at tempera
tunes above 3200F.
6.2 PERIODIC MAINTENANCE
Collector loop, ti nd retimie% peiioHlic inspection and/or main
tenance to assure proper chemical balance and fluid level An
analysis is recommended for both water glycol and all water
loops for the initial fill, quarterly samples for the first year,
and yearly thereafter. Most commercial manufacturers of cor-
rosion inhibitor additives offer a test k.t for this purpose.
Collector loop fluid composition is described in Section 2.3.
Normal maintenance procedures should be used for other
system components.
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Figure 11. 1 ypical Collector Loop
6.3 PERIODIC INSPECTION
The overall collector array should be periodically inspected
for broken tubes and debris buildup in the reflector troughs.
The frequency of this maintenance is a function of the loca-
tion of a particular solar system and its environment.
6.4 GLASS TUBE REPLACEMENT
Remove the spring clip, (Figure 5 3), holding the shroud
(vacuum tube) in place. The clip is flexed into two holes pro-
vided in the collector vee-trough reflector. Deflect the tube to
be replaced upward no more than 1 to 2 inches from the edge
of the collector and away from the vee trough, (Figure 5-1)
The tube will now slide off the collector fin-tube in the
direction away from the header assembly. The boot on the tub
tube at the headt•r end of the collector should be removed
with the tube being replaced as the new tube will contain a
new boot. If the old tube is broken, be sure to clean the
reflector completely and wipe down the fin assembly. After
wiping down the fin-tube to eliminate all grit, the new tube
is simply slid over the fin-tube, seating the boot into the bulk-
head hole. Re install the spring clip.
6.5 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
Handling of the vacuum tubes is comparable to handlinfl
fluorescent bulbs Caution must be exercised to avoid break
age and hot pipes. Protective gloves, clothing and safety
goggles must be worn when inspecting or working on a
system.
1. Glass vacuum tubes are evacuated and may implode if
improperly handled.
2. In an operating system loop, fluid temperatures can
reach 280O F Hot pipes can be a safety hazard to per
sonnel working around the pipes during final assembly
and checkout. Pe • sonnel must be advised cf loop tem
peratures and of appropriate provisions to cool down the
system. Hand and eye protection is recommended when
working •rourd hot pipes.
3. Collector fluids composed of ethylene glyco are gener-
ally considered as show • • i a low order of toxicity except
for oral ingestion. They - „ aporize at normal tem
peratures and, therefore, do nol ordinarily constitute a
hazard from inhalation. However, precautions should be
taken against the vaporized fluid. Handling of waste
fluid and its disposal should be in accordance with local
ordinances.
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7. SPECIFICATION DATA SHEET
1/Nr 1
Li
I
.I	 r
Il I+wl\•:rin.,. A•.Irl
PHYSICAL OPERATIONAL
WEIGHTS British SI
British SI Inwlatwn	 0 to 403 0 to 108
BTU/it	 /hr langleys
FrameOnly 36lbs 16 k Fluid
Glass Instdliwl Operatrny Temperature 	 100 to 300O F 38 to 1490C
O f y 57 Ibs 26 ky
Composition Q	 "Good"' wa:cr with 35/50%Wrt 591h% 27 ky
Prestone I, I,•''
COMPOSITION
Frame 18 G,r aflumin ied steel (b1 6 mill MODULE DESIGN CONDITIONS
I 'ctur Alglast'"") Pressure Drop Design	 7.0 psi
48 2 kPa
P 180O F 820C
, at on Fiberglass Minimum	 5 0 psi 34 5 kPa
nd Lines 1/4" type L copper Flow Rate	 0 22 gpm 0 83 I/m
r
	 ass Tubes 008 soda lim p @ 1800 F @ 820C
Wind Velocity (Ma y,)	 100 mph 161 km/hr
CONNECTIONS Ice Lr:ad (Max)	 13 psf 63 5 kg/m2
Hydraulic Brass 1/4" 450 Flan' Nut Snow Load (Max)
	
20 psi 97 6 kg; m 2
',r .,;rural Attachments	 Stainless Steel or aluminum Combined Load (Max)
	
33 Psf 161 1 kg/m2
Mrrunruni Array Pressure	 451 ►si 310 kPa
EQUIPMENT SIZING GUIDELINES
MODULE AREA
Heat exchanger arpa
Heating .17 t1 2 /module 016 m 2 module Gross (Frame)	 1 7 4 ft 1 62/m2
Cool ng & Heating .35 f1 2 /module 033 m 2 /module Net (Active)	 14.8 ft 2 1.38/m2
Storage Volume
Heating Only 15 gallons/ 56 8 liters/
^ "Good' Quality Watermodule module
Cool ng & Heating 22 qallons/ 83 3 liters/ Chlorides	 < 100 ppm 
module module Sulfates	 < 100 ppm
Bicarbonates	 < 100 ppm
Tetal Hardness	 < 250 ppm
(it Pr L)lt
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AB
BTUH
DHW
EMM
HVAC
H 
Insolation
M
MMBTU
MO
PRV
T
TC-100
TES
TKX
V
>.T
L
ABBREVIATIONS	 SI CONVLRSION UNITS
xOf^
Refers to valve position
P-!fers to valve positron
BTU per hour
Domestic hot water
Energy Management Module
Heating, ventilation And air conditioning
Heat exchanger
Solar radiation rate (Sunshine Intensity)
Motor or electrically actuated
106 BTU
Month
Pressure relief valve
Used wi rt. a number, denotes a temperature
sensor
General Electric Vacuum Tube Solar Collector
Thermal energy storage tank
Expansion tank
Used with a number, denotes a valve
Used with a number, denotes a temperature
limiting valve
Symbol for multiplication
Length
1 in - 0.0254 meter (exectfy)
1 it - 0.3048 meter (exactly)
Area
1 1,1 2 - 6.45 x 10 -4 myer2
1 ft - 0.09290 meter
Volum
1 in^ - 1.639 x 10-6 meter3
1 gal IU.S. liquid) - 3 785 x 10 -3 meter3
Mass
1 ounce-mass (avoirdupois) - 2.834 x 10-2 kilogram
1 pound-mass (avoirdupois) - 0.4636 kilogram
Pressure or Stress (Force/Area)
1 inch of mercury I? F) - 3.377 x 10 3pascal
1 pound force /inch
 Ipsr) - 6.895 x 10 pascal
Energy
1 foot-pound-force (ft-lbf) - 1.368 joule
1 Btu (International Table) - 1.066 x 10 3 joule
Power
1 watt- 1 x 10 1 erg/second
1 Btu/h - 0.2929 watt
Temperature
tC-6/9 (IF -321
Heat
1 (Btu'In)/(h-ft 2, F) ' 1.442 x 10-1 - W /(m'K)
(thermal conductivity)
1 (Btu)/(Ibm F) 4.184 x 103 - J/(kg'K) (specific heat)
Solar terms
1 Btu/ft 2 - .271 langle^ - .271 cal/cm 2 - 1.136 joule/cm2
FIT
	 Tilt Correc'Jon Factor
KT
	 Cicarness Index
UA
	
Building Heat Loss factor
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